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Abstract
Energy conservation is one of the greatest challenges in multi-hop wireless networks due to the ever-
increasing energy requirements of wireless devices and the slow advancement of battery technology.
While signiﬁcant energy savings can be obtained by incorporating energy eﬃciency into the design
of network protocols, the approaches taken so far have been very diverse. Current research has
focused on either optimizing the energy use for a given communication task, or optimizing the
energy consumption when the network is idle. However, an integrated approach is lacking. To this
end, we explore the limits of traditional stand-alone techniques and expose some commonly held
myths about energy conservation in wireless multi-hop networks. The main goal of our research is
to develop a uniﬁed design that enables energy-eﬃcient network operation.
In the ﬁrst part of the thesis, we explore the existence of an optimal operating point that
minimizes energy while satisfying the communication requirements on the network. Our goal is
to conserve energy by accounting for all sources of energy consumption: (1) energy consumed for
communication including energy spent for data and control overhead and (2) energy consumed
during idling. Essentially, this is an energy-eﬃcient network design problem. Since this problem is
a node-weighted buy-at-bulk problem, which is NP-hard, we follow a divide-and-conquer approach,
and ﬁrst propose an on-demand topology management protocol, TITAN to reduce idling energy
consumption. TITAN serves as a building block for a two-stage approach to energy-eﬃcient net-
work design, which ﬁrst reduces the energy consumed in idling and second the energy consumed
in data communication. Our results show that this two-stage approach is the only feasible ap-
proach that meets the challenge of operating the network with low energy cost without degrading
communication.
From our experiences with energy-eﬃcient network design, we observed that : (1) idling en-
ergy consumption should be the primary target for energy conservation, (2) any solution to energy
iii
conservation becomes cost prohibitive with increasing overhead, and (3) minimizing energy conser-
vation does not necessarily improve network lifetime. Therefore, in the second part of this thesis,
we build on our results to formulate solutions to each of these problems. To reduce idling energy
consumption, we propose a bulk-communication protocol that achieves high energy savings from
using a high-power high-rate radio for data communication and a low-power low-rate radio for
network maintenance. To maintain energy-eﬃciency in the presence of high control and data over-
head, respectively, we present two protocols: (1) adaptive recovery to maintain energy-eﬃciency in
the presence of failures and (2) probability-based broadcast forwarding. Finally, to balance energy
consumption in the network, we use a preemptive recovery protocol that re-distributes traﬃc based
on the remaining energy of current forwarding nodes. Essentially, our results show that high energy
savings, high communication performance and long lifetime in the network can be achieved through
low-overhead, low-complexity protocols that rely on local decisions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Despite their potential for enabling communication “anywhere, anytime”, the beneﬁts of wireless
networks are severely constrained by limited energy resources due to typically untethered nodes in
these networks. Essentially, the time a network remains operational is critically dependent on the
energy available to the network, which presents a signiﬁcant barrier to widespread use of wireless
networks. The energy consumption of a wireless network is determined by the use of the hardware
on the nodes. Since the algorithms and protocols that run on these nodes determine hardware use
and so, energy consumption, our research aims to incorporate energy eﬃciency into the design of
network protocols.
To support energy conservation in wireless networks, the energy trade-oﬀs in all components of
wireless communication must be understood. For a given wireless node, the energy is expended for
data communication, control overhead and during idle times. There has been extensive research
on reducing energy consumption from each source. Nevertheless, the tight interactions between
energy conservation approaches and other network functions, such as routing and medium access,
have generally been overlooked. These interactions especially impact wireless multi-hop networks,
such as ad hoc or sensor networks, where a set of nodes cooperate to enable these network functions.
In this context, it is unlikely that one optimal energy conservation strategy will be able to cover all
possible networking scenarios. Furthermore, next to energy conservation, the primary goal of an
energy-eﬃcient wireless network is still to provide an acceptable level of communication to its users.
Therefore, ﬁrst, it is necessary to design comprehensive energy conservation approaches that lever-
age the understanding of the complex interactions between existing mechanisms. Second, energy
and communication performance trade-oﬀs should be incorporated into the design of protocols to
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balance these two competing goals. By addressing these two issues, our research presented in this
thesis enables the design and evaluation of communication-centric solutions to energy conservation
in multi-hop wireless networks.
Designing an integrated solution for multi-hop wireless networks is a complex problem due to
inter-dependencies among diﬀerent energy conservation approaches. Although energy is consumed
both when the network is actively communicating and when it is idle, current protocols that aim
to achieve energy eﬃciency focus on either optimizing the energy use for a given communication
task [10, 25, 35, 37, 38, 56, 57, 58] or optimizing the energy consumption when the network is
idle [15, 19, 24, 26, 33, 54, 62, 131]. A typical misconception is to treat these two approaches as
complementary since the times spent in communication and idle are disjoint. Contrary to popular
belief, these approaches do not achieve high energy savings when they operate independently of
each other [105]. Therefore, in this thesis, we explore the existence of an operating point that
minimizes energy costs from data communication, idling and control overhead, while satisfying the
communication requirements of a network. The key contribution of our work is a toolbox of diﬀerent
energy conservation solutions, which contain new approaches and augment existing approaches to
energy conservation. Our solutions rely on exchanging cross-layer information among protocol
layers to cope with the dynamics of the environment and to meet various communication and
energy-eﬃciency requirements. This work facilitates the design of ﬂexible architectures that can
accommodate variations in node distributions, traﬃc demands and link conditions, enabling the
widespread use of multi-hop wireless networks.
1.1 Communication-Centric Energy Conservation
To achieve communication-centric energy conservation, it is necessary to determine which nodes
should be participating in the network to satisfy communication requirements. Essentially, these
node participation decisions aﬀect energy consumption in terms of communication, idling and
control overhead. Figure 1.1 illustrates the main idea by zooming in on the internals of energy
management at a particular node, which is composed of energy conservation algorithms and lifetime
decisions. Using the energy conservation algorithms, a node determines its future participation in
the network based on its current state. Based on diﬀerent lifetime expectations, a node re-evaluates
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of an communication-centric energy conservation.
its decisions about participating in the network based on its available energy. Since these decisions
are based on up-to-date information about remaining energy and communication requirements,
nodes adapt to the current conditions in the network, eﬀectively realizing communication-centric
energy conservation.
As a ﬁrst step to such communication-centric energy conservation, we ﬁrst formulate the problem
analytically as an energy-eﬃcient network design problem. Using this formulation, the problem can
be divided into two subproblems:
(1) Idle-time energy conservation where node participation decisions are only based on idling
energy consumption,
(2) Integrated idle-time and communication-time energy conservation where communication en-
ergy costs are incorporated into the decision process.
Essentially, using this divide-and-conquer strategy reduces the complexity of the problem and
facilitates a clear illustration of the impact of reducing the energy consumed during diﬀerent times
(i.e., during idle, data communication, and control message dissemination) on energy-eﬃciency
and communication performance. Our results show that idle-time energy conservation is the most
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important component for total network energy conservation. Additionally, the feasibility of any
approach is determined by the amount of control overhead incurred during node participation
decisions. Finally, while reducing instantaneous energy consumption is an eﬀective strategy for
energy conservation, it might not necessarily guarantee a long network lifetime. Therefore, based
on these results, we enhance our research by investigating solutions to the following subproblems:
(3) Idle-time energy conservation using dual radios,
(4) Energy conservation via control overhead reduction,
(5) Network lifetime.
The main novelty of our approach is that, although we divide the problem into subproblems,
we do not lose sight of the interactions and dependencies among them. In the remainder of this
chapter, we describe the subproblems (1)-(5) in more detail.
1.1.1 Idle-Time Energy Conservation
The most promising target for energy conservation is to reduce the energy spent when the network
is idle. Many approaches have been proposed to reduce idle-time energy consumption by switching
to a power-save mode where the node spends most of its time in a low-power sleep state [12, 19,
24, 54, 64, 93, 101]. However, since a sleeping node is not capable of receiving or transmitting,
a sleep scheduling mechanism is necessary to ensure that nodes that want to exchange traﬃc are
awake at the same time [51, 26, 135]. While such scheduling mechanisms may be able to support
communication in lightly loaded networks, allowing all nodes to operate in power-save mode imposes
additional delay on all communication and can severely limit the capacity of the network as load
increases [136]. To compensate for these limitations, some nodes can stay in active mode (i.e.,
never power down) and serve as stable relays to support low delay and high throughput in the
network [24, 130, 136]. Since such node participation decisions determine both energy consumption
and communication quality, the main challenge to any idle-time energy conservation protocol is
selecting the best set of nodes through which all traﬃc ﬂows. To address this challenge, we propose
an on-demand topology management protocol, TITAN [104, 106], which builds a backbone of active
nodes that handle data communication while other nodes sleep. The main novelty of TITAN is its
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ability to make local node participation decisions. Through these local decisions, TITAN adapts the
backbone to network traﬃc to provide energy-eﬃcient routes for the current set of ﬂows. Due to its
low backbone maintenance overhead, TITAN is able to achieve high communication performance
with signiﬁcant energy savings.
1.1.2 Integrating Idle-time and Communication-time Energy Conservation
While reducing idling energy provides ample opportunity for energy conservation, a complete solu-
tion to energy conservation needs to address both idle-time and communication-time energy costs.
Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the co-existence of approaches that reduce idling and data
communication energy. Since ﬁnding an optimal solution to this problem is NP-hard and diﬃcult
to approximate [23], we propose three heuristic approaches [108] that (1) minimize communication
energy as a primary goal, (2) jointly optimize for both communication and idling energy and (3)
minimize idling energy as a primary goal. Through extensive analysis and evaluation of these ap-
proaches, we show that the ﬁrst approach does not provide any energy savings with typical wireless
network cards. While the second approach is able to ﬁnd the more energy-eﬃcient routes com-
pared to the ﬁrst and third approaches, the beneﬁts are overwhelmed by high control overhead.
Essentially, the third approach is the only approach that achieves both energy-eﬃciency and feasi-
bility. In the third approach, we use TITAN as the idle-time energy conservation solution and show
that TITAN also provides scalability in addition to maintaining high communication and energy
conservation performance. These results validate that idle-time energy conservation must the pri-
mary optimization goal, and therefore, TITAN, is an important building block for energy-eﬃcient
network design.
1.1.3 Idle-time Energy Conservation Using Dual Radios
Since reducing idle-time energy is central to communication-centric energy conservation, we in-
vestigate further opportunities for reducing idling energy in dual-radio networks, which contain
nodes that are equipped with high-power/high-rate and low-power/low-rate radios [102]. In an
ideal device, the low idling costs for the low-power radios would be coupled with the low per-bit
transmission energy costs of the high-power radios. To approach this ideal in a dual-radio node, the
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high-power radio should remain oﬀ the majority of the time and the low-power radio should be used
to wake up the high-power radio at the exact time necessary. However, since transitions from oﬀ
to on are not free, in terms of time or energy [103], these transitions should be managed eﬀectively
so that the increased transition energy costs do not oﬀset the decreased per-bit transmission costs
of the high-power radio. This transition overhead can be amortized across multiple transmissions
by buﬀering a minimum amount of data in the node before starting transmission. Therefore, we
carefully analyze the eﬀect of diﬀerent energy and transmission characteristics for diﬀerent high-
power/high-rate and low-power/low-rate radios on the minimum burst size. Our analysis shows
that signiﬁcant energy savings can be obtained with a low burst size (i.e., a few KB), Based on
this analysis, we propose a bulk communication protocol that uses a high-rate/high-power radio for
bulk data transmissions, and a low-rate/low-power radio for network maintenance. The results of
our analysis are veriﬁed by extensive evaluation of our bulk communication protocol for dual-radio
networks.
1.1.4 Energy Conservation via Control Overhead Reduction
Once an energy-eﬃcient solution is found, the energy-eﬃciency of the network and the feasibility
of the solutions needs to be maintained by minimizing control overhead. Therefore, we consider
two cases that tend to generate high control overhead: (1) a route failure, which triggers discovery
of a new route and (2) broadcast communication. In the presence of route failures, traﬃc must
be re-routed quickly and recovery should disrupt as few nodes as possible for energy eﬃciency.
Therefore, route recovery should be strictly local. However, in the presence of mobility and power
saving nodes, local information that can enable route recovery might be limited. To meet this
challenge, we extend our local recovery approach, bypass routing [107], with adaptive connectivity
management. Essentially, through the use of adaptivity connectivity management, bypass routing
gains the ability to eﬃciently salvage route failures in the presence of changing network conditions
(e.g., mobility, changing sleep schedules and traﬃc load).
Broadcast is a fundamental primitive for disseminating control information. However, broad-
cast communication incurs high control overhead. Furthermore, the communication performance
of broadcast is greatly aﬀected (e.g., in terms of latency) when nodes follow a sleep schedule using
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a power-management protocol. To reduce this overhead and improve the performance with power-
management, we propose PBBF (Probability-based Broadcast Forwarding), which allows nodes to
follow the power management protocol probabilistically in the presence of broadcasts [77]. Hence,
with some probability, nodes (1) transmit broadcasts even though not all neighbors are awake and
(2) stay awake regardless of their sleep schedules. Through this probabilistic operation, PBBF
exploits energy-latency-reliability trade-oﬀs based on the redundancy inherent in broadcast com-
munication. We show that in PBBF, a given level of reliability can only be achieved if probability
of following the power-management protocol is beyond a critical threshold. Based on the parameter
settings that provide high reliability, we characterize the energy-latency trade-oﬀ. Furthermore, we
present adaptive PBBF, which automatically conﬁgures the PBBF parameters to satisfy diﬀerent
energy-latency-reliability requirements.
1.1.5 Network Lifetime
Reducing instantaneous energy consumption is an eﬀective strategy for energy conservation. How-
ever, it might not necessarily guarantee a long network lifetime. The challenge to improving network
lifetime is that there is no general deﬁnition for network lifetime, and therefore, any solution for
maximizing the operational time of the network needs to be strictly application-speciﬁc. A vi-
able approach to extending network lifetime is to extend individual node lifetimes through load
balancing. However, it is important that the additional control overhead incurred to support load
balancing is not counterproductive. Essentially, current load balancing solutions periodically rotate
nodes that participate in the network, typically ignoring the eﬀect of routing disruptions [24, 130].
Since the routing protocol is expected to recover from such route failures, the beneﬁts of load
balancing can be oﬀset by this additional overhead. Therefore, we propose a modiﬁed local recov-
ery scheme for load balancing that allows nodes to distribute traﬃc to their neighbors based on
their battery levels. Through such local ﬂow distribution, nodes share the responsibility of satisfy-
ing communication requirements, which allows maintaining both high communication and energy
performance.
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1.2 Thesis Structure
This thesis begins by presenting our energy model for wireless networks and discusses current ap-
proaches to energy conservation. In Chapter 2, we also discuss the negative interactions between
some approaches, which motivates taking a more holistic view of energy conservation. In Chap-
ter 3, we deﬁne the energy-eﬃcient network design problem and outline our approach. Chapter 4
presents our idle-time energy conservation solution, TITAN, which is an on-demand topology man-
agement protocol. Chapter 5 describes integrating approaches to idle-time energy conservation
and communication-time energy conservation. In Chapter 6, we further study idle-time energy
conservation in dual-radio networks. Chapter 7 presents solutions for maintaining energy-eﬃciency
through reducing overhead in the presence of route failures and broadcast communication. Chap-
ter 8 presents diﬀerent deﬁnitions of network lifetime and proposes a new approach to balance
network energy consumption. We conclude in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Energy Conservation in Multi-hop
Wireless Networks
There are several sources of energy consumption in multi-hop wireless networks (e.g., computation,
communication or sensing) and correspondingly diﬀerent methods of reducing energy consump-
tion [29, 94, 98]. For instance, to save computation energy, Dynamic Voltage Scaling adapts the
processor’s supply voltage and operating frequency to match the computational load instead of
requiring peak system performance at all times [78, 86, 95]. The energy consumed in sensing can
be reduced by exploiting the correlations between diﬀerent sensor readings and gathering data only
from a subset of sensors [28, 43]. However, the most promising strategy for energy conservation for
wireless devices is to reduce the energy used in wireless communication, which is a major energy
consumer during system operation. Experimental results show that the network energy consump-
tion of a laptop is approximately 10% of the overall energy consumption. However, in handheld
devices, network energy constitutes as much as 50% of the total energy [63] and the trend is even
worse for new sensor platforms. The network energy consumption constitutes 40-50% of total en-
ergy consumption for the earlier Mica2 and Micaz nodes [90, 110], with similar results for the new
Telos [90] nodes. Hence, in this chapter, we lay the groundwork for our research by discussing how
energy is consumed for wireless communication and present existing research on energy conserva-
tion based on this model. Our discussions include energy saving potential from diﬀerent approaches
when used separately and when used jointly. Essentially, joint utilization of some of the existing
approaches reveals interdependencies in terms of selecting nodes to participate in the network. We
elaborate on the impact of these interdependencies on energy conservation.
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2.1 Energy Consumption Characteristics
To support energy-awareness in multi-hop wireless networks, it is essential to understand the energy
trade-oﬀs in all components of wireless communication. To this end, we present an energy model
that represents node and network energy consumption based on the energy characteristics of wireless
interface cards and on node participation in network communication. This model serves as a useful
tool to evaluate the energy-eﬃciency of a large variety of energy conservation approaches. In this
thesis, we generally treat energy as an expensive but inexhaustible resource rather than a hard
constraint on communication [29]. However, we discuss the impact of limited energy resources in
Section 8.
The energy consumption of a wireless network is determined by the amount of energy consumed
by all nodes. Our per-node energy model is based on the energy characteristics of a typical wireless
interface, which are determined by its operating states: transmit, receive, idle and sleep. Based
on these states, we divide the energy consumption of a node i into communication costs (i.e.,
when it is transmitting or receiving), Ecomm(i), and passive costs (i.e., when it is not engaged in
communication), Epassive(i).
The network energy consumption, Enetwork is determined by the energy consumption of all
nodes:
Enetwork =
m∑
i=1
Ecomm(i) + Epassive(i), (2.1)
where m is the number of nodes. Obviously, Ecomm(i) and Epassive(i) are strongly tied to a node’s
participation in communication, which in turn depends on many factors including traﬃc load and
routing decisions.
The communication cost of a node i, Ecomm(i), includes the energy consumed for data commu-
nication and control overhead, Edata(i) and Econtrol(i), respectively. Hence, Ecomm(i) = Edata(i) +
Econtrol(i). Edata(i) is deﬁned by the energy consumed for transmitting and receiving data packets.
Therefore,
Edata(i) = tdatarx (i) · Prx +
∑
j∈NextHop
tdatatx (i, j) · Ptx(i, j), (2.2)
where tdatarx (i) is the total time spent in data reception and t
data
tx (i, j) is the time node i spends
transmitting to node j. In Equation (2.2), we do not diﬀerentiate between the time spent in ﬁrst
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transmissions and retransmissions but consider the total time spent for data traﬃc. Furthermore,
tdatarx (i) also includes the time spent in overhearing, when node i is not the intended receiver. For
reception, node i’s receive power is Prx. Ptx(i, j) is the total transmission power and is deﬁned as
Ptx(i, j) = Pbase+Pt(i, j), where Pbase is the base transmitter cost and Pt(i, j) is the transmit power
level. Pt(i, j) attenuates with the nth power of d, where d is the distance between nodes i and j,
n is the path loss exponent and 2 ≤ n ≤ 4 depending on the characteristics of the communication
medium. Although Pt(i, j) is a continuous function of distance, current cards support discrete
power level settings. For instance, the Cisco Aironet 350 has ﬁve transmit power levels (mW): 100,
50, 30, 20, 5.
Econtrol(i) is deﬁned by the energy expended for transmitting and receiving control packets.
Econtrol(i) = tctrlrx (i) · Prx + tctrltx (i) · Pmaxtx , (2.3)
where tctrlrx is the time spent in reception and t
ctrl
tx is the time spent in transmission of control packets.
While sending control packets with variable transmit power may improve network capacity and
energy consumption, we have not considered this case since it results in asymmetric links and in
more collisions [56], and hence, signiﬁcantly increases the complexity of network protocols to deal
with such problems [38]. Therefore, we assume that control packets are transmitted with maximum
power level, Pmaxt .
Epassive(i) represents the energy consumed when a node is not involved in reception or trans-
mission. During this time, the wireless interface of a node can expend energy idling, sleeping or
switching between these two states. Therefore,
Epassive(i) = tidle(i) · Pidle + tsleep(i) · Psleep + tswitch · Pswitch, (2.4)
where idling energy is determined by idle power, Pidle, and the duration of idling, tidle(i). Sleeping
energy is a function of the sleep power, Psleep, and the duration of sleep, tsleep(i). Hence, transition
energy is the energy spent switching between sleep and idle states, which is determined by switch
power, Pswitch and the duration of switching, tswitch. It must be noted that the switching costs
only include the actual device switching cost and not the protocol cost, which is the cost of ﬁnding
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Figure 2.1: Measurement setup used to determine the energy characteristics of an Aironet 350
wireless card.
out if the card can switch to a sleep state. Costs due to such sleep negotiations are considered to
be a part of Econtrol(i).
The rest of this section presents the costs deﬁned by this model using published information
about various wireless cards, and our measurements of the Cisco Aironet 350 [1] wireless card.
In our measurement set-up (see Figure 2.1), which is similar to [109], we used the PCCExtend
extender to expose the connections of the wireless card, including the Vcc. The extender is inserted
into the laptop and the card is inserted to the extender. The current is directly measured using a
Tektronix TCP202 current probe and a Tektronix TDS654C oscilloscope.
The energy consumed in transmit and receive modes directly determines Ecomm(i). Table 2.1
shows the transmit and receive powers for well-known wireless network interfaces. Typically, Ptx is
higher than Prx. To validate actual energy consumption for a real card, we measured Ptx and Prx
for the Aironet 350 card (see Figure 2.2). In our experiments, we measured the current that passed
through redundant lines on the extension board independently. Therefore, Figure 2.2 depicts two
identical curves and hence, the actual current consumption is twice what is shown in the labels.
Based on the measurements, Ptx is higher than Prx (2 × 184 mA and 2 × 156 mA, respectively).
Figure 2.2 also depicts costs such as switching the transceiver on (2 × 213 mA). These costs are
included in the transmission energy calculations for the Aironet 350 card in Table 2.1.
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Card Pmaxtx (mW) Prx (mW) Pidle (mW) Psleep (mW) Eswitch (J)
Cabletron [18, 24] 1400 1000 830 130 1.328
Lucent Wavelan [34, 53]
2 Mbps 1327.2 966.9 843.7 66.3 0.6
11 Mbps 1346.1 900.6 739.4 47.4 0.6
Cisco Aironet 350 [1] 1850 1590 1150 140 0.6 (ad hoc)
0.19 (managed)
ORiNOCO 11b [54] 1400 950 805 60
Monolithics [101] 14.88 12.5 12.36 0.016
TR1000 40 Kbps [3, 6]
81 30 30 0.003
(Mica Mote)
CC1000 38.4 Kbps [5]
42 29 - 0.002
(Mica2 Mote)
CC2420 250 Kbps [7]
51 59.1 - 0.003
(Micaz, Telos, Imote2)
Table 2.1: Transmit, receive, idle, sleep mode and switching energy costs for selected wireless cards.
184mA
213mA

156mA
Figure 2.2: Transmit energy of Cisco Aironet 350 card: Transmit power level 100 mw, transmit
rate 2 Mb/s.
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Figure 2.3: Transition energy of Cisco
Aironet 350 card in managed mode.
Average:103mA
Figure 2.4: Transition energy of Cisco
Aironet 350 card in ad hoc mode.
The passive costs of various cards are also listed in Table 2.1 in terms of idle and sleep power
levels. Except for a few cards, Eswitch = tswitch · Pswitch is typically not known. Therefore, we
carefully measured the cost of switching from on to oﬀ and from oﬀ to on for the Aironet 350 card.
Although our measurements show that the cost of switching from on to oﬀ is negligible, the cost of
switching from oﬀ to on can be signiﬁcant. Since the behavior of the node as it is being turned on
depends on the mode the card runs in, we measured switching costs for both managed and ad hoc
modes (see Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4). Essentially, both tswitch and Pswitch are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
in ad hoc and managed modes, which aﬀect Eswitch. While in ad hoc mode, tswitch is ≈ 578 ms
with an average 103 mA current draw, in managed mode, the card goes through diﬀerent states for
diﬀerent durations and hence, has a lower Eswitch. The measurements show that the ad hoc mode
switching costs for Aironet 350 are approximately the same as for Lucent Wavelan [34, 53]. Among
all of the cards, Cabletron [18, 24] is reported to have the highest switching energy costs.
The published data and our measurements identify diﬀerent opportunities for energy conserva-
tion. Since Prx and Pbase are ﬁxed components of Edata(i), techniques to reduce Edata(i) need to
focus on reducing the transmission costs deﬁned by the Ptx(i, j)’s and the time spent in reception
and transmission. The minimum Ptx(i, j) that can be used between node i and node j is deter-
mined by the distance between node i and j, current channel conditions and the transmission rate.
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The time spent in transmission and reception depends on current network traﬃc and the channel
quality, which determines how many (re)transmissions a node needs to handle. Similarly, Econtrol
can only be reduced by limiting the time spent transmitting and receiving control messages. Obvi-
ously, Epassive(i) is minimized if the network interface switches to a sleep state as soon as the node
becomes idle and stays in the sleep state long enough to amortize the switching cost. However,
the time in each state and the extent of switching, which determines Epassive(i), are deﬁned by
the interactions between network traﬃc and the protocol that manages switching between sleep
and idle states. The next section presents current approaches to exploiting such opportunities for
energy conservation in more detail.
2.2 Mechanisms for Energy Conservation
Communication-centric energy conservation requires understanding the trade-oﬀs between commu-
nication and energy conservation, which aﬀect decisions about node participation in the network.
For a complete solution, communication and passive costs, Ecomm(i) and Epassive(i), need to be min-
imized simultaneously. However, current energy conservation approaches either reduce Ecomm(i) or
Epassive(i). These approaches can be classiﬁed as [27]: (1) node-based or (2) network-based. Node-
based approaches range from avoiding useless transmissions in the presence of noisy channels [27] to
turning oﬀ a radio when overhearing a packet not addressed to the node [93]. However, the main fo-
cus of this thesis is network-based approaches that have a global impact on energy consumption and
communication performance. Current network-based approaches employ mechanisms that typically
target the energy consumption of a node during a speciﬁc operating state of a wireless interface.
These mechanisms roughly fall into two categories: (1) power control [10, 38, 57, 80] and (2) power
management [63, 103, 113, 136]. In the remainder of this section, we present these mechanisms and
discuss the interactions between these mechanisms and their impact on node participation in the
network.
2.2.1 Power Control
Since transmit mode has the highest power, and hence, is the most signiﬁcant contributor to
Ecomm(i), much research has been directed at minimizing the energy consumption from transmis-
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Figure 2.5: Transmit energy of Cisco Aironet
350 card: Transmit power level 100 mw,
transmit rate 11 Mb/s.
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Figure 2.6: Transmit energy of Cisco Aironet
350 card: Transmit power level 30 mw, trans-
mit rate 11 Mb/s.
sions by minimizing the per-hop transmit power level, Pt(i, j), using transmission power control
(TPC) [10, 38, 57, 80]. The Pt(i, j) needed to transmit over a link between two nodes i and j sepa-
rated by distance d is proportional to dn. Therefore, the goal of TPC is to exploit this relationship
between distance and the transmit power level and use the minimum Pt(i, j) that guarantees a
successful reception at node j.
TPC can be achieved at the MAC (Medium Access Control) layer by determining the minimum
transmit power level, Pt(i, j), between two nodes during the RTS (Request-to-Send) - CTS (Clear-
to-Send) handshake [10, 52]. The sender stamps the RTS packet with the maximum power level,
Pmaxt . The minimum power level needed to reach receiver j from sender i , Pt(i, j), is calculated
based on the receiver side signal strength.
To understand the potential energy savings from TPC, we measured the Aironet 350 wireless
card transmitting at two diﬀerent power levels: 100 mW and 30 mW, respectively (see Figure 2.5
and Figure 2.6). In both cases, the transmission successfully reaches the receiver node. However,
the current drawn by the card is obviously lower when the transmit power level is 30 mW (e.g.,
2 × 155 mA on average compared to 2 × 185 mA at 100 mA). Given this ability to reduce
transmission costs, TPC is used as a primitive for several protocols such as topology control [57,
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70, 80, 97, 100, 124], which assigns transmit power levels to a node such that a connectivity
constraint is satisﬁed with minimum energy consumption. Energy-eﬃcient broadcast/multicast
protocols [69, 125, 126] can also use TPC to prune the connectivity graphs to ﬁnd the minimum
cost tree. However, although such aggressive topology control reduces energy consumption, it can
create a network that is easily partitioned by the failure of one node aﬀecting communication
performance [65]. Furthermore, the majority of these protocols are designed for static networks,
limiting the ability to maintain the network topology in the presence of mobility [65]. Finally,
power-aware routing [37, 111, 120] uses transmit power levels to choose routes with minimum
transmit energy consumption. Although power-aware routing protocols are not limited to static
networks, they create interdependencies with power management approaches, which are described
in the next section. Such interactions may result in a net increase in energy consumption, which is
the topic of our discussion in Section 2.2.3.
2.2.2 Power Management
Since idling energy, Eidle(i), is the dominating energy consumer in the presence of low to medium
traﬃc [98], a common method to conserve idle-time energy is to switch nodes to a low-power sleep
state during silent periods in communication. Since no communication is possible in this state, the
main challenge is to inform a sleeping node of pending communication. Therefore, a wide range of
power management protocols have been proposed to eﬃciently wake up cards from the sleep state.
These protocols can be divided into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous
methods use shared schedules, which can be either globally deﬁned across the network [51] or local
schedules negotiated between neighbors [122, 132, 133]. Asynchronous methods coordinate node
wake up times without the use of synchronized schedules [89, 101, 109, 132]. In the rest of this
section, we brieﬂy discuss the power management protocols in each category.
The standard synchronous power management protocol is IEEE 802.11 PSM [51], where nodes
wake up periodically at the beginning of every predeﬁned time slot called a beacon interval (BI).
Pending traﬃc is announced via ATIMs (ad hoc traﬃc indication messages) in an ATIM window at
a predeﬁned location in the BI. If a node receives an ATIM, it stays awake for the rest of the interval.
Otherwise, nodes switch to sleep state after the ATIM window. Asynchronous power management
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Figure 2.7: Measurement of Aironet 350 in power-save mode: Beacon interval is 2 seconds.
schemes were designed since (1) synchronization is diﬃcult to maintain and (2) predeﬁned wake-up
schedules are diﬃcult to match to traﬃc patterns, causing high delay and energy consumption.
Two classes of asynchronous protocols exist, which we call scheduled and trigger-based. In the
initial scheduled protocols, receivers were responsible for making sure that their awake periods were
guaranteed to cover all possible transmitters [33, 54, 121, 135]. However, later protocols [89, 132]
moved the burden to the sender, requiring the transmission of a preamble that is long enough to
ensure all possible receivers will hear it. Finally, trigger-based protocols notify nodes when they
should wake up through the use of a second control channel [10, 92, 93, 101, 109].
While power management protocols save energy by allowing nodes to sleep, the overhead from
sleep scheduling decisions also consumes energy. To illustrate this overhead, we measured the
Aironet 350 card in power-save mode (see Figure 2.7). The beacon interval is 2 s. Hence, every
2 s, the node wakes up and receives a beacon. Although, the wireless interface has nothing to send
or receive (except the beacon), it draws 100 mA when it transitions from sleep to idle. During
the ATIM window, Aironet 350 draws 66 mA on average during for around 13 ms. Since there
is nothing to send or receive, the wireless card transitions back to sleep mode at the end of the
ATIM window, drawing an average of 14 mA. Hence, such transition costs should be included in
the calculation of the wake-up intervals to amortize these costs.
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In addition to handling the transition costs, all power management approaches face several
challenges. While the problem of synchronization and lack of ﬂexibility due to ﬁxed beacon intervals
are the main problems of synchronous approaches, in asynchronous scheduled protocols, a node
may spend signiﬁcantly more time awake than in a synchronous approach. For the trigger-based
protocols to be eﬀective, the control channel must consume less energy than the main channel.
Furthermore, the two channels should be orthogonal (e.g., transmitting in the 915MHz [109, 92] or
using RFID technology [10] does not interfere with IEEE 802.11), but still have enough correlation
to ensure that communication over one channel implies communication over the other. Unless
otherwise stated, we use the IEEE 802.11 PSM as the main power management protocol for our
discussions. However, our solutions presented in this thesis are not necessarily limited to a speciﬁc
power management protocol. The reason for our choice is three-fold. First, although not speciﬁcally
designed for multi-hop networks, IEEE 802.11 PSM is the standard protocol for power management.
Second, it has a complete solution for broadcast communication compared to [135]. Third, it does
not require additional hardware to operate, such as a wake-up signaling radio as in [26]. However,
we present discussions on scheduled and trigger-based power management protocols in Chapters 6
and 7 to highlight the eﬀect of diﬀerent power management protocols on energy conservation and
communication performance.
Like power control, power management can also be used as a fundamental primitive to obtain
network-wide energy savings. However, power management might reduce network performance
(e.g., increased delay due to waking up sleeping nodes). To improve communication performance,
application [12, 62, 64] or network topology [24, 130] information can be used to drive power-
management decisions. However, information about application without topology information
(and vice versa) is not suﬃcient to represent communication requirements in the network as a
whole, which is essential for communication-centric energy conservation. Essentially, more intel-
ligent power-management decisions can be made using routing information, which is determined
by both network traﬃc and topology. Therefore, we discuss the interactions between routing and
power management in more detail in the next section.
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2.2.3 Eﬀects of Energy Conservation Mechanisms on Node Participation
The main goal of communication-centric energy conservation is to determine node participation in
the network so that high communication performance can be maintained while still saving energy.
One approach to address this challenge is to base node participation decisions only on connectivity
or energy requirements and then expect all communication to go through the resulting network
graph [24, 130]. However, without knowing the communication requirements beforehand, the net-
work graph computed in this fashion might fail to either satisfy the communication requirements or
achieve high energy savings. The second approach is to let communication requirements drive node
participation decisions, and hence, routing and energy conservation approaches are used together
to determine node participation. In the remainder of the section, we discuss diﬀerent methods
for combining routing protocols and energy conservation mechanisms and elaborate on potential
interdependencies and their impact on node participation decisions.
There are two possible approaches to combining routing and transmit power control (TPC). In
the ﬁrst approach, all next hop nodes are determined by the routing protocol, using metrics such as
shortest hop count, and TPC is used to reduce the Pt(i, j) for communication between two nodes i
and j [56]. In the second approach, which is called energy-aware routing, the routing protocol uses
the sum of the Pt(i, j)’s along a route as the routing metric (e.g., Minimum Total Transmission
Power Routing (MTPR) [111, 120], Power-Aware Routing Optimization (PARO) [37]). Energy-
aware routing gives preference to routes with more shorter hops over routes with fewer longer hops,
since the Pt(i, j)’s along the route increase polynomially with distance. While such short-range
communication can improve spatial reuse, the impact on energy conservation is not clear since,
except for transmission energy, other sources of energy consumption are not considered.
Routing and power management typically operate without knowledge of each other. One ap-
proach to tie these two approaches is to let nodes that run a power management protocol adapt their
sleep schedules to their current participation in the network. For instance, nodes that are chosen
for routes can adapt to the current traﬃc by staying awake longer (e.g., as in On-Demand Power
Management (ODPM) [136]), which enforces a duty cycle on nodes so that each node switches
between Active Mode (AM) (i.e., always awake) and PSM (see Figure 2.8). ODPM switches a node
to PSM on expiration of the node’s soft-state keep-alive timer (τ in Figure 2.8). A node switches to
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τ τ
Figure 2.8: State transition graph for ODPM.
AM and refreshes its keep-alive timer on receiving routing or data packets. The converse approach,
the one that bases routing decisions on the power management state of nodes, is ﬁrst proposed in
this thesis.
Obviously, compared to the interactions between routing and a particular energy conservation
mechanism, the interactions between routing and multiple energy conservation mechanisms are
even more complex. The complexity arises from making node participation decisions that optimize
for communication-time and idle-time energy in isolation. More speciﬁcally, since energy-aware
routing focuses on conserving energy from
∑
i Edata(i), nodes are chosen regardless of the impact
on
∑
i Econtrol(i) and
∑
i Epassive(i). On the other hand, power management focuses on saving
energy from
∑
i Epassive(i) and, therefore, ignores its impact on
∑
i Eactive(i) when selecting nodes
to participate in the network. However, this prohibits obtaining the full beneﬁts of either energy
conservation approach. In the rest of the section, this problem is illustrated through the interactions
between energy-aware routing (i.e., routing using power control to determine route costs) and
power management. By evaluating these interactions with real protocols, we show that these two
approaches should not operate independently since they create interdependencies in terms of node
participation decisions.
As two representative examples to energy-aware routing and power management, we evaluated
MTPR and ODPM, respectively, via ns2 [4] simulations. As baselines, we simulated two cases: (1)
when all nodes stay in AM (Active) and (2) ideal MTPR, which computes minimum cost routes
oﬄine and does not incur control or retransmission overhead. We evaluated the energy savings of
these protocols based on the total energy consumption, Enetwork, of each protocol as the traﬃc load
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increases. To understand the energy consumption from each component, the energy consumption
breakdown per node is evaluated based on MAC, routing, overhearing, data communication, idling
and sleeping energy costs. To further illustrate the energy savings from power control, the total
Pt(i, j) energy normalized with delivery ratio is calculated. Finally, the energy consumption from
idling is represented using average tidle(i). In our simulations, both ODPM and Active use DSR
(Dynamic Source Routing) [55]. All nodes are equipped with Cisco Aironet 350 [1] (see Section 2.1).
We simulate 50 nodes and 10 randomly chosen source and destination pairs in a 500 × 500 static
network with random topology for 900s.
Simulation results show that MTPR consumes signiﬁcantly more Enetwork than ODPM (see
Figure 2.9) for all traﬃc rates. The reasons for such high energy consumption are depicted in
Figure 2.10, which shows the energy consumption breakdown per node. In the ﬁgure, the nodes
that participate in data communication are diﬀerentiated from the nodes that do not (labeled
‘D’ and ‘ND’, respectively). Regardless of a node’s participation in communication, idling energy,
hence, the energy consumed as Epassive(i), dominates the total node energy consumption. Hence,
node participation decisions of ODPM save signiﬁcant energy by reducing Epassive(i). In ODPM, 20
nodes out of 50 are not involved in data communication and they spend only around 10% of the time
idling compared to source, destination and relay nodes (see Figure 2.11), while in MTPR, almost
all nodes participate in the network and spend most of the time in idling. Furthermore, MTPR
incurs higher Econtrol(i) (e.g., higher MAC and routing costs) due to the increase in route discovery
overhead to ﬁnd minimum transmit power routes. However, the node participation decisions of
MTPR incur less normalized Pt energy compared to ODPM and Active (see Figure 2.12). However,
MTPR’s performance is not close to ideal MTPR, since when routes are computed online, it might
not always be possible to ﬁnd the best routes that have the minimum number of shortest hops.
These results show that although minimizing Pt may provide some energy savings, these energy
savings are over-shadowed by the energy consumption of idling and control overhead. This trade-oﬀ
needs to be taken into account in node participation decisions. Essentially, these results indicate
the necessity for a more eﬀective approach to joint utilization of diﬀerent energy conservation
mechanisms. Therefore, we next present such joint utilization as an energy-eﬃcient network design
problem.
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Chapter 3
Energy-Eﬃcient Network Design
Problem
Communication-centric energy conservation requires understanding the complex relationship be-
tween satisfying communication requirements and conserving energy through the diﬀerent mecha-
nisms introduced in the previous chapter. In this chapter, we present the problem more formally in
a simple setting, where a multi-hop wireless network is modeled in the traditional way as a graph
by representing communication potential between two wireless network interfaces as edges between
nodes. Although this graph model does not capture some of the practical aspects of multi-hop wire-
less networks (such as channel quality aﬀecting the existence of edges), we believe it provides the
necessary insight for designing practical solutions to communication-centric energy conservation.
Using a graph representation, any minimum energy communication problem translates into es-
tablishing a subgraph of a minimum total weight satisfying some connectivity requirements. This
is essentially the deﬁnition of a classic network design problem [36]. This observation motivates
modeling energy conservation in a multi-hop wireless network as an energy-eﬃcient network de-
sign problem. In the remainder of this chapter, we give a formal deﬁnition of the problem and
discuss its complexity. Essentially, the results of the complexity analysis motivates our solutions
for communication-centric energy conservation, which are outlined at the end of this chapter.
3.1 Problem Deﬁnition and Complexity
To formulate communication-centric energy conservation as a network design problem, it is neces-
sary to specify how diﬀerent energy costs are represented in a network graph. There exists an edge
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between two nodes in the graph if they can communicate using the maximum transmission power
level, Pmaxt . The weight of an edge is determined by the actual transmit power level needed to
communicate between the two nodes, which depends on the distance between them. To capture all
communication costs, edge weights must also include the base transceiver costs and the reception
costs on the receiver side. However, by only assigning edge weights, the classic network design prob-
lem only captures energy conservation through power control. However, using power-management, a
wireless network can conserve energy by putting nodes into a sleep mode. Therefore, node weights
are needed to capture the cost of waking up these sleeping nodes. Essentially, using both edge
and node weights enables the representation of the joint utilization of power control and power
management approaches as an energy-eﬃcient network design problem.
In our problem setting, we model a wireless network as a weighted undirected graph G =
(V,E, c(v), w(e)), where V is the set of nodes, and E ⊆ V × V is the set of undirected edges (i.e.,
(u, v) ∈ E if u can transmit to v, and vice versa). At a high level, node weights, c(u), represent
idle-time costs and and edge weights, w(e), represent communication-time costs. More speciﬁcally,
c(u) is either the idling or sleeping cost based on the power management state of node u and w(e)
is determined by power control as the energy to transmit over the edge (u, v) plus the energy for
receiving.
The connectivity requirements of the source and destination nodes can be represented by a
traﬃc demand matrix T , where T = {(si, di, ri)|(si, di) ∈ S} and S is a set of source-destination
pairs. Hence, associated with each pair (si, di), there is a non-negative, real valued traﬃc demand
ri. Essentially, this demand matrix provides the ﬂexibility to represent multicast, broadcast and
unicast traﬃc.
Based on this notation, the energy-eﬃcient network design problem can be deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 1. Given a network G = (V,E, c(v), w(e)), the goal of energy-eﬃcient network design
is to ﬁnd a subgraph F , such that:
1. ∀(si, di, ri > 0) si is connected to di in F (i.e., there is a path from si to di in F ).
2. The network energy consumption, Enetwork, is minimized.
To understand the complexity of this problem, we simplify the deﬁnition of Enetwork to represent
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node costs, deﬁned by c(u), and edge costs, deﬁned by w(e), as follows:
Enetwork =
∑
u,e∈F
tidle(u) · c(u) + tdata(e) · w(e), (3.1)
where tdata(e) is the time spent in data communication. With this simpliﬁcation, Enetwork only
represents idling and data transmission and reception costs. We ignore the energy costs from
control overhead, sleeping and Eswitch to understand the complexity of the problem. However, this
simpliﬁcation is made only in this chapter. Nevertheless, we justify our assumptions as follows:
(1) Based on the characteristics of typical wireless interface cards, the energy spent in sleeping is
typically negligible and can be safely ignored (see Table 2.1). (2) Adding Eswitch to the node costs
does not change our conclusions about the complexity of problem, since, in our discussions below,
node costs are charged as one time costs (i.e., do not result from switching between idle and sleep
states). (3) The control overhead is determined by the complexity of the algorithm that ﬁnds the
optimal solution to energy-eﬃcient network design, if such a solution exists. Therefore, the energy
cost of control overhead is not included in Enetwork as an optimization criterion.
Energy-eﬃcient network design is essentially a node-weighted buy-at-bulk problem [23], which
is known to be NP-hard. In the node-weighted buy-at-bulk problem, given an undirected graph
G, node pairs (si, di) with demands ri, and a sub-additive cost function f(v) on nodes, the goal
is to ﬁnd a feasible routing for each pair that minimizes the total cost. In our case, the cost
function f(v) is uniform over all nodes. However, this simpliﬁcation does not change the complexity
of the problem. Therefore, we need approximation algorithms that achieve good approximation
ratios. While for classic network-design problems, which consider only edge-weights, constant
approximations can be found [36], node-weighted network design problems (i.e., problems with
costs on both nodes and edges) are harder to approximate [23, 59]. Although reductions can
be found that transform a node-weighted network design problem to an edge-weighted problem,
such reductions require making the graph directed and problems on directed graphs are harder
to approximate than undirected graphs [22]. Essentially, the node-weighted buy-at-bulk problem
does not have a constant approximation factor. Furthermore, special cases of node-weighted single-
sink/multi-commodity buy-at-bulk problem are node-weighted Steiner tree/forest problems, which
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are hard to approximate within an Ω(logn) factor [23, 59]. Therefore, energy-eﬃcient network
design has also an approximation ratio Ω(logn).
A constant approximation algorithm, MPC (Minimum Power Conﬁguration), has been proposed
for the single-sink case [129]. However, two assumptions are made: (1) edge weights are bounded
by node weights (i.e., w(e) ·∑ ri ≤ α · c(u)) and (2) source and destination nodes are assigned
non-zero node costs (i.e., c(si) 	= 0 and c(di) 	= 0). Based on these assumptions, a node-weighted
graph can be transformed into an edge-weighted graph with edge weights equal to node weights,
c(u). Executing a minimum-weight Steiner tree approximation algorithm with an approximation
ratio β in this new graph provides an approximation ratio of (1 + α)β for the single-sink case.
A constant approximation ratio can also be obtained for the multi-commodity case by running a
Steiner forest approximation algorithm.
However, the quality of solutions generated by MPC might deviate signiﬁcantly in terms of
Enetwork. The impact of the ﬁrst assumption can be demonstrated using the network depicted in
Figure 3.1, where there is one sink node, k sources, and nodes i and j. Two minimum-weight
Steiner trees in the network for k sources, denoted ST1 and ST2, are shown in Figure 3.2 and
Figure 3.3. Both trees are potential output of MPC. To highlight the potential deviations, we next
evaluate ST1 and ST2 based on their respective Enetwork.
Consider the case where each source generates one packet to send to the sink, link activity
for one packet lasts tdata and each node stays idle for a duration of tidle. Given that node costs
are constant and edge costs are bounded by the node costs, we can represent this relationship as
Ptx(u, v) = α · z and Prx = Pidle = z, where z is a constant. Using this representation, Enetwork of
ST1, EST1, is:
EST1 = (k + 1) · tidle · z + k · (k + 3)2 · tdata · (α + 1) · z. (3.2)
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The second term of the equation is calculated by observing that node k transmits 1 packet, node
k − 1 transmits 2 packets, and node l transmits k − l + 1 packets. The relay node i transmits k
packets. Therefore, there is a total of k · k+32 transmissions.
Similarly, Enetwork of ST2, EST2, is:
EST2 = (k + 1) · tidle · z + 2 · k · tdata · (α + 1) · z. (3.3)
Again, the second term of the equation is calculated by observing that k sources transmit one
packet and the relay node j transmits k packets.
Comparing EST1 to EST2, we see that the idling costs for both trees are the same (1 · tidle).
However, communication costs deviate with the number of sources (i.e., deviates by k+34 ). Essen-
tially, while all ﬂows in ST2 are able to route through shortest paths, the ﬂows in ST1 are forced to
use longer routes. This shows that the structure of a Steiner tree and its impact on communication
needs to be taken into account in addition to the number of nodes and edges on the tree.
Next, we extend our argument to the multi-commodity case and expose the impact of the
second assumption on performance. Figure 3.4 illustrates a network where there are k source and
destination pairs, (Si,Di), 1 ≤ i ≤ k and S0 is the center node. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show two
Steiner forests that connect the source and destination pairs, SF1 and SF2, respectively. SF1 and
SF2 are found by extending the main idea of the MPC algorithm to a Steiner forest. Basically,
again, the edges are labeled with cost z and a minimum edge-weighted Steiner forest (rather than a
Steiner tree) is computed. To demonstrate the potential deviations under the second assumption,
we evaluate SF1 and SF2 in terms of Enetwork.
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Given Ptx(u, v) = α · z, Prx = Pidle = z, Enetwork of SF1, ESF1, is:
ESF1 = 3 · k · tidle · z + 2 · k · tdata · (α + 1) · z. (3.4)
The ﬁrst term accounts for the 3 · k nodes that remain active to serve the ﬂows, while the second
term accounts for the 2 · k transmissions and receptions. Similarly, Enetwork of SF2, ESF2, is:
ESF1 = (2 · k + 1) · tidle · z + 2 · k · tdata · (α + 1) · z. (3.5)
In this example, both trees have the same communication costs (2 ·k ·tdata ·(α+1) ·z). However,
while SF1 uses k relays, SF2 only uses 1 relay. If the idling costs of the sources and destinations
were included in Enetwork, then a constant ratio of 3·k2·k+1 would be obtained. However, since sources
and destinations need to stay on, their costs can be excluded from the cost function. However, when
these costs are excluded, the idling costs of SF1 and SF2 deviate by k. Therefore, to reduce idling
energy, it is necessary to minimize the number of relay nodes on the resulting tree. However, a
constant approximation is not possible, since minimizing the number of relay nodes requires solving
the node-weighted Steiner forest problem, which has an approximation ratio of O(logk) [36, 59].
In this section, we have shown that diﬀerent assumptions about node and edge weights lead
to diﬀerent approximation bounds for the energy-eﬃcient network design problem. From this
discussion, it is obvious that communication-centric energy conservation is a complex problem even
in a very simpliﬁed setting. However, our formulation of the energy-eﬃcient network design problem
ignores some real-life issues such as error-prone packet transmissions that aﬀect the existence of
edges. Additionally, the traﬃc demand cannot typically be determined in advance. Furthermore,
a centralized solution is not acceptable. Hence, the network graph that satisﬁes the energy and
communication requirements needs to be determined in a distributed and online fashion (i.e., as
communication requests arrive at the network). Therefore, we use the insight gained from deﬁning
the energy-eﬃcient network design problem to design more practical solutions, which are outlined
in the next section.
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3.2 Moving Towards Communication-Centric Energy
Conservation
Formulating the communication-centric energy conservation problem as an energy-eﬃcient network
design problem allows us to understand the interplay between the energy costs and the communi-
cation requirements in the network. The analysis of the energy-eﬃcient network design problem
shows that (1) to reduce idling energy, it is necessary to minimize the number of nodes that par-
ticipate in the network and (2) the structure of the network graph aﬀects communication costs
signiﬁcantly. Based on the ﬁrst observation, Chapter 4 presents our approach to minimizing idling
energy, called TITAN, which builds a forwarding backbone based on the communication require-
ments in the network. Motivated by the second observation, Chapter 5 evaluates diﬀerent node
participation approaches, which result in diﬀerent network structures, and show that the backbone
built by TITAN facilitates both communication and idling energy savings.
We take further steps towards communication-centric energy conservation by exploiting ad-
ditional opportunities in dual-radio systems in Chapter 6. To address the imbalance between
communication and idling costs, we propose a bulk communication protocol that takes advantage
of the better communication-time energy conservation performance of high-power/high-rate radios
and the better idle-time energy conservation performance of low-power/low-rate radios.
Although, control overhead is not included as an optimization criterion in energy-eﬃcient net-
work design, we measured the feasibility of our solutions by the amount of control overhead. To
further reduce the impact of control overhead, we propose additional solutions to reduce the en-
ergy costs from control overhead in the presence of route failures and broadcast communication, in
Chapter 7.
Finally, the deﬁnition of energy-eﬃcient network design does not include the energy capacity as
a hard constraint. However, since nodes have limited energy, the impact of this omission needs to
be evaluated. Therefore, in Chapter 8, we investigate the performance of reducing instantaneous
energy consumption vs. load balancing on network lifetime.
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Chapter 4
Idle-Time Energy Conservation
The goal of communication-centric energy conservation is to save energy without impairing the
communication capability of the network. When the network is idle, since energy conservation
does not interfere with network communication, it is possible to provide energy savings with the
least impact on communication capability. Therefore, in this chapter, we study idle-time energy
conservation. The objective of any idle-time energy conservation protocol is to allow nodes to
switch to a power-save mode (PSM) and reduce tidle(i). However, allowing all nodes to operate
in PSM imposes additional delay on future communication and can severely limit the capacity of
the network as load increases [136]. To provide energy savings without reducing network capacity,
idle-time energy conservation protocols determine node participation in the network by selecting a
set of active nodes to support communication while other nodes conserve energy in PSM.
Approaches for selecting active nodes can be categorized into two classes: proactive and reactive.
Proactive protocols, known as topology management protocols [24, 128, 130], build a backbone of
active nodes, which is typically based on a CDS (Connected Dominating Set), that serves all traﬃc.
Since the main goal is to preserve network connectivity, the choice of backbone nodes is not tied to
network traﬃc and some nodes stay awake even if they are not participating in routing. However,
maintaining a functional network does not necessarily require connectivity between all nodes, but
rather suﬃcient connectivity to support communication. A reactive approach to this problem is
on-demand power management (ODPM) [136], which allows nodes to stay in power-save mode as
long as they are not used for routing. However, since ODPM simply switches nodes to active if
they are on the shortest routes found by the routing protocol, this may result in the unnecessary
activation of redundant nodes.
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Given the limitations of current approaches to idle-time energy conservation, the contributions
of our research are two-fold. First, we present an analytical evaluation of the potential energy
savings from proactive and reactive approaches. We show that proactive approaches save energy
by routing through backbone nodes even if such routes are 2-10 times longer than the shortest route
that must wake up all nodes on that route. Second, using the insight gained from our analysis, we
present an on-demand topology management protocol, TITAN [104], that combines the beneﬁts
of reactive and proactive approaches. From reactive approaches, TITAN allows current network
traﬃc to drive the choice of backbone nodes and, hence, avoids energy consumption due to proactive
backbone maintenance (i.e., limits Econtrol(i)). However, as in proactive approaches, once a node
is in active mode, it is favored over power-saving nodes for future routes, which enables the higher
energy savings supported by our analysis.
TITAN follows a cross-layer approach by basing the decisions for maintaining a backbone on
information from routing and MAC layers. As route requests ﬂow in the network, each node
independently decides to join the backbone using its current power-management mode and neigh-
borhood information. Results of extensive simulations show that TITAN provides signiﬁcant energy
savings by eliminating the control overhead needed to build and maintain the backbone. Addition-
ally, due to its on-demand nature, TITAN saves energy by only providing connectivity between
active senders and receivers. Furthermore, TITAN achieves high communication performance due
to favoring already active nodes and limiting the number of control messages.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 discusses current approaches to
idle-time energy conservation and provides an analytical study of energy savings in idle-time energy
conservation. Section 4.2 presents the design of TITAN and Section 4.3 shows the eﬀectiveness of
TITAN via simulations. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes.
4.1 Current Approaches to Idle-Time Energy Conservation
There are two main challenges for idle-time energy conservation. The ﬁrst challenge is to determine
node participation in the network. These node participation decisions specify the set of active nodes
that handle all traﬃc, while the rest of the nodes remain in power-save mode and save energy. The
second challenge is to maintain this set of active nodes without limiting the network lifetime since
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these nodes may drain their batteries due to forwarding all network traﬃc. Increasing network
lifetime is the more diﬃcult challenge since solutions depend on the network topology. More
speciﬁcally, network lifetime is determined by the minimum lifetime of the cut nodes. Therefore,
we leave the discussion of network lifetime to Chapter 8. In this section, we present current proactive
and reactive approaches to addressing the ﬁrst challenge in idle-time energy conservation. Next, we
analyze the potential energy savings in idle-time energy consumption, which enables a comparison
between proactive and reactive approaches and facilitates the design of TITAN.
4.1.1 Proactive Approaches to Idle-Time Energy Conservation
Proactive approaches, such as topology management, address the challenge of selecting active nodes
by building a backbone. Such a backbone is typically built based on a CDS in which all nodes are
either a member or a direct neighbor of one of the members of the CDS. The backbone preserves
total connectivity and serves all traﬃc in the network [15, 19, 24, 112, 128, 127, 130]. CDS-based
protocols provide energy conservation since nodes that are not on the backbone can switch to a
power-save mode if they are not involved in communication.
The main disadvantage of proactive approaches is backbone maintenance, which requires either
location information obtained by GPS (e.g., GAF [130]) or topology information obtained by local
broadcast messages (e.g., Span [24], [128]), both of which consume signiﬁcant amounts of energy.
Broadcast is especially unfriendly to idle-time energy conservation since it keeps power-saving nodes
awake. Furthermore, the main goal of CDS-based protocols is to preserve total connectivity in the
network. Therefore, although nodes may be removed from the backbone based on node degree and
remaining energy [127], more stability in terms of mobility [15] or packet loss characteristics [19],
such approaches keep nodes in active mode even if they are not currently participating in forwarding.
4.1.2 Reactive Approaches to Idle-Time Energy Conservation
A reactive approach ties power management decisions to network traﬃc. For instance, ODPM uses
information about which nodes are used for routing [136]. The goal is to let nodes that are actively
forwarding stay in active mode, while other nodes go into power-save mode. Since a completely
connected backbone may not always be necessary (e.g., in an idle network), a reactive approach
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triggers active node selection in the presence of communication. In ODPM, a node switches to active
mode when it receives routing or data packets and starts or refreshes a soft state timer, keep-alive
timer. On expiration of its keep-alive timer, a node switches from active mode to power-save mode.
Since decisions about switching between active and power-save mode are coupled with the routing
protocol, which is not aware of the power management mode of the nodes along potential routes,
ODPM always selects routes independent of other selected routes and may, therefore, activate more
nodes than necessary.
4.1.3 Analytical Study of Energy Savings
Proactive approaches (e.g., topology management), choose backbone nodes through which all traf-
ﬁc is tunneled, allowing other nodes to stay in power-save mode. However, the average number
of hops each packet travels to its destination along the backbone may increase, leading to higher
communication costs. Reactive approaches (e.g., ODPM), operate based only on network traﬃc.
As traﬃc ﬂows ﬁnd shortest routes, the nodes on these routes stay active. Since routes are cho-
sen regardless of the current power-management mode of nodes, redundant nodes may be forced to
switch to active, which may increase idling costs. Based on this trade-oﬀ, we analyze the conditions
for energy-eﬃciency in routing, which we further use to drive node participation decisions. Fur-
thermore, this analysis enables a comparison between proactive and reactive approaches in terms
of their potential for energy conservation.
Energy-Eﬃcient Routing
The energy-eﬃciency of routing decisions can be evaluated by comparing the energy consumption
of all possible routes for a given ﬂow, ranging from routes where all nodes are already active to
routes where all nodes are power-saving and must switch to active. Such a comparison requires
evaluating energy consumption based on the power-management mode of the nodes along the routes.
Therefore, we ﬁrst derive expressions for energy consumption in active and power-save modes.
In our analysis, we assume nodes switch to active if they are forwarding for at least one ﬂow.
The total energy consumed by an active node i, EA(i), consists of idling energy Eidle(i) and
communication energy Ecomm(i). The total energy consumed by a power-saving node, EPS(i),
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is only the energy spent sleeping, Esleep(i). For simplicity, we exclude energy costs due to switching
in and out of sleep state to check for pending traﬃc (i.e., Eswitch and control costs associated with
such sleep coordination). This is a reasonable assumption since all nodes in power-save mode spend
some amount of energy in coordination. Furthermore, we assume that the sleep/awake transitions
are managed eﬀectively so that putting a node in PSM saves energy compared to continuously
idling.
Expanding Eidle(i), Ecomm(i) and Esleep(i) based on their deﬁnitions (see Chapter 2), we can
write the following equations for EA(i) and EPS(i). We consider a time interval t and decompose
it based on idle time, tidle(i), transmission time, ttx(i) = tdatatx (i) + tcontroltx (i), and reception time,
trx(i) = tdatarx (i)+ tcontrolrx (i), for an active node i. We assume a power-saving node spends the entire
time interval in sleep. Furthermore, since we do not consider power control in this chapter, all
nodes transmit with the same power Ptx. Hence,
EA(i) = tidle(i) · Pidle + trx(i) · Prx + ttx(i) · Ptx, (4.1)
EPS(i) = EPS = t · Psleep. (4.2)
The goal of our analysis is to determine if new nodes should switch to active to provide an
energy-eﬃcient route for a new ﬂow f , which is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 2. An energy-eﬃcient route imposes the least amount of additional energy cost on the
network due to idling, reception and transmission of data and control packets.
The following theorem deﬁnes the necessary conditions for selecting an energy-eﬃcient route
based on hop count and any necessary transitions to active mode.
Theorem 1. If a relay node spends approximately c% time in transmission and c% time in reception
additionally for a new ﬂow f , route X is more energy-eﬃcient for ﬂow f than route Y when:
(Pidle − Psleep) · sX + βX ≤ (Pidle − Psleep) · sY + βY , (4.3)
βX ≈ (Ptx + Prx − 2 · Pidle) · c · nX , (4.4)
βY ≈ (Ptx + Prx − 2 · Pidle) · c · nY , (4.5)
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where nX and nY are the number of nodes on routes X and Y, and sX and sY are the number of
power-saving nodes in the respective routes.
Proof. To understand the additional energy cost that a new route imposes on the network, it is
essential to diﬀerentiate the energy costs of already active nodes and the energy costs of the power-
saving nodes that need to switch to active mode. The additional energy consumption of an already
active node due to ﬂow f is ΔEA→A(i). If the times spent in reception and transmission for ﬂow
f are tfrx(i) and t
f
tx(i) respectively, a node that is already in active mode on a given route spends
tfrx(i) + t
f
tx(i) more time in communication and t
f
rx(i) + t
f
tx(i) less time in idling. Therefore,
ΔEiA→A = −(tfrx(i) + tftx(i)) · Pidle + tfrx(i) · Prx + tftx(i) · Ptx. (4.6)
The energy consumption of a power-saving node that has switched to active mode to forward
packets for only ﬂow f is ΔEPS→A(i). By switching to active mode, an initially power-saving
node also spends tfrx(i) + t
f
tx(i) transmitting and receiving for ﬂow f . However, since this node has
incurred no idling but only sleeping costs prior to ﬂow f , the new cost due to ﬂow f includes the
time spent idling the remainder of t. Therefore,
ΔEPS→A(i) = (t− tfrx(i)− tftx(i)) · Pidle − t · Psleep + tfrx(i) · Prx + tftx(i) · Ptx. (4.7)
Without loss of generality, using Equations (4.6) and (4.7), two routes for ﬂow f , routes X and
Y , can be compared in terms of energy-eﬃciency. The energy cost of route X, EX , is the energy
consumption from already active nodes and power-saving nodes that have switched to active due
to ﬂow f .
EX =
nX−sX∑
i=1
ΔEA→A(i) +
sX∑
i=1
ΔEPS→A(i). (4.8)
The additional energy consumed by route Y is EY . To save energy by choosing route X:
EX ≤ EY . (4.9)
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Using Equations (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8), Equation (4.9) is rewritten as:
sX · t · (Pidle − Psleep) + βX ≤ sY · t · (Pidle − Psleep) + βY , (4.10)
βX =
nX∑
i=1
−(tfrx(i) + tfrx(i)) · Pidle + tfrx(i) · Prx + tftx(i) · Ptx, (4.11)
βY =
nY∑
i=1
−(tfrx(i) + tfrx(i)) · Pidle + tfrx(i) · Prx + tftx(i) · Ptx. (4.12)
If each node spends approximately c% time transmitting and c% time receiving for ﬂow f , then
tfrx(i) ≈ tftx(i) = c · t, 0 < c ≤ 0.5, where c · t includes the time spent for channel contention and
retransmissions due to link failures. Therefore, βX and βY can be approximated as:
βX ≈ c · t · (Ptx + Prx − 2 · Pidle) · nX (4.13)
βY ≈ c · t · (Ptx + Prx − 2 · Pidle) · nY , (4.14)
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 provides a rule for choosing routes based on network card energy consumption and
c, which is a function of congestion and mobility (i.e., the rate of retransmissions), as well as the
rate of ﬂow f . While each node may observe diﬀerent congestion and mobility, in general, the
dominating factor of c is the rate of ﬂow f and therefore, the assumption that all nodes have
similar c holds for most cases. Based on this assumption, in the next section, we compare the
energy eﬃciency of proactive and reactive approaches using Theorem 1.
Energy Eﬃciency of Proactive and Reactive Approaches
To compare proactive approaches, which select only active routes, and reactive approaches, which
may select routes with all power-saving nodes, we evaluate Equation (4.3) for two extremes: route
X contains only active nodes and route Y contains only power-saving nodes. Hence, using sX = 0
and sY = nY , Equation (4.3) can be rewritten as:
w =
nX
nY
≤ c · (Ptx + Prx − 2 · Pidle) + (Pidle − Psleep)
c · (Ptx + Prx − 2 · Pidle) , (4.15)
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which deﬁnes a hop count ratio, w, for energy-eﬃciency when choosing between an active route and
a power-saving route. Therefore, for an active route X to provide any energy savings compared to
a power-saving route Y , route X must be at most w times longer than route Y . To understand
the upperbound of w that allows energy savings for proactive approaches, we evaluate how much
energy savings can be achieved with diﬀerent w values and if the observed trends hold for diﬀerent
network cards (see Table 2.1).
Since w depends on c, Figure 4.1 shows the upperbound of w as c increases. For a high c,
active routes are more energy-eﬃcient compared to power-saving routes as long as the routing
protocol chooses 2-10 times longer active routes. For all cards, the upperbound of w increases as c
decreases. In the presence of extremely low traﬃc, w for each card increases to 25 - 186 (Figure 4.1
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does not show w > 100 for Monolithics at low traﬃc). Therefore, proactive approaches potentially
conserve more energy by directing ﬂows through longer active routes along the backbone compared
to reactive approaches, which always choose the shortest route. We quantify the amount of energy
savings (i.e., |EY − EX |/EY ) with varying w in Figure 4.2. Not surprisingly, the highest energy
savings are gained when an active route is the same length as a power-saving route (i.e., w = 1).
While high energy savings are still guaranteed for all traﬃc loads when w = 2, no energy savings
can be provided for high traﬃc when w = 3. Figure 4.3 shows these trends hold for all cards. For
instance, although Monolithics still provides energy savings when w = 10, the energy savings for
w = 2 are signiﬁcantly higher. Since the energy savings decrease as w increases, it is essential to
bound the route lengths to provide energy savings for all traﬃc loads. This upperbound is shown
to be w = 2 in our evaluation, which is representative of the performance with current network
cards. However, as the energy characteristics of the cards change, the upperbound of w may need
to be reevaluated.
Based on this study, although proactive approaches (i.e., topology management) take the correct
approach, they do not consider the impact of route length. When the backbone is built based only
on connectivity requirements, it might not be possible to ﬁnd the energy-eﬃcient routes for each ﬂow
that arrives at the network. Therefore, we present TITAN, which supports routing through active
nodes along a backbone but allows current traﬃc to trigger backbone formation and maintenance.
Essentially, a new node is added to the backbone only if it is on an energy-eﬃcient route.
4.2 TITAN: An On-Demand Topology Management Protocol
To achieve on-demand topology management, TITAN ties the decisions of node participation to
current communication in the network. Additionally, the decisions about backbone nodes are
based on our analysis of energy-eﬃcient route selection. Therefore, TITAN follows a cross-layer
approach by maintaining a backbone using information from routing and MAC layers. Additionally,
the overhead for backbone maintenance is kept to a minimum so that energy savings are not
compromised by maintenance costs. The novelty of TITAN comes from its ability to implicitly
direct traﬃc to energy-eﬃcient routes based on local decisions. Furthermore, TITAN dynamically
adapts the backbone to the current network traﬃc allowing nodes to connect and disconnect from
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the backbone based on routing decisions. The remainder of this section explains the TITAN protocol
in detail.
4.2.1 Protocol Design
The main goal of TITAN is to build and maintain an energy-eﬃcient forwarding backbone implicitly
and reactively. In contrast to current CDS-based topology management protocols, a backbone in
TITAN is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 3. A backbone is composed of nodes that act as a source or a destination or a relay
for at least one ﬂow.
Deﬁnition 3 ties backbone formation to routing choices in the network, which results in connect-
ing only communicating nodes. To achieve implicit backbone maintenance, each node in TITAN
independently decides how to participate in route establishment. Once a route is selected, all nodes
along that route join the backbone by switching to active mode. These nodes stay connected to
the backbone as long as they continue forwarding for at least one ﬂow.
TITAN is designed to work with an on-demand routing protocol (e.g., DSR [55] or AODV [88])
where the source initiates a route discovery by ﬂooding the network with Route Requests (RREQs).
While no changes are made to the routing protocol, TITAN impacts a node’s decision as to when
to forward a RREQ. These decisions are based on two criteria. First, TITAN aims to ensure that
only one node in a given area is active. Therefore, each node monitors the power management
mode of the nodes in its neighborhood. If there is already an active node in the neighborhood,
a power-saving node defers forwarding the RREQ to allow the backbone node to respond ﬁrst.
Second, although TITAN aims to wake up as few new nodes as possible for a new ﬂow, bounding
the amount of time a power-saving node backs oﬀ enables the choice of shorter routes through
power-saving nodes. Therefore, a power-saving node should still participate in route discovery as
determined by how long the node defers the RREQ. However, to reduce the number of redundant
RREQs in the network, a power-saving node that has heard a Route Reply (RREP) for a particular
ﬂow cancels sending the buﬀered RREQ. Assuming the destination sends a RREP to only the ﬁrst
RREQ, this design ensures that the backbone nodes that forward the RREQ immediately dominate
the route discovery process.
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Inﬂuencing the route selection based on delay has also been used in [20] to discover routes
through more capable nodes. However, to the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to exploit
the interaction between route selection and topology management. Furthermore, unlike previous
work, in TITAN, the amount of delay that determines nodes’ willingness to participate is explicitly
speciﬁed and managed through three cooperating mechanisms. We discuss these mechanisms next.
4.2.2 Mechanisms for Forwarding Backbone Maintenance
Forwarding backbone maintenance in TITAN is realized by three cooperating mechanisms: (1) a
back-oﬀ decision mechanism, (2) a back-oﬀ scheduling mechanism and (3) neighbor discovery. The
back-oﬀ decision mechanism uses neighborhood information to decide whether or not a power-
saving node should back oﬀ. The back-oﬀ scheduling determines the duration of the back-oﬀ
for power-saving nodes that decide to back oﬀ. Neighbor discovery monitors a node’s neighbors to
determine their presence and power management mode. Using these mechanisms, TITAN maintains
a backbone of active nodes, while relying on ODPM to manage transitions between active and
power-save mode. Essentially, ODPM allows traﬃc-adaptive backbone maintenance since active
nodes switch to power-save mode if they are not forwarding for at least one ﬂow. The rest of this
section presents these three mechanisms in detail.
Back-oﬀ Decision Mechanism
In TITAN, each node that receives a RREQ decides independently if it should back oﬀ from
forwarding the RREQ, which impacts its chance to join the backbone. We formalize the back-
oﬀ decision mechanism as follows. The neighborhood of a node i includes all nodes within its
communication range. The degree of i is δi and αi is the number of active neighbors of i. Since
only active nodes act as relays, a forwarding backbone consists of all active nodes in the network.
During route discovery, a power-saving node i defers sending RREQs to reduce its chance to join
the backbone. To reduce the number of active nodes in an area, the back-oﬀ decision is tied to
δi and αi. Speciﬁcally, when δi is high, the node redundancy in i’s neighborhood is high, and
therefore, a node should back oﬀ with higher probability. If αi is high, i should be more reluctant
to join and so, back oﬀ with higher probability, since i has neighbors that are already a part of the
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backbone. Using a simple increasing function of δi and αi, a power-saving node i backs oﬀ from
forwarding a RREQ with probability pi:
pi =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1− 1δ∗i , if α
∗
i = 0
1− 1δ∗i α∗i , otherwise,
(4.16)
where δ∗i and α
∗
i are the number of all neighbors and active neighbors of node i not counting the
node that sent the RREQ. While, δ∗i = δi − 1, α∗i is not simply αi − 1, since a node that has
forwarded a RREQ is not necessarily active. Based on this strategy, the higher (lower) δi and αi,
the higher (lower) the probability of back-oﬀ. Additionally, if two nodes i and j have the same α∗,
the node with the higher δ∗ backs oﬀ with higher probability. If i and j have the same δ∗, the
node with the higher α∗ backs oﬀ with higher probability. Therefore, fewer nodes participate in
routing in areas with high node density, and in sparse areas, nodes back oﬀ with lower probability
to reduce the impact of back-oﬀs on route discovery.
Back-oﬀ Scheduling Mechanism
The back-oﬀ scheduling mechanism determines the amount of delay imposed by power-saving nodes
that back-oﬀ. The duration of the back-oﬀ, hence, the delay imposed on a route, impacts whether
or not a route is selected by TITAN, since the destination replies to the ﬁrst RREQ it sees for
a particular ﬂow. To determine diﬀerent possibilities for the back-oﬀ duration, it is necessary
to understand how power-saving nodes schedule their sleep times. While TITAN in essence is not
limited to any sleep coordination mechanism, the discussion in this section is based on IEEE 802.11
PSM [51].
Due to its synchronized wake-up policy, IEEE 802.11 PSM provides only coarse granularity for
back-oﬀ scheduling. To rebroadcast a RREQ, a node should wait for the next ATIM window to
guarantee that every node in its neighborhood receives the broadcast (assuming perfect synchro-
nization among nodes). The number of beacon intervals a node backs oﬀ from sending a RREQ is
denoted as d. Figure 4.4 illustrates an example of back-oﬀ scheduling with d = 1. In the ﬁgure,
node 1 is the source of the RREQ, node 2 is an active neighbor and node 3 is a power-saving neigh-
bor. Node 1 announces the broadcast in the ﬁrst ATIM window (AW1). When node 2 receives the
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Figure 4.4: Back-oﬀ scheduling with d = 1 using IEEE 802.11 PSM.
broadcast, it sends the broadcast as normal in AW2. Node 3 is in power-save mode and decides to
back oﬀ and announces the broadcast in AW3.
Back-oﬀ scheduling exploits the energy-eﬃciency trade-oﬀ between longer active routes and
shorter power-saving routes. Our study with current network cards shows that signiﬁcant energy
savings are possible at all traﬃc loads when an active route is at most twice longer than a power-
saving route (i.e., upperbound of w = 2). Next, we ﬁnd the value of the d parameter that satisﬁes
this upperbound. This analysis holds only for IEEE 802.11 PSM, since diﬀerent protocols may
enforce diﬀerent back-oﬀ scheduling mechanisms.
In TITAN, sources learn routes that incur the least delay during route discovery. If a RREQ
is sent normally the next beacon interval, it incurs a delay of tN . We denote the delay imposed by
a power-saving node that backs oﬀ as tD ≈ (d+1) · tN (since a power-saving node delays a RREQ
for d intervals). The average delay incurred on a route r is delay(r)
delay(r) =
nr∑
i=0
(1− pi) · tN + pi · tD, (4.17)
where nr is the number of hops in r. For power-saving nodes, pi is calculated from Equation (4.16),
while pi = 0 for active nodes. The delay for route set-up for ﬂow f , delay(f), is:
delay(f) = min
r∈A
{delay(r)}, (4.18)
where A is the set of all routes for ﬂow f . The following theorem deﬁnes the conditions for route
selection in TITAN based on the value of d parameter.
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Theorem 2. An active route (i.e., a route containing all active nodes) found by TITAN is at
most d+1 times longer than a power-saving least-hop route (i.e., the shortest route containing only
power-saving nodes).
Proof. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that there are two competing paths for a ﬂow f :
route X and route Y . The number of hops on route X and route Y is nX and nY . While route
X contains sX power-saving and aX active nodes, route Y contains sY power-saving nodes and aY
active nodes. For route X to win the competition (i.e., for the RREQ for ﬂow f to arrive at the
destination through route X), the accumulated delay at route X should be less than or equal to
the accumulated delay at route Y . Therefore, using Equation (4.17) and tD ≈ (d + 1) · tN , route
X may win if:
(nX +
sX∑
i=1
pi · d) · tN ≤ (nY +
sY∑
i=1
pi · d) · tN . (4.19)
Route X always wins if Equation (4.19) is a strict inequality. If Equation (4.19) is an equality, then
at a certain meeting point, the two routes contend for the channel and the winning route is sent
in the RREP. Since sX ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1, the left side of the equation is greater than or equal
to nX . Additionally, since sY ≤ nY and 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1, the right side of the equation is less than or
equal to (d + 1) · nY . Therefore,
nX ≤ nX +
sX∑
i=1
pi · d ≤ nY +
sY∑
i=1
pi · d ≤ (d + 1) · nY . (4.20)
When d = 1, TITAN satisﬁes the condition nX ≤ 2 · nY for selecting energy-eﬃcient routes.
Furthermore, the route set-up delay due to back-oﬀs is maintained as at most twice the delay of a
least-hop route, since:
delay(f) ≤ (d + 1) ·min
r∈A
{nr} · tN = 2 ·min
r∈A
{nr} · tN . (4.21)
Neighbor Discovery
TITAN assumes that each node knows the number of total and active neighbors (i.e., δ and α).
Neighborhood information can be acquired either by periodically sent hello messages or by snooping
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transmissions. As in ODPM, to avoid the overhead from hello messages, nodes in TITAN keep
track of their neighbors by snooping MAC headers, which include the power management mode of
the sender. This type of snooping does not incur any additional listening overhead, since a node
must try to receive a packet to see if the packet is for itself.
TITAN, as in ODPM, uses a two-stage process for neighbor maintenance. If a packet to an
active node fails, it is assumed that the node has switched to power-save mode and the packet is
re-scheduled for the next beacon interval. If the packet fails again, the node is assumed to have
moved away. This two-stage process provides a second chance to send to a node that has switched
to power-save mode since the last update.
A trade-oﬀ with passive discovery is that it does not provide complete neighborhood information.
For IEEE 802.11, since nodes periodically send beacon messages for synchronization, even if the
network is quiet, passive discovery can still provide some estimation. However, this may not hold
for other sleep coordination protocols and a node may be aware of fewer nodes in its neighborhood.
While incorrect estimations do not aﬀect the correctness of TITAN and reduce the delay to set up
routes, they may reduce the potential for energy conservation.
4.2.3 Illustration of TITAN: An example
TITAN allows nodes to build a backbone on-demand by using these three mechanisms. The dis-
tributed algorithm for the back-oﬀ decision and back-oﬀ scheduling mechanisms is presented in
Figure 4.5. To illustrate the backbone formation as new ﬂows join the network, a simple example
is depicted in Figure 4.6. In the example network, the current backbone is composed of nodes 2,
4, 5 and 7, which are active and serving ﬂows 4 → 2 and 5 → 7. When node 1 sends a RREQ
for node 11, the RREQ propagation is aﬀected by the RREQ back-oﬀ probability assignments of
power-saving nodes 3, 6, 8, 9 and 10 (shown in parentheses in Figure 4.6). Figure 4.7 shows how dif-
ferent back-oﬀ decisions aﬀect RREQ propagation. Based on these back-oﬀ decisions, TITAN may
discover three possible routes for ﬂow 1→ 11: r1 : 1−2−4−5−7−11, r2(3): 1−3−8−7(10)−11.
TITAN ﬁnds r2 or r3 if both nodes 3 and 8 do not back oﬀ (case A in Figure 4.7). In this case,
nodes 3 and 8 join the backbone, while node 10 may join the backbone if it captures the channel
before node 7. TITAN ﬁnds r1 if both nodes 3 and 8 back oﬀ, in which case, the backbone stays
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Forward-RREQ-PSM ()
1 ri = Uniform-Rand(0, 1)
2 if α∗i ≥ 0 and ri < pi(∗)
3 then Buﬀer RREQ for one beacon interval
4 else Send RREQ
(∗)pi =
{
1− 1δ∗i , if α
∗
i = 0
1− 1δ∗i α∗i , otherwise.
δ∗i and α
∗
i are the number of all neighbors
and active neighbors of node i not counting the
node that sent the RREQ.
Send-Buffered-RREQ(rreq)
1 if CHECK-RREP(rreq.dest → rreq.src)
2 then Cancel RREQ
3 else Send RREQ
10
8
7
2
4
1
6
3
9
5
{0}
{0}
{0}
{3/4}
{0}
{0}
{2/3}
{0} {0}{1/2}
11
Data
Normal RREQ
Delayed RREQPower−saving
Active
Switched  to active
Figure 4.5: Pseudo-code for TITAN. Figure 4.6: RREQ propagation when both
nodes 3 and 8 back oﬀ from forwarding.
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Figure 4.7: Timeline of RREQ propagation based on back-oﬀ decisions. An active route is found in
case D, a power-saving route is found in case A, and a power-saving or active route may be found
in cases B and C.
the same (case D in Figure 4.7). However, if only node 3 or node 8 backs oﬀ, r1, r2 or r3 contend
for the channel at a meeting point. The winner of the channel determines if new nodes should
join the backbone (cases B and C in Figure 4.7). Essentially, as long as the time to traverse the
longer routes does not exceed the accumulated delay from power-saving nodes in shorter routes,
the destination replies to a longer route with active nodes. However, if this is not the case, the
destination may reply to a shorter route with power-saving nodes, which switch to active mode
once they are selected as relays.
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4.3 Evaluation of TITAN
The goal of our evaluation is to show the eﬀectiveness of TITAN as an on-demand topology man-
agement protocol. To this end, we evaluate TITAN based on its impact on backbone maintenance,
energy conservation and communication performance. The metric of interest for characterizing the
backbone is the backbone size, which is deﬁned as the average number of active nodes in a unit
time interval. The performance in terms of energy is evaluated by energy goodput (bit/J), which is
deﬁned as the ratio of total application bits received to total energy consumed by data and control
(e.g., routing and MAC) packets. We use delivery ratio to measure communication performance,
which is the ratio of data packets delivered to data packets sent. Additionally, we present con-
nection set-up delay, average packet delay and average hop count as measures of communication
quality.
To show TITAN achieves topology management wit low overhead, we compare TITAN to
ODPM [136] and Span [24]. As a baseline, we also evaluate the performance when all nodes
are active (Active). We evaluate Span with geographical routing (GR), since the current imple-
mentation of Span is coupled with GR. The simulations with Active also use GR, while ODPM and
TITAN use DSR. Since GR implementations do not consider any overhead for maintaining location
information (e.g., location of the destinations), both Active and Span are at an advantage in terms
of routing overhead compared to TITAN and ODPM. Although an exact comparison between Span
and TITAN is not possible due to this use of diﬀerent routing protocols, the results still provide
an understanding of the energy conservation and communication performance of each protocol.
Additionally, we evaluate the impact of Span-speciﬁc improvements for IEEE 802.11 PSM: (1) in-
dividually advertising each broadcast message and (2) using an advertised traﬃc window so that a
node can sleep after it receives all advertised messages. When these options are on, “Opt” is added
to the name of the protocol (e.g., Span-Opt). Furthermore, no ATIM messages are sent between
active nodes.
We implemented TITAN in ns-2 [4]. In our simulations, we use the Cabletron [24] network card
with transmit, receive, idle and sleep powers as 1.4 W, 1 W, 0.83 W and 0.13 W respectively. For
IEEE 802.11 PSM, the beacon interval is set to 0.3 s and the ATIM window is 0.02 s as suggested
in [24]. When ODPM is used, the keep-alive timers are set to 10 s for RREP and 5 s for data
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messages. (We observed similar trends in performance with diﬀerent parameter settings.) We
simulate two types of networks: (1) Span-topology and static network (described in Section 4.3.1)
and (2) uniformly random and mobile network. Our simulation results represent an average of ﬁve
runs with identical traﬃc models, but diﬀerent randomly generated network topologies.
4.3.1 Span-Topology Networks
The ﬁrst set of evaluations follow the Span-topology as described in [24] to enable a fair comparison
to Span. In these simulations, 100 forwarding nodes are placed, uniformly at random, in a 1000×
1000 m2 static network. 10 source and 10 destination nodes are placed, uniformly at random, on
each of two 50 meter-wide full-height strips located at the left and right sides of the network. A
source on the left side must send to a destination on the right side and vice versa. The traﬃc is
CBR, and the start time for each ﬂow is determined randomly between 20 s and 120 s. We do
not simulate mobility to avoid any control overhead. To evaluate the backbone maintenance and
communication performance of each protocol, we simulate all protocols when nodes have unlimited
energy for 600 s. We only present the results without Span options for IEEE 802.11 since we
obtained similar results when these options were turned on.
For the backbone maintenance, based on [24], source and destination nodes are not counted as a
part of the backbone. Simulation results show that TITAN uses approximately 20% fewer nodes on
average compared to Span, while the diﬀerence between TITAN and ODPM is more signiﬁcant (see
Figure 4.8). As the traﬃc load decreases towards the end of the runs, the backbone size in ODPM
and TITAN decreases due to active nodes switching to power-save mode as they are no longer
required to forward traﬃc. This behavior is not observed in Span due to its proactive operation.
Furthermore, although TITAN does not use the three-hop connectivity information that is available
to Span for backbone maintenance, TITAN’s cross-layer approach allows more intelligent decisions
about which nodes need to be active, reducing the backbone size.
Simulation results show that all protocols achieve high delivery ratios (see Figure 4.9). Interest-
ingly, for low traﬃc loads, Span, TITAN and ODPM perform better than Active. While GR using
Span coordinators encounters fewer voids and so, achieves a lower loss rate [24], the better results
in TITAN and ODPM are an eﬀect of using the two-stage process for maintaining the neighbor
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Figure 4.9: Delivery ratio vs. traﬃc load.
table, which gives a second chance to send to a node that has switched to a power-save mode.
To evaluate delay performance, we ﬁrst look at route set-up delay, which is the time it takes to
send the ﬁrst data message to the destination (i.e., the time diﬀerence between the time a packet
is generated by the sender and the time it is received by its receiver). Obviously, Active and Span
have better performance compared to ODPM and TITAN, since Active and Span use geographical
routing and do not incur route discovery delays. On the other hand, ODPM and TITAN incur
higher delays since routes need to be discovered on-demand. However, TITAN’s performance is
close to ODPM (see Figure 4.10). Next, we evaluate per-packet delay performance by categorizing
each packet based on how much delay it has experienced. Figure 4.11 shows the percentage of
packets delivered for delay ranges (0, 0.01] s, (0.01, 0.1] s, (0.1, 1.0] s, (1.0, 10.0] s and (10.0, ∞] s.
We observe that, diﬀerent than route set-up delay performance, packets in Span experience higher
delays. The majority of the Span packets are delivered within either (0.01, 0.1] s or (0.1, 1.0] s,
while the delay for the rest of the protocols falls under either the (0, 0.01] s or the (0.01, 0.1] s delay
category. The reason behind this is illustrated in Figure 4.12, which plots average hop count as the
traﬃc rate increases. As expected, building a backbone based only on connectivity requirements
may result in using longer routes for certain source-destination pairs. While Active and ODPM
have the lowest hop counts, TITAN strikes a balance by building a backbone based on the current
traﬃc and the current power-management state of nodes.
In terms of energy conservation, TITAN is able to save energy by building a backbone only
when there is traﬃc in the network. Furthermore, TITAN does not incur backbone maintenance
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Figure 4.14: Energy goodput vs. traﬃc load
when Span options are on.
overhead, for instance, due to periodic hello messages for active node coordination as in Span. To
understand the impact of Span options on energy savings, we evaluate all protocols (except Active)
when these options are on and oﬀ. Turning these options on in Span compensates for the increase
in idling costs due to broadcast hello messages for backbone maintenance. Broadcast normally
keeps nodes awake for an entire beacon interval in IEEE 802.11 PSM. While the energy goodput
of TITAN-Opt is 16-26% and 15-34% higher compared to Span-Opt and ODPM-Opt respectively,
TITAN achieves 86-125% and 5-24% improvement over Span and ODPM (see Figure 4.13 and
Figure 4.14). Additionally, TITAN provides 5-18% improvement over Span-Opt for CBR rates less
than 5.5 Kbps, which shows that the energy spent for coordination in Span is signiﬁcant even when
the options are on. Essentially, Span’s energy goodput increases 89-100% with the options. On
the other hand, the eﬀect of options on TITAN remains around 15-26% for 5-6 Kbps and for lower
rates, the increase in energy goodput remains less than 10%. These results show that TITAN is able
to achieve high energy goodput without being dependent on such options, which require changes
in the underlying IEEE 802.11 PSM.
4.3.2 Uniformly Random and Mobile Networks
While static network simulations illustrate the diﬀerences between protocols, we simulate more
general networks to understand the impact of mobility. In these simulations, nodes are distributed
uniformly at random in a 1500× 500 m2 network. The traﬃc is CBR, and the start time for each
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ﬂow is determined randomly between 20 s and 25 s. We use the extended random waypoint mobility
model [134] with node speed uniformly distributed between 1-19 m/s and pause times uniformly
distributed between 0-120 s. Each run is 900 s and the steady state average speed is 3.68 m/s. All
nodes have unlimited energy. To show the diﬀerent eﬀects of mobility on DSR and GR with perfect
location service, we run Active with both DSR (Active-DSR) and GR (Active-GR).
In terms of energy conservation and communication performance, TITAN-opt is able to achieve
slightly higher energy goodput and delivery ratios compared to Span and ODPM (see Figure 4.16
and Figure 4.15). Span options improve Span’s performance signiﬁcantly since they reduce the
idling energy consumption due to broadcast coordination messages. In a static network, while DSR
eventually converges to a set of routes, in a mobile network frequent route breaks lead to expensive
route discovery, which ampliﬁes the diﬀerences between DSR and GR (e.g., the delivery ratio of
DSR decreases as the rate increases in Figure 4.15, whereas GR is not aﬀected by the increase in
send rates). These results indicate that while TITAN still reduces energy consumption for active
communication, the energy consumption due to route discovery becomes more dominant in mobile
networks, which requires more eﬃcient route recovery protocols [107, 115]. Such an energy-eﬃcient
route recovery protocol is discussed in Chapter 7.
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4.4 Summary
Conserving energy in ad hoc networks is challenging due to the trade-oﬀ between saving energy
and maintaining communication. Topology management protocols try to address this challenge by
identifying redundant nodes that may stay in power-save mode at the cost of additional control
overhead to maintain a backbone of active nodes. To this end, we propose TITAN, which does not
require any knowledge of location or coordination among nodes to determine the backbone nodes.
Furthermore, due to its on-demand nature, TITAN saves energy by only providing connectivity
between active senders and receivers. The results from our analytical and simulation studies show
that TITAN achieves eﬃcient topology management without any explicit backbone maintenance
and verify that on-demand topology management is the right approach for idle-time energy con-
servation in ad hoc networks. Therefore, we use TITAN as a building block in our eﬀort to achieve
a complete solution to energy conservation and present how idle-time and communication-time
energy conservation can be integrated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Integrating Idle-Time and
Communication-Time Energy
Conservation
A complete solution to energy conservation needs to save energy during both communication and
idle times. Therefore, in this chapter, we investigate three heuristic approaches to the integration of
communication-time and idle-time energy conservation: (1) minimizing communication-time energy
as a primary goal, (2) jointly optimizing for both communication-time and idle-time energy and
(3) minimizing idle-time energy as a primary goal. We believe these heuristic approaches are a
good match for multi-hop wireless networks where distributed and online solutions are typically a
requirement, and furthermore, simple and local algorithms are desired due to scarcity of resources.
The main contribution of our research is an in-depth analysis of these approaches. Our study shows
that minimizing energy consumed in communication (i.e., Edata) as a primary goal does not save
energy. Furthermore, jointly reducing energy consumed for both communication and idling energy
(i.e., Eidle) becomes cost-prohibitive when control energy (i.e., Econtrol) is considered. Hence, we
propose a two-stage approach that prioritizes idle-time energy consumption over energy spent for
communication. Due to its low control overhead, this two-stage approach provides an eﬀective
way to meet the challenge of operating the network with low energy cost while maintaining high
communication performance.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we describe the three heuristic
approaches to this problem in detail. Performance evaluation is presented in Section 5.2. Finally,
Section 5.3 presents concluding remarks.
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Table 5.1: The additional energy consumption of R1, R2 and R3
Routes Energy consumed for data on the route Idling energy in the network
R1 (Pbase + (2d)n) · tdatatx (1, 4) + Erx(4) ≈ 5 ·Eidle
R2 (Pbase + dn) · (tdatatx (1, 3) + tdatatx (3, 4)) +Erx(3) + Erx(4) ≈ 6 ·Eidle
R3 (Pbase + dn) · (tdatatx (1, 2) + tdatatx (2, 4)) +Erx(2) + Erx(4) ≈ 5 ·Eidle
5.1 Heuristic Approaches
Interpreting energy-eﬃcient network design as a multi-objective optimization problem opens the
door for diﬀerent heuristic approaches. In energy-eﬃcient network design, the goal is to select a
subgraph that satisﬁes communication requests with minimum energy, where edge costs represent
communication-time energy and node costs represent idle-time energy. Hence, given the two ob-
jectives of minimizing communication-time energy and idle-time energy, we can either prioritize
one objective over the other or fuse the two objectives into one. Based on this interpretation, we
study three natural heuristics: (1) minimize communication-time energy ﬁrst, (2) jointly optimize
communication-time and idle-time energy and (3) minimize idle-time energy ﬁrst.
To implement these heuristics, we build on the fact that network design and routing are closely
intertwined. Figure 5.1 illustrates this relationship using a simple network. In the network, all
nodes, except node 3, are in active mode. The distance between each node is marked on the
edge between the two nodes. For ﬂow 1 → 4, in the example, there are three possible routes:
R1 : 1 − 4, R2 : 1 − 3 − 4, R3 : 1 − 2 − 4. Obviously each route selection results in diﬀerent
edge and node selections, and hence, diﬀerent energy consumption trade-oﬀs (see Table 5.1 for
route-based energy costs). For instance, while R1 requires node 1 to transmit at a higher transmit
power level, R2 requires node 3 to switch from power-saving mode to active mode. Therefore,
in our heuristic approaches, we evaluate the utility of the information from the underlying power
control and power management mechanisms for route selection. Consequently, such route selection
aﬀects the operation of power control and power management mechanisms, and hence, energy
conservation. Next, we present the design details of the three approaches highlighting their beneﬁts
and drawbacks, and present their performance evaluation in Section 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Example network. Each route for ﬂow 1 → 4 creates diﬀerent trade-oﬀs in terms of
communication and energy eﬃciency.
5.1.1 Minimize Communication Energy First
To minimize communication energy, transmission costs, Ptx(i, j) = Pbase + Pt(i, j), and recep-
tion costs, Prx, should be reduced. While Pbase and Prx are ﬁxed costs, the transmission power
level Pt(i, j) attenuates polynomially with distance. Hence, multiple transmissions over short dis-
tances reduce the Pt component of energy consumption in comparison to one direct transmission.
Therefore, we ﬁrst consider energy-aware routing using power control as the primary optimization
technique. Once the relay nodes that minimize transmission costs are chosen, the rest of the nodes
switch to a power-save mode through power management.
We implement this approach using MTPR (Minimum Transmission Power Routing) [111, 120]
for routing and using ODPM for power management. Once a node is chosen as a relay by MTPR,
ODPM keeps this node in active mode using a keep-alive timer as long as the node is forwarding
traﬃc. When the keep-alive timer of a node expires due to idling, ODPM switches the node back
to PSM. We experiment with two ﬂavors of MTPR: MTPR and MTPR+. While MTPR only uses
transmit power level as the routing metric, MTPR+ also takes base transmit and receive power
costs into account. More formally, the cost functions used in MTPR and MTPR+ are as follows:
MTPR : f(u, v) = Pt(u, v), (5.1)
MTPR+ : f(u, v) = Pbase + Pt(u, v) + Prx, (5.2)
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where Pt(u, v) is determined at transmission time using the RTS-CTS exchange at the MAC layer.
MTPR is implemented as a reactive routing protocol. The cost of the route, which is the sum
of the f(u, v)’s, is stored as an extra ﬁeld in the route requests (RREQ). When a node v receives a
RREQ for the ﬁrst time, it updates the cost of the route by calculating f(u, v) and rebroadcasts the
packet. Duplicate RREQ packets may be rebroadcast and multiple route replies may be sent if they
advertise a lower energy cost. In addition to route discovery, routing tables must be modiﬁed to
store the energy cost of each route. We implement the proposed changes over DSR [55]. However,
the route snooping option of DSR is disabled due to potential ineﬃciencies from not having a list
of f(u, v)’s for each hop.
This approach tries to ﬁnd routes with lower communication costs at the cost of increased
routing overhead since multiple RREQs might be ﬂooded in the network if they advertise cheaper
routes. In addition to this trade-oﬀ, idling energy is also expected to increase due to the increase
in the number of nodes participating in communication, which might impair the beneﬁts of this
approach.
5.1.2 Joint Optimization
In this approach, power control and power management are utilized with equal emphasis. Therefore,
both link and node costs are represented in the routing metric. To minimize node costs, and hence
idling energy, by nodes in PSM should not be chosen for routing as much as possible. Additionally,
given two routes with the same number of relay nodes, to link costs, hence communication energy,
routes with lower link costs, which are determined by the Pt(u, v)’s, should be favored. To construct
routes based on both node and link costs, a natural cost function is h(u, v, ri) [129]:
h(u, v, ri) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(Ptx(uv) + Prx − 2 · Pidle) · riB , if i in AM
(Ptx(uv) + Prx − 2 · Pidle) · riB + Pidle, if i in PSM
(5.3)
where B is the bandwidth and ri is the rate of the new ﬂow that goes over u − v, if u − v is on
the path from source si to destination di. Ptx(u, v) is determined at transmission time using the
RTS-CTS exchange at the MAC layer. When the rate information is not available, h(u, v, ri) is
modiﬁed by setting riB = 1, which, however, does not capture the impact of traﬃc rate on link
costs. Next, we describe how h(u, v, ri) can be applied to proactive and reactive routing.
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Proactive routing using h(u, v, ri)
To use the h(u, v, ri) in proactive routing, it is necessary to modify the routing table structure and
the route look-up. Each node needs to keep information about the power management state of its
neighbors and the transmit power levels to reach each neighbor. If available, source si includes rate
ri in each packet header, and so, there is no need to maintain this information in the routing tables.
Obviously, based on diﬀerent node and link costs, multiple entries for each destination might exist.
When forwarding a packet for source si, node u chooses the best next-hop node v with minimum
h(u, v, ri). We implement these modiﬁcations based on DSDV (Destination Sequence Distance
Vector) [87], similar to MPC [129]. However, the MPC implementation is limited to a single sink
scenario. Furthermore, due to its routing table structure, a route update is needed whenever the
rate of a ﬂow changes. In our implementation, a route update only needs to be triggered when the
quality of a link or the power management state of a node changes. Hence, our approach to using
h(u, v) in DSDV for a many-to-many scenario incurs less control overhead. Therefore, we do not
consider MPC in our evaluations.
Reactive routing using h(u, v, ri)
To use h(u, v, ri) in reactive routing, it is necessary to modify route discovery and routing table
maintenance. The modiﬁcations are similar to ones in MTPR. Diﬀerent than MTPR, when a node
receives a RREQ for the ﬁrst time, it updates the cost of the route calculating h(u, v, ri) based on
its power management state and rebroadcasts the packet.
In both reactive and proactive implementations, the joint-optimization approach tries to explore
paths with less energy consumption at the cost of increased routing messages. Essentially, again,
as in the minimize communication energy ﬁrst approach, multiple RREQs need to traverse the
network if they advertise a lower energy cost in the case of reactive routing. In the case of proactive
routing, any change to link or node costs triggers a route update. Therefore, in a dynamic network
environment, this approach is susceptible to producing an overwhelming amount of control traﬃc
to track cost changes.
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5.1.3 Minimize Idling Energy First
Since link costs are prone to rapid ﬂuctuations due to environmental factors, using such costs as
a part of a routing metric may result in unstable routes, which in turn results in high routing
overhead. Therefore, the ﬁnal approach ﬁrst minimizes the more stable node costs and minimizes
the link costs as a secondary metric. To minimize idling as primary optimization, only current
power management state of nodes are taken into account when determining the relays. Next,
selected nodes stay active and use TPC to minimize communication costs to reach their neighbors.
We implement two variants of our approach based on two diﬀerent protocols for node selection.
In the ﬁrst variant, the relay nodes are simply determined by a reactive shortest-path routing
algorithm, which is DSR in our implementation. Once a node is chosen as a relay, ODPM maintains
the power management state of the node based on its current participation in routing. In the
second variant, TITAN [104] is used to select relay nodes. TITAN favors nodes that are already
in active mode as good candidates for routing, so that the nodes in power-save mode can continue
sleeping. Hence, while ODPM might activate redundant nodes, TITAN addresses this shortcoming
by maintaining a backbone of nodes. When route diversity in the network is low, both protocols
are expected to behave similarly. However, as route diversity increases, TITAN reduces the number
of relay nodes.
Essentially, minimizing idling energy ﬁrst provides a low-complexity solution to energy-eﬃcient
network design. This low complexity allows ﬁnding good solutions in terms of both idle-time and
communication-time energy conservation with low overhead, and therefore, is the key to achieving
high energy savings without degrading communication performance.
5.2 Evaluation of Heuristic Approaches
In this section, we present the performance evaluation of the three heuristic approaches intro-
duced in Section 5.1. Through analytical study, we ﬁrst rule out the ﬁrst approach (i.e., minimize
communication-time energy ﬁrst) showing that it does not provide energy savings for widely-used
and well-researched wireless cards. Next, we evaluate the second and third approaches (i.e., joint
optimization and power management as primary optimization, respectively) via a simulation study.
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Finally, we extend our simulation study to a hypothetical wireless card to evaluate the potential of
the ﬁrst approach providing energy savings in comparison to the second and third approaches.
5.2.1 Analytical Study
In this section, our goal is to to understand the eﬀectiveness of power control as a primary opti-
mization. To this end, we analyze the energy savings that can be obtained by using relays between
two nodes that are in transmission range of each other. Essentially, this study reveals when using
relays saves energy in comparison to direct transmission.
Obviously, the degree to which energy eﬃciency can be attained is limited by radio design. Based
on the energy characteristics of a wireless interface, the optimal hop distance that minimizes the
energy cost of end-to-end transmission is deﬁned as the characteristic distance in [16]. However,
this derivation of characteristic distance ignores Epassive(i), and, therefore, is only a function of
transmission power, Ptx(i, j), reception power, Prx, and the path loss exponent [16]. This omission
is addressed in [35], but the relationship between transmission range and characteristic distance is
ignored. Hence, the characteristic distance might be greater than the transmission range, in which
case only direct transmission is feasible. To capture this eﬀect, we deﬁne the characteristic hop
count as the optimal number of hops between two nodes that are in transmission range of each
other. Essentially, for relay-based communication to save energy, the characteristic hop count for
a given radio model must be greater than two. In other words, when the characteristic hop count
is less than two, direct transmission between two nodes minimizes energy consumption.
To derive the characteristic hop count, we analyze the total energy consumption on a route,
Eroute. Using equations from Chapter 2,
Eroute =
m+1∑
i
Ecomm(i) + Epassive(i), (5.4)
where i = 1 is the source and i = m+ 1 is the destination, and there are m− 1 relays. We assume
that the nodes on the route are in active mode, and hence, tsleep = 0 and Eswitch = 0. For a given
rate R, bandwidth B, and time t, tdatarx (i) = t
data
tx (i) =
R
B ·t, except tdatarx (1) = 0 and tdatatx (m+1) = 0.
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The remainder of t is spent in idling. Ignoring Econtrol(i),
Eroute =
m∑
i=1
tdatatx (i) · Ptx(i, i + 1) + tdatarx (i) · Prx + tidle(i) · Pidle. (5.5)
Since Ptx(i, i+ 1) is a function of the distance, di, between node i and node i+ 1, Ptx(i, i+ 1) can
be replaced with Ptx(di). Hence,
Eroute =
R
B
· t · (
m∑
i=1
Ptx(di) +m · Prx) + [(m + 1)− 2 ·m · R
B
] · t · Pidle. (5.6)
Assuming a 1/dn path loss, Ptx(d) can be modeled as Ptx(d) = Pbase + α2 · dn, where α2 · dn
represents the transmit power level, Pt(i, j), and α2 accounts for the power to drive the transmitter
ampliﬁer [16]. Without loss of generality, we assume a uniform transmission range, D. However,
the analysis of characteristic hop count can be extended to the non-uniform case by calculating the
characteristic hop count for diﬀerent transmission ranges in each direction. Since Eroute is convex,
it is minimized when all hop distances are equal. Therefore, using di = D/m,
Eroute =
R
B
· t ·m · (Ptx(D/m) + Prx) + [(m+ 1)− 2 ·m · R
B
] · t · Pidle. (5.7)
To ﬁnd the hop count that minimizes Eroute, mopt, we solve ∂Eroute∂m = 0, which results in:
mopt = n
√√√√ (n− 1) · α2
Pbase + Prx +
1−2(R/B)
R/B · Pidle
·D. (5.8)
Since the characteristic hop count is an integral value, it is mopt if mopt < 1, and mopt if
mopt ≥ 1.
By deﬁnition, characteristic hop count should satisfy mopt ≥ 2 to justify using relays be-
tween two nodes that are in transmission range. We evaluate mopt for four diﬀerent wireless cards.
The radio model for each wireless card is given in Table 5.2. We use the existing models for Ca-
bletron [82] and the ﬁrst order radio model, denoted as LEACH, proposed in [47]. The transmission
power models for Aironet 350 and Mica2 [31] are derived using polynomial curve ﬁtting on existing
measurement studies (see Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3). Figure 5.4 plots mopt as R/B increases. Since
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Table 5.2: Radio parameters for current cards (mW )
Cards Pidle Prx Ptx(d(m))
Aironet 350 [1] 1350 1350 2165 + 3.63 · 10−7 · d4
Cabletron [24] 830 1000 1118.2 + 7.2 · 10−8 · d4
Hypothetical 1118.2 + 5.16 · 10−6 · d4
Mica2 mote [31] 21 21 10.2 + 9.44 · 10−7 · d4
LEACH (1Mb/s) x · 50 50 50 + 1.3 · 10
−6 · d4
50 + 10−2 · d2
mopt < 2 for all rates, only direct transmission achieves optimal energy savings for current cards.
The case when the bandwidth is fully utilized (i.e., R/B = 0.5) corresponds to the case when
Pidle has no eﬀect. Therefore, even when the nodes can wake-up neighbors at the exact required
time (i.e., when there is no idling), direct transmission is more energy-eﬃcient than communicating
through relays.
Power control as an optimization metric is meaningful only for cards with certain characteristics.
For instance, setting α2 high, such as α2 ≥ 5.16 · 10−6 for Cabletron, satisﬁes mopt ≥ 2 for R/B =
0.25 (see Hypothetical Cabletron in Figure 5.4). Consequently, the transmit power to reach the
same transmission range, D = 250 m also increases up to 20 W. However, this transmission range
cannot be supported due to transmit power limits of 1 W by the FCC for the USA [32], and
100 mW by ETSI for Europe [30]. Given these limitations, we are not aware of any wireless
card that satisﬁes mopt ≥ 2. Furthermore, new wireless radios consume less energy in transmit
mode than receive mode [50], which makes using relays between two nodes in transmission range
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Figure 5.4: Characteristic hop count for Aironet 350 and Cabletron.
even more questionable. Nevertheless, in our simulation study, we also evaluate the Hypothetical
Cabletron card to provide a thorough study of the trade-oﬀs between power control and power
management.
In this section, we have shown that energy-aware routing protocols that introduce additional
relays between a source and a destination (like PARO [37]) actually use more energy when the
energy characteristics of the radios are ignored. Unlike previous work that considers overhead from
collisions and overhearing as a disadvantage to utilizing intermediate hops [25], our results indicate
that multi-relay communication is not beneﬁcial even in ideal channel conditions. It must be noted
that direct long links, which are more favorable in terms of energy use, are used as long as they
provide some reliability and otherwise, multi-hop routes might need to be discovered. Furthermore,
we have evaluated power control only from an energy perspective and have not considered its impact
on spatial reuse. While power control improves spatial reuse, especially when the communication in
the network consists mostly of one-hop ﬂows, its advantage in the presence of multi-hop ﬂows is not
obvious. We leave the study of the trade-oﬀ between energy and spatial reuse due to relay-based
communication as future work.
5.2.2 Simulation Study
The goal of our simulation study is to understand the eﬀectiveness of the heuristic approaches in
various network settings. We use delivery ratio to measure communication performance, which is the
ratio of the number of received data packets to the number of sent data packets. The performance
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in terms of energy is evaluated by energy goodput, which is the ratio of total application bits
delivered to the total energy consumed (i.e., Enetwork).
We use ns2 [4] for our simulations. We ﬁrst present results with the Cabletron card [24] (see
Table 5.2) in static and mobile networks. We simulate the following protocols: proactive joint op-
timization (DSDVH-ODPM), reactive joint optimization with and without traﬃc rate information
(DSRH-ODPM(rate) and DSRH-ODPM(norate), respectively), and power-management as primary
optimization (DSR-ODPM-PC and TITAN-PC). We use two baselines: DSR with power manage-
ment but no power control (DSR-ODPM) and DSR with no power management and no power
control (DSR-Active). Additionally, we evaluate the performance of power control as primary opti-
mization (MTPR and MTPR+) using the Hypothetical Cabletron card, described in Section 5.2.1.
ODPM uses IEEE-802.11 PSM for sleep scheduling. We omit the pure PSM results, where all
protocols show poor performance since PSM limits network capacity as traﬃc load increases. For
PSM, the beacon interval is 0.3 s and the ATIM window is 0.02 s, as suggested in [24]. Both the
beacon and the ATIM intervals are long enough to compensate for the cost of switching between
sleep and idle states. For ODPM, the keep-alive timers are set to 10 s for RREPs and 5 s for data
messages. For both cards, transmit power levels are assumed to be inﬁnitely adjustable. Although
a continuous transmit power control model (instead of discrete transmit power levels) is optimistic,
it permits us to concentrate on the trade-oﬀs in energy-eﬃcient network design.
Static Networks
In the ﬁrst set of simulations, static networks with diﬀerent network sizes and node densities are
studied to understand pure protocol performance without mobility.
Small Networks In these simulations, 50 nodes are placed, uniformly at random, in a 500 ×
500 m2 static network. There are 10 CBR ﬂows. The packet size is 128 B. The start time for each
ﬂow is determined randomly between 20 s and 25 s. Each simulation runs for 900 s. Each graph
depicts an average of 5 runs and 95% conﬁdence intervals. Similar performance trends are observed
with traﬃc demands based on exponentially distributed inter-arrival times.
To understand the impact of traﬃc load, we evaluate performance as the traﬃc rate of each ﬂow
increases between 2-6 Kbps (i.e., 2-6 packets/s). The energy goodput performance of all approaches
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except DSDVH-ODPM is similar (see Figure 5.6). Since all heuristic approaches except DSDVH-
ODPM use approximately the same number of nodes for communication (≈ 26 nodes), their energy
goodput performance is similar in a small network. Hence, idling energy is the dominating factor
and data communication consumes a small percentage of a node’s energy (i.e.,
∑
i Epassive(i) ∑
i Ecomm(i)). To diﬀerentiate the energy savings from power control, Figure 5.7 shows transmit
energy use (i.e.,
∑
i
∑
j∈NextHop t
data
tx (i, j) · Ptx(i, j)). Even though the transmit energy signiﬁcantly
reduces with power control (DSR-ODPM uses 54-59% more transmit energy than TITAN-PC), its
eﬀect on overall energy consumption is not visible and hence, DSR-ODPM performs similarly to
DSR-ODPM-PC and TITAN-PC (see Figure 5.6 and 500 × 500 lines in Figure 5.7) .
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Due to periodic and triggered routing table updates, DSDVH-ODPM performs signiﬁcantly
worse in terms of energy goodput (e.g., ≈ 85% lower compared to TITAN-PC). Furthermore, since
the sleep scheduling mechanism is IEEE 802.11 PSM, these updates keep all nodes awake for an
entire beacon interval, increasing idling energy consumption. Essentially, this is the reason why
DSR-Active and DSDVH-ODPM perform almost the same in terms of energy goodput (DSR-
Active and DSDVH-ODPM lines overlap in Figure 5.6). To reduce this adverse eﬀect of routing
table updates, we evaluate the following improvements for IEEE 802.11 PSM [24]: (1) individually
advertising each broadcast message and (2) using an advertised traﬃc window so that a node can
sleep after it receives all advertised messages. Additionally, we reduce the keep-alive timer for data
packets to 0.6 s (i.e., two beacon intervals) and RREPs to 1.2 s. This version of DSDVH-ODPM
is labeled DSDVH-ODPM(0.6,1.2)-Span in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. As expected, the energy
goodput of DSDVH-ODPM improves with these parameters (e.g., now only 10%-49% worse than
TITAN-PC). However, since the advertised traﬃc window limits the amount of traﬃc updates that
can be sent, the delivery ratio of DSDVH-ODPM(0.6,1.2)-Span is 74%-92%, while the rest perform
with 100% delivery ratio (see Figure 5.5). These results show that the extra overhead for route
discovery in joint optimization approaches becomes visible even in small networks.
Large Networks To evaluate the scalability of the protocols, we next present simulation results
in larger networks. We simulate 200 nodes placed uniformly at random, in a 1300× 1300 m2 static
network. There are 20 CBR ﬂows. The start time for each ﬂow is determined randomly between
20 s and 25 s. Each simulation runs for 600 s. Each graph depicts an average of 10 runs and 95%
conﬁdence intervals.
In contrast to small networks, the diﬀerences in communication and energy conservation of the
diﬀerent approaches are now evident (see Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9). Power management as the
primary optimization performs signiﬁcantly better than joint optimization. There is a threshold per-
ﬂow rate, 3.5 Kbps, where the performance of the joint optimization protocols starts degrading and
shows high deviation. Essentially, as the rate increases, the control overhead of joint optimization
protocols, proactive or reactive, starts interfering with data communication. Figure 5.10 shows the
breakdown of energy consumption in terms of MAC, routing, overhearing, data communication,
idling and sleeping at 4 Kbps. The break-down for nodes that participate in data communication is
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labeled as “Data” and the break-down for the remaining nodes is labeled as “Non Data”. Figure 5.10
depicts that regardless of whether a node is involved in communication or not, each node spends
≈ 20%−30% of its energy for routing with joint optimization. On the other hand, each node spends
1%−2% of its energy in routing when power management is the primary optimization. Furthermore,
it is also shown that, with joint-optimization, nodes that do not participate in data communication
do not ﬁnd much chance to sleep due to the high control overhead. Furthermore, the diﬀerences
between underlying routing protocols used with joint optimization becomes distinguished as the
traﬃc rate increases. The ﬂooding-based route discovery of DSR incurs even higher overhead than a
proactive approach (DSDV in our case), which separates route discovery from data communication.
This can be clearly seen in Figure 5.9, where beyond 5 Kbps, the energy goodput of DSRH-ODPM
is lower than DSDVH-ODPM.
Interestingly, communication overhead is most detrimental for DSR-Active. In all heuristic
approaches, power management schedules the transmission and reception of data and control mes-
sages through beacon and ATIM intervals. In the absence of such a constraint on the number of
nodes that can transmit and receive, DSR’s scalability is signiﬁcantly impaired (see Figure 5.8 and
Figure 5.9). While power-management plays an important role on saving energy and scalability, the
eﬀect of power control is not obvious when we compare DSR-ODPM and TITAN-PC in Figure 5.9.
Although, TITAN indeed makes use of transmit power control and reduces transmit energy (66-86%
less than ODPM) as seen in Figure 5.7, both protocols perform with similar energy goodput.
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Figure 5.10: Energy consumption break down per node for 4 Kbps traﬃc rate.
Table 5.3: Performance as node density increases
# of nodes DSR-ODPM DSR-ODPM-PC TITAN-PC
Delivery Ratio
300 0.982± 0.014 0.933± 0.056 0.993± 0.004
400 0.432± 0.048 0.405± 0.093 0.923± 0.102
Energy Goodput (bit/J)
300 623.882± 55.996 507.162± 137.267 674.381± 37.084
400 96.888± 11.266 90.711± 22.278 929.812± 278.794
The evaluations up to this point show that DSR-ODPM-PC and TITAN-PC perform similarly.
Therefore, we further evaluate these two protocols in a 1300x1300 network with diﬀerent node
densities, setting the per-ﬂow traﬃc rate to 4 Kbps and without changing the positions of source
and destination nodes. Table 5.3 shows the delivery ratio and energy goodput for DSR-ODPM,
DSR-ODPM-PC and TITAN with 300 and 400 nodes. Essentially, the routing overhead for DSR-
ODPM-PC and DSR-ODPM explodes with network density, and therefore, limits the time a node
can sleep. Hence, both the delivery ratio and energy goodput drop signiﬁcantly with 400 nodes.
Since, in TITAN, the already active nodes dominate route discovery, TITAN is able to maintain
a high delivery ratio and energy goodput performance in both cases. Therefore, TITAN-PC can
scale to denser networks in comparison to DSR-ODPM-PC and DSR-ODPM.
These results show that power management as the primary optimization outperforms joint
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optimization in terms of scalability. Furthermore, as the network density increases, TITAN-PC is
the only protocol that can maintain high network performance.
Mobile Networks
An important characteristic of ad hoc networks is the mobility of nodes, which determines how fast
the link characteristics change. In this section, our goal is to evaluate how necessary it is to adapt
to such dynamics to provide energy conservation. In these simulations, 50 nodes are distributed
uniformly at random in a 600 × 600 m2 network. There are 10 source and destination pairs. The
traﬃc is CBR, and the start time for each ﬂow is determined randomly between 20 s and 25 s.
Each graph represents an average of ﬁve runs.
We use the extended random waypoint mobility model [134]. To evaluate the impact of increas-
ing mobility, we simulate node speed uniformly distributed between x-19 m/s, where x is 1, 5, 10,
18. The pause times are uniformly distributed between 0-20 s. Each run is 900 s, which results in
steady-state average speeds of 5.11 m/s, 7.85 m/s, 9.68 m/s, 10.98 m/s and 11.63 m/s.
Simulation results show that as the mobility rates increase, DSDVH-ODPM is infeasible since
it cannot keep up with the changes in the topology (see Figure 5.11). Essentially, in the presence
of mobility, a proactive protocol spends a large capacity of the network and the energy of nodes
for exchanging routing table information. Therefore, DSDVH-ODPM is the only protocol that
performs worse than DSR-Active. As expected, power management as the primary optimization
achieves the best delivery ratio and energy goodput performance since they are less susceptible to
link cost changes compared to joint optimization approaches. Furthermore, since route discoveries
are triggered more often due to frequent route changes, the overhead from route discovery reduces
the energy goodput for the joint optimization approaches (see Figure 5.12). Hence, as the rate
increases, the performance of joint optimization approaches and DSR-active converge to the same
point.
Hypothetical Networks
In this section, we evaluate all protocols with the Hypothetical Cabletron card, which provides en-
ergy savings from relay-based communication when the bandwidth utilization hits 25%. The goal
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Figure 5.12: Energy goodput as mobility in-
creases.
of our study is to understand the trade-oﬀs between all three heuristics when power control as a pri-
mary optimization technique is feasible and has potential to save energy next to power management.
For the sake of clarity of the graphs, we omit the results for DSR-PC and DSRH(rate). DSR-PC
performs worse than TITAN-PC but with similar trends, whereas DSRH(rate) is comparable to
DSRH(norate).
To allow all protocols to exhibit their characteristic behavior (e.g., MTPR favors short hop
distances and TITAN focuses traﬃc on single nodes), we simulate a grid topology, where nodes are
closely spaced. Speciﬁcally, 49 nodes are placed on a 7× 7 grid, in a 300× 300 m2 static network.
There are 7 CBR ﬂows, where a source on the left side sends to a destination on the right side. The
start time for each ﬂow is determined randomly between 20 s and 25 s. Each simulation is 900 s.
To understand when link cost as a routing metric pays oﬀ, we simulate per-ﬂow traﬃc rates
between 2-200 Kbps (above 200 Kbps is beyond node capacity). To understand the potential of
each approach without the side eﬀects of high rates (e.g., packet losses due to buﬀer overﬂows or
contention), we ﬁnd the time when the routes stabilize for the 2 Kbps rate and use these routes to
calculate Enetwork for higher rates.
We evaluate all protocols under two diﬀerent sleep scheduling strategies. We ﬁrst evaluate
energy goodput under perfect sleep scheduling, where nodes wake up at the exact time when they
are needed. Next, we switch to ODPM scheduling, where active nodes are always idling in the
expectation of traﬃc, while the rest of the nodes are in sleep.
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Figure 5.13: Energy goodput for low traﬃc
rates with perfect sleep scheduling.
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Figure 5.14: Energy goodput for low traﬃc
rates with ODPM scheduling.
Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 show energy goodput for low traﬃc rates (2-5 Kbps). As expected,
with perfect sleep scheduling, all protocols perform closely with the exception of DSR-Active (see
Figure 5.13). The diﬀerence in energy consumption compared to DSR-Active is more signiﬁcant
with perfect sleep scheduling, and the energy goodput of all protocols degrades with ODPM (see
Figure 5.14). Essentially, when ODPM is used for power management, TITAN-PC outperforms
other protocols. When the traﬃc load is low, we see energy savings mostly from reducing the
number of relays. For instance, DSR-ODPM performs better than MTPR and MTPR+. However,
its energy goodput performance is approximately 16% worse than TITAN-PC, which uses the lowest
number of relays (see Figure 5.13).
Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 show energy goodput for higher traﬃc rates. With no idling costs,
TITAN-PC achieves lower energy goodput compared to MTPR, MTPR+ and DSRH (norate).
Essentially, using longer links becomes more expensive as the traﬃc rate increases, although it
does not hurt the performance for low rates. Furthermore, since the optimal hop count is 2 with
the Hypothetical Cabletron, MTPR, which ﬁnds longer routes, performs worse than MTPR+.
Again, if we do not assume perfect sleep scheduling, TITAN-PC performs better, and MTPR+ and
DSRH(norate) take over only at 200 Kbps. Furthermore, the diﬀerence in performance at 200 Kbps
is less pronounced compared to Figure 5.15. For instance, DSRH(norate) performs 8-34% worse
than TITAN-PC until 200 Kbps and performs 9% better at 200 Kbps. Similarly, MTPR performs
14% better at 200 Kbps but 3-28% worse than TITAN-PC for lower rates.
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Figure 5.15: Energy goodput for high traﬃc
rates with perfect sleep scheduling.
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Figure 5.16: Energy goodput for high traﬃc
rates with ODPM scheduling.
These results show that even with a hypothetical card and ideal scenarios, power control as a
primary optimization and joint optimization provide high energy savings only with perfect sleep
scheduling. When idling costs are taken into account, these approaches outperform power manage-
ment as the primary optimization for only very high bandwidth utilization. However, it is not even
clear if such high ﬂow rates can be supported in multi-hop wireless networks due to potentially
high contention and delay. While the performance of our approach degrades with high rates for
perfect sleep scheduling, higher or comparable energy savings are achieved with more realistic sleep
scheduling. Therefore, our approach will remain valuable unless the characteristics of wireless cards
change and perfect sleep scheduling becomes more feasible.
5.3 Summary
To save energy from wireless communication, energy-eﬃcient network design needs to reduce energy
consumption for all radio states. In this chapter, we study three heuristic approaches that diﬀer
based on the priority given to either power-control or power-management for energy conservation.
Evaluation results show that a two-stage approach that gives priority to idle-time energy consump-
tion achieves the desired property of being both bandwidth and energy-eﬃcient. Furthermore, our
study exposes a commonly held myth about the potential energy savings from power control as
a primary energy conservation technique. However, TPC is considered only from an energy con-
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servation perspective and short-range communication also impacts spatial reuse in the network.
We believe that the two-stage approach oﬀers the potential for both energy savings and spatial
reuse from TPC. Essentially, spatial reuse for one-hop ﬂows can be achieved by carefully selecting
transmit power levels, and this way TPC does not impair energy-eﬃciency since it does not aﬀect
the number of relays. Furthermore, we have not considered the congestion and contention eﬀects
from limiting the number of relay nodes. We leave the study of such congestion and spatial reuse
eﬀects on routing and energy conservation as future work.
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Chapter 6
Improving Idle-Time Energy
Conservation Using Bulk
Transmissions in Dual-Radio
Networks
In the previous chapters, we have shown that reducing idle-time energy conservation should be
the primary concern of any energy conservation protocol in multi-hop wireless networks. The
need to improve the idle-time energy conservation has led researchers to investigate new designs
for low-power radios (e.g., the radio module of Mica motes [49]), where idle energy consumption
is drastically reduced compared to high-power radios such as IEEE 802.11. However, low-power
radios provide these low idling costs at the expense of decreased bit rates (on the order of 100 Kbps)
and increased per-bit energy consumption for transmission. High-power radios achieve higher bit
rates (on the order of 2-11 Mbps), resulting in a signiﬁcantly lower per-bit energy consumption. In
an ideal device, the low idling costs for the low-power radios would be coupled with the low per-bit
transmission energy costs of the high-power radios. One way to achieve this ideal is by using a
dual-radio node. However, for such a dual-radio node, the main challenge becomes minimizing the
amount of time that high-power radio spends idling. Since the idling overhead is prohibitive, it is
imperative to turn oﬀ the radio when not in use. However, transitions from oﬀ to on are not free in
terms of time or energy [103]. If these transitions are not managed eﬀectively, the increased energy
costs will oﬀset the decreased per-bit transmission costs of the high-power radio.
This transition overhead can be amortized across multiple transmissions by buﬀering a minimum
amount of data in the node before starting transmission. Once this threshold is reached, it becomes
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economic to wake up the high-power radio for transmitting the burst of data. We call this critical
threshold the break-even point. We explore the energy characteristics and overheads of several IEEE
802.11 radios and demonstrate that for relatively small break-even points, a signiﬁcant amount of
energy can be saved in a dual-radio system. Based on this analysis, we present a protocol for data
accumulation and communication, which we call the bulk communication protocol (BCP), that
sits between the MAC and routing layers. Simulation results verify our analysis and show that
signiﬁcant energy savings can be obtained at the expense of introducing acceptable delay using
BCP.
In the rest of this chapter, we discuss the trade-oﬀs that emerge in dual-radio systems and
present an analysis of when using a high-power radio becomes more energy-eﬃcient compared to
using a low-power radio. Based on our analysis, we present a new multi-radio communication
protocol in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 presents evaluation results. We conclude and discuss future
work in Section 6.4.
6.1 Dual-Radio Communication
Using multiple radio interfaces to reduce the overall energy consumption was initially proposed
for WLAN networks [84, 99, 109, 113]. In these approaches, the main goal is to utilize low-power
radios for less communication intensive tasks (e.g., device discovery [84]) and switch to high-power
radios when necessary. However, in recent years, a reverse trend is being observed in new sensor
platforms, which provide the ﬂexibility of adding a high-power radio on top of a low-power radio
(e.g., Intel Stargate [2], LEAP (Low Power Energy Aware Processing) [76], Intel Mote 2 [9], [60]).
Besides uses such as congestion relief [123], the emergence of these sensor platforms is causing a
paradigm shift in sensor networks. Previously, sensor networks were considered as low-power, low-
data-rate, low-complexity networks. However, these new platforms facilitate more resource-hungry
applications, which range from ultra-low latency WSN routers [60] to sound or image collection
(e.g., online marmot-call detection [11]). Furthermore, we can expect new applications to emerge
demanding more resource-rich platforms, completing the innovation cycle. With these new dual
radio platforms that include a high-power radio, idle-time energy conservation has returned as a
primary energy conservation problem.
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6.1.1 Managing the High Power Radio
Dual-radio systems attempt to achieve high-rate communication while maintaining low idling energy
consumption. Since the low-power radio has low idling costs, it can be used to maintain connectivity
and for network maintenance. The high-power radio should remain oﬀ by default and be turned
only on for data communication to achieve better energy-per-bit performance. These transitions
from oﬀ to on should be managed eﬀectively to obtain high communication performance with low
energy cost. However, depending on the traﬃc characteristics, the data radio might need to be
woken up too frequently, penalizing the energy savings and increasing communication delays.
To understand the performance under diﬀerent traﬃc patterns, we evaluate an example dual-
radio protocol, The Wake-on-Wireless protocol [109]. Figure 6.1 shows the state transitions of
data and wake-up radios in Wake-on-Wireless [109]. Using this protocol, the wake-up radio stays
in receive mode to listen to traﬃc announcements for a ﬁxed duration. If no announcements are
heard, it stays asleep until a sleep timeout occurs. If an announcement is heard, the data radio is
woken up. The data radio is turned oﬀ if the idle timer expires. Evaluating Wake-on-Wireless with
diﬀerent data radio wake-up times of 0.5 ms, 5 ms, 50 ms, 500 ms and 5 s, respectively, shows the
dependency between the energy costs, the data radio wake-up time and packet inter-arrival times.
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show per-packet delay for CBR traﬃc with 5 and 0.5 packet inter-arrival
times, respectively. When the packet inter-arrival time is on the order of the data radio wake-up
time, per-packet delay and the number of transitions, and hence, energy costs, increase since the
radio needs to wake up for each individual data packet (see Figure 6.2). However, when the data
radio wake-up time is long but the packet inter-arrival time is short, enough packets can accumulate
until the time the data-radio is woken up. Hence, with one transition, multiple packets can be sent
via the data radio. This behavior can be seen from the triangular pattern of delay performance
in Figure 6.3, where the ﬁrst packet of the burst experiences the highest delay and the remaining
packets experience decreasing delays based on their order of arrival.
The dependency between network traﬃc and the number transitions aﬀects energy savings that
can be gained from dual-radio systems. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the conditions at which
dual-radio systems can achieve high communication performance with low energy consumption. The
next section presents this analysis.
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Figure 6.1: State transitions in Wake on Wireless.
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Figure 6.5: 802.11 radio can send further.
6.1.2 Break-even Point for Dual-Radio Communication
For dual-radio systems, the energy consumed when switching the radio from oﬀ to idle needs to be
considered. Therefore, the high-power radio should only be turned on if enough data is accumulated
to compensate for the transitioning energy consumption. Therefore, we analyze the conditions at
which energy savings can be obtained. To this end, we deﬁne the notion of a break-even point as
follows.
Deﬁnition 4. The break-even point is the minimum data size that needs to be accumulated so that
communication via a high-power/high-rate radio can save energy in comparison to communicating
via a low-power/low-rate radio.
The calculation of the break-even point requires knowledge of the radio energy characteristics.
Since the low-power radios connect the nodes to form the underlying network, the analysis only
includes the transmission, reception and overhearing costs of low-power radios. The idling costs of
low-power radios are considered to be base costs and are not represented in our analysis. On the
other hand, the cost of high-power radios include idling and wake-up costs as well as any costs from
transmissions, receptions and overhearing. The remainder of this section presents the analysis of
the break-even point based on two cases: (a) single-hop, where the high-power and low-power radio
can reach the same next-hop and (b) multi-hop, where the high-power radio can send further (see
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5).
Single-Hop Case
To ﬁnd the break-even point for the single-hop case, we calculate the transmission and reception
energy expended during the time it takes to transmit and receive data of size s. The duration
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of transmission, and hence reception, is determined by the packet size, ps, the header size, hs,
and the rate of the radio. We also include Eoverhearing into the equation as the energy consumed
by the nodes that overhear this transmission. For the analysis, Eoverhearing = 0, since its value
depends on the number of neighbors that are awake at the time of the transmission. Although some
techniques can be used to reduce excessive overhearing costs [93], overhearing costs are typically
not negligible, and hence, we evaluate the impact of these costs on energy savings in Section 6.3.
Given the transmission and reception powers, PLPtx and P
LP
rx , respectively, and the rate, RLP , the
energy cost of using the low-power radio, ELP (s, ps) is:
ELP (s, ps) = (PLPtx + P
LP
rx ) ·
s+ sps · hs
RLP
+ Eoverhearing. (6.1)
The energy cost of using the high-power radio for data transfer includes the additional costs of
waking up the radio at both ends of the communication link. Furthermore, once the node switches
on its high-power radio, it spends energy idling in the expectation of the ﬁrst data packet and
between packet receptions. Hence, the energy cost of using the high-power radio for a given rate
RHP is:
EHP (s, ps,RHP ) = Eswitch+ELP (wakeup)+Eidle+Eoverhearing+(PHPtx +P
HP
rx )·
s+ sps · hs
RHP
, (6.2)
where Eswitch is the energy spent in waking up the sender and receiver high-power radios (i.e.,
switching costs) and is 2 ·Pswitch · tswitch. The energy cost of sending wake-up messages through the
low-power radio is ELP (wakeup). Eidle is the total energy consumed in idling by the two high-power
radios. The cost of switching the high-power radios oﬀ is negligible, and hence, not represented in
Equation (6.2). Eoverhearing = 0 as in (6.1).
To satisfy EHP (s,R) ≤ ELP (s):
s ≥ Ewakeup + ESR(wakeup) + Eidle + Eoverhearing
PLPtx +P
LP
rx
RLP
− PHPtx +PrxHPRHP
(6.3)
The break-even point, s∗, should satisfy EHP (s∗) = ELP (s∗).
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Multi-hop Case
Typically, the transmission range for high-power radios is greater than for low-power radios. Hence,
we next explore the multi-hop case, where the high-power radio provides diﬀerent forward progress
than the low-power radio (see Figure 6.5). We repeat our analysis assuming that while it takes
multiple hops to reach a certain destination through only low-power radios, the high-power radio
can send to the same destination in a single hop for a given rate R. Denoting this forward hop
progress FPHP (R), the energy consumption for each radio can be re-evaluated. While the energy
consumption due to sensor radio communication changes to:
EmultihopLP (s) = FPHP (R) ·ELP (s), (6.4)
the energy consumption of the high-power radio changes to:
EmultihopHP (s,R80211) = EHP (s,RHP ) + (FPHP (R)− 1) · ELP (wakeup), (6.5)
which includes the data transmission energy and the energy used for sending the multi-hop wake-up
message. In Equation (6.5), it is assumed that nodes can send to any destination in a single hop
through the high-power radios.
6.1.3 Dual-Radio Feasibility with Current Cards
To understand the feasibility of a dual-radio system, we evaluated various conﬁgurations of diﬀerent
IEEE 802.11 and sensor radios, representing the high-power and the low-power radio, respectively.
In the remainder of this section, we summarize the diﬀerent characteristic of IEEE 802.11 and
sensor radios, motivate why IEEE 802.11 radios need to remain oﬀ (instead of using PSM) via a
battery study and calculate the break-even points for single-hop and multi-hop cases.
IEEE 802.11 and sensor radios exhibit signiﬁcantly diﬀerent energy and communication perfor-
mance characteristics. For instance, sensor radios have considerably low idle-time energy consump-
tion (see Table 2.1). However, IEEE 802.11 radios are more energy-eﬃcient during transmission
time. For instance, the CC2420 radio operating at 250 Kbps needs to remain active 8 times longer
than the IEEE 802.11b radio operating at 2 Mbps. Hence, the IEEE 802.11b radio achieves better
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Table 6.1: Typical Ranges for 802.11 and Sensor Radios [1, 8]
Radio/Rate Indoor Range (m) Outdoor Range (m)
802.11a
54 Mbps 13-25 30
48 Mbps 30
36 Mbps 40
11 Mbps 50 304
802.11b/g
48 Mbps 25
36 Mbps 35
11 Mbps 48-60 304
5.5 Mbps 70-90 396
2 Mbps 83
1 Mbps 85-124 610
CC2420
CC2420 30 90
Table 6.2: Expected Battery Lifetime with Power gating [85]
Battery Lithium coin AA Lithium NiCD
Lifetime (Days) 27.5 125 187.5 262.5
energy-per-bit performance as compared to the sensor radio. Additionally, at lower rates, IEEE
802.11 radios can reach 4-5 times longer distances than typical sensor radios, aﬀecting energy con-
sumption, latency and throughput (see Table 6.1). However, the high idling energy of the IEEE
802.11 radio presents a hurdle to utilizing its better energy-per-bit performance and longer trans-
mission ranges.
Although using a Power-Save Mode (PSM) reduces idling energy for IEEE 802.11 radios in the
single-radio systems (e.g., average 250 mW in PSM [84]), even in this sleep mode, it only takes
a few days to exhaust the battery. Figure 6.6 shows the estimated battery lifetime when 802.11
radios only consume sleep energy using the following batteries: Lithium coin with 220 mAh, AA
with 1000 mAh, Lithium with 1000 mAh and NiCD with 2100 mAh operating at 3 V. Based on
our calculations, which are optimistic since factors such as discharge rate and duty-cycle are not
considered, the Lithium battery would be drained in 1-4 days in sleep mode. However, keeping
the IEEE 802.11 radio oﬀ and managing the transitions between on and oﬀ by power gating (e.g.,
average 1 mW oﬀ power) [85]) improves the lifetime expectation to 27.5-262.5 days depending on
the battery (see Table 6.2). Therefore, the IEEE 802.11 radios need to remain oﬀ (power-gated) to
be able to drive these cards with typical AA batteries.
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Figure 6.6: Battery lifetime when 802.11 cards are sleeping.
To understand how the break-even point changes for diﬀerent combinations of IEEE 802.11
and sensor radios, in Figure 6.7, we plot the energy consumption of three IEEE 802.11 radios
(Cabletron, Lucent (2 Mbps) and Lucent (11 Mbps)) and three sensor radios (Mica, Mica2, Micaz)
for the single-hop case. The energy consumption does not include idling or overhearing costs (i.e.,
Eidle = 0 and Eoverhearing = 0). Not surprisingly, the data size to break even increases for more
energy-eﬃcient sensor radios (i.e., Micaz > Mica2 > Mica) and decreases for more energy-eﬃcient
802.11 radios (i.e., Lucent (11 Mbps) < Lucent (2 Mbps) < Cabletron). While the break-even
point typically occurs at low data sizes (i.e., below 1KB), there are two cases where using a dual-
radio approach is not feasible (see Figure 6.7). When Micaz is used, both Cabletron and Lucent
(2 Mbps) do not provide any energy savings. This is also observed in Figure 6.8, where the energy
consumption with diﬀerent break-even data sizes are plotted for Mica, Mica2 and Micaz single radio
platforms, and Cabletron-Micaz, Lucent (2 Mbps)-Micaz and Lucent (11 Mbps) - Micaz dual-radio
combinations. In Figure 6.8, the break-even points are the points where the lines for an 802.11 and
a sensor radio cross. In the ﬁgure, the lines for Cabletron and Lucent (2 Mbps) never cross with
Micaz. On the other hand, Lucent (11 Mbps) achieves a 50% energy savings compared to Micaz at
around 4 KB.
To represent the energy cost of non-perfect power management for the 802.11 radio, we next
take the idling cost into account (i.e., Eidle 	= 0 in Equation (6.2)). Obviously, as the idle time
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Figure 6.7: Break-even data size for diﬀerent conﬁgurations. (Eidle = 0)
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Figure 6.8: Energy consumption for diﬀerent cards. Eidle = 0. (Both x and y axes are log scale.)
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Figure 6.9: Break-even data size as idling time increases. (Both x and y axes are log-scale.)
increases, the break-even point increases (see Equation (6.3)). For instance, when the total idle
time is around 1 s, the break-even data size increases to 66−480 KB (see Figure 6.9). Therefore, it
is important to minimize the time the 802.11 radios spend in idling. We discuss some of the design
challenges and our solutions to reduce such idling in Section 6.2.
We next show the break-even point for the multi-hop case for the same IEEE 802.11 and sensor
radios studied in the single-hop case. The transmission range of the 802.11 radios is approximately
250 m and the sensor radios is 40 m. To study the multi-hop case, the source and the destination
are separated by 200 m in a linear topology. Hence, while the source can reach the destination in
one hop with Cabletron and Lucent (2 Mbps), communication through the sensor radios require
5 hops. Supporting high rates and long ranges for 802.11 radios are not independent parameters,
but rather as the rate increases, the range that can be supported by the 802.11 radio decreases.
Therefore, we assume Lucent (11 Mbps) has the same range as the sensor radio. As expected,
the break-even point for Cabletron and Lucent (2 Mbps) radios is lower for the multi-hop case
(i.e., 0.15−0.75KB). Furthermore, Cabletron and Lucent (2 Mbps) conﬁgurations become feasible
with Micaz when forward progress of these radios is taken into account: the Cabletron - Micaz
combination becomes feasible with 4 hops and the Lucent (2 Mbps) - Micaz combination becomes
feasible with 3 hops (see Figure 6.10). On the other hand, the break-even point for Lucent (11
Mbps) is the same in the multi-hop case as in the single hop case.
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6.1.4 Going over the Break-even Point
For diﬀerent IEEE 802.11 and sensor radio conﬁgurations, in both the single-hop and multi-hop
case, the break-even point occurs at most at 1 KB, which corresponds to approximately one packet
for the IEEE 802.11 radios. Further energy savings can be gained if it is possible to go over the
break-even point and send the collected data in larger bursts. However, as the burst size increases,
diminishing returns on energy savings are expected. Figure 6.11 shows the energy savings from
sending n packets in one shot in comparison to waking up n times and sending 1 packet at each
awake period. Energy savings increase quickly up to 10 packets (i.e., 10 KB) and after this point
continue increasing at a slower rate. Hence, 10 KB can be used as the rule of thumb to determine
the burst size to increase the energy savings beyond the break-even point. We discuss and evaluate
other factors that aﬀect the burst size in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. However, it is important to note
that any data accumulated over 1KB still warrants the use of the high power radios.
In this section, we have analyzed the feasibility of dual-radio communication. Our study shows
that if the data is sent in bulk, there exists a break-even point after which transmitting data using
the high-power radio starts saving energy compared to the low-power radio. We next describe the
design of a bulk communication protocol that is motivated by this study.
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6.2 Bulk Communication Protocol
The goal of the bulk communication protocol (BCP) is to facilitate the accumulation and commu-
nication of bulk data to obtain energy savings when transmitting data with the high-power radio.
Therefore, in BCP, a node buﬀers data until it reaches α times the break-even point (α-breakeven
point), where α is a protocol parameter and α > 1. After this point, the node tries to empty its
buﬀer by initiating a handshake with the receiver. While data packets are buﬀered, the control
messages, which are typically small, are sent with the low-power radio to avoid buﬀering delay.
A wake-up handshake is initiated at the sender side by transmitting a wake-up message through
the low-power radio. The wake-up message may need to travel multiple hops to reach the receiver
depending on the forward progress of the high-power radio as compared to the low-power radio.
The wake-up message contains the burst size that the receiver should expect from the sender. On
receipt of the wake-up message, the receiver sends an acknowledgment back based on its buﬀer
space. If the receiver does not have enough space to receive the entire burst, the acknowledgment
message returns a lower burst size. If the receiver’s buﬀer is full or the buﬀer size is less than the
break-even size, no acknowledgment is sent. If an acknowledgment is sent, the receiver switches
on its high-power radio. When the sender receives a wake-up acknowledgment, it switches on its
high-power radio and sends the negotiated amount of data to the sender. If the negotiated data
size is less than α-breakeven point, the sender might opt out from sending the bulk data. However,
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Figure 6.12: Dual-radio data communication example with IEEE 802.11 and sensor radios.
this extension is not evaluated in this work. If the sender times out before receiving a wake-up
acknowledgment, a wake-up message is resent to the receiver.
To minimize the time the radio high-power radio spends in idle, in BCP, the receiver turns oﬀ
its high-power radio when it receives the total number of packets advertised or after a timeout.
Additionally, when the wake-up message is sent, the sender does not turn its high-power radio on
until it receives an acknowledgment. However, the receiver turns on its high-power radio on the
receipt of the wake-up message, since the time the wake-up acknowledgment will be received by
the sender and the ﬁrst data packet will be sent is not known beforehand.
BCP resides between the routing layer and the MAC layer. Next, we explain the interfaces to
these layers in detail.
Sender Side: Interface to Routing BCP receives and sends data or routing packets to the
routing layer. Figure 6.12 shows the message ﬂow from a sender to its receiver. For a packet passed
from the routing layer, BCP ﬁrst needs to identify whether the packet is a routing or data packet.
While data packets are subject to buﬀering, routing packets are directly passed to the MAC layer
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for the low-power radio (sensor MAC in Figure 6.12). Data messages for diﬀerent receivers are
buﬀered separately, so messages for the same next hop can be combined and sent to that next hop.
Sender Side: Interface to MAC layers Once the amount of data that is buﬀered to a receiver
passes the α-breakeven point, a wake-up message is sent to the receiver through the low-power
radio. After the handshake, the buﬀered data, which is assembled into packets for the high-power
radio, is forwarded to the MAC layer for the high-power radio (IEEE 802.11 MAC in Figure 6.12).
Therefore, BCP needs to know both the low-power and high-power radio addresses corresponding
to the receiver.
To calculate the break-even point, it is necessary to know the energy characteristics of both
radios. If these are not known, the system designer can directly set the break-even data size (e.g.,
10 KB based on our analysis in Section 6.1.2). Since the break-even point depends on the rate of
the high-power radio, rate information should be exposed to BCP.
During data receptions and transmissions, the underlying MAC protocol (e.g., IEEE 802.11)
handles collisions and retransmissions. Currently, the calculation of the break-even point does
not the include the number of retransmissions, since it is hard to predict the expected number
of retransmissions before using the high-power radio, especially since it has been just turned on.
However, if these retransmissions go beyond a threshold value, data communication through the
high-power radio should be re-evaluated. We leave adapting the break-even point based on the
average number of transmissions as future work.
Receiver Side: Interface to MAC layers On reception of a wake-up message, the receiver
wakes up its high-power radio and sends back a wake-up acknowledgment specifying the amount
of data the sender can transmit. As the node receives data messages, which are an assembly of
multiple packets, from the MAC layer for high-power radio, these messages are fragmented into the
original packets by BCP.
Receiver Side: Interface to Routing After fragmentation of the messages received via the
high-power radio, the original packets are passed to the routing layer. Packets received from the
low-power radio that are not wake-up messages are passed directly to the routing layer.
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In our design, we have not used separate routing layers for diﬀerent radios. However, the route
lookups need to use the low-power and high-power radio addresses for both the source and the
destination to retrieve the correct next-hop information. To reduce route discovery and maintenance
of routes that go over the high-power radios, we advocate using the existing routes over the low-
power radios initially and adapting these routes as necessary, similar to route optimizations in [55].
To do such optimizations, the high-power radio on the sender side needs to remain on to hear its
packet being forwarded by the intermediate nodes. The last node that forwards the packet can be
set as the new next-hop node for the following transmissions. Learning such shortcuts reduces the
energy cost of route discovery for the high-power radios.
6.3 Evaluation of Bulk Communication Protocol
Our performance evaluation extends our feasibility analysis in Section 6.1.2 to a more comprehensive
study via simulations. To understand the impact of our model on communication performance, we
evaluate 3 models: (1) Sensor model, which represents the pure sensor network (2) IEEE 802.11
model, which represents the pure IEEE 802.11 radio network and (3) Dual-radio model, where
BCP is used to send wake-up messages via sensor radios and IEEE 802.11 radios are used for data
communication. To compare the energy performance, we use the sensor and dual-radio models,
since the IEEE 802.11 model has signiﬁcantly higher energy consumption compared to the sensor
model, even when a power-save mode is employed.
The performance metrics used in our evaluation are: (1) Goodput, which is the ratio of the
number of bits received by the sink to the number of bits sent by the senders. (2) Normalized
energy (J/bit), the ratio of the total energy consumed by all nodes in the network to the number
of bits received by the sink. (3) Delay (s), the diﬀerence in time a packet is generated at the sender
and received by the sink, including buﬀering delays.
Energy is consumed by all IEEE 802.11 and sensor radios in the network. Since our goal is
to show the advantage of adding IEEE 802.11 radios to a sensor network, we ﬁrst use an ideal
energy consumption model for the underlying sensor network. In other words, only transmit and
receive energy is taken into account for the sensor radio, while any cost from idling and overhearing
is ignored. On the other hand, any cost from IEEE 802.11 radios (i.e., transmission, reception,
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overhearing, idling and waking up) is included. Therefore, in terms of energy consumption, the
sensor model is shown in the best possible light, while the dual-radio model pays the full cost of
adding the IEEE 802.11 radios. In addition to the ideal sensor network model, we also evaluate
a slightly more realistic sensor model, where energy consumption for overhearing packet headers
is included (idling costs are still ignored). Hence, this model is more similar to the widely used
sensor MAC protocol, B-MAC [89], where the nodes are in sleep mode the majority of the time and
stay awake only to detect channel activity to receive the entire packet. Our second model actually
represents the ideal B-MAC, where nodes are assumed to wake up at the end of the preamble (i.e.,
the best possible time), receive the header, and switch to sleep immediately if they are not the
intended receiver and so still favors low-power single-radio communication. However, this second
model is essential to understand how moving away from the ideal sensor network model impacts
energy consumption.
We evaluate the dual-radio performance for the single-hop and multi-hop cases. For the single-
hop case, we assume that the IEEE 802.11 and sensor radios require the same number of hops to
reach the sink. In the multi-hop case, the IEEE 802.11 radio is able to reach the sink in one hop
in comparison to the sensor radio that requires multiple hops. For the single-hop case, the IEEE
802.11 radio is Lucent (11 Mbps) and for the multi-hop case, Cabletron card characteristics are
simulated. The network is a 200× 200 m2 grid network with 36 nodes. Each simulation is 5000 s.
The IEEE 802.11 and sensor data packet sizes are 1024 B and 32 B, respectively. The buﬀer size
is ﬁxed at 5000 × 32 B. We evaluate diﬀerent burst sizes: 10, 100, 500, 1000, 2500 × 32 B. Note
that when burst size is 10 sensor packets, the α-breakeven point, α < 1. We evaluate this case to
validate the break-even point analysis presented in Section 6.1.2.
6.3.1 Single-Hop Case
In this section, we study the performance when the IEEE 802.11 radio has no hop advantage but is
able to send faster than the sensor radio (e.g., 11 Mbps vs. 250 Kbps). Our results show that the
goodput of the dual-radio approach is aﬀected by the α-breakeven point. Figure 6.13 shows the
goodput for diﬀerent burst sizes as the number of senders increase. When the burst size is 10, 100
and 500, the dual-radio model performs signiﬁcantly better than the sensor model. Essentially, the
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Figure 6.14: Single-hop case: normalized energy for traﬃc rate of 0.2 Kbps.
goodput performance is the same as the pure IEEE 802.11 model, where all nodes are active and
hence, not limited by the need to wake up and send in bulk. However, as the burst size and hence,
the α-breakeven point increases, the goodput degrades because more packets are sent back-to-back
multi-hop.
Our results show that, even when the energy costs of the sensor model are ideal, the dual-radio
model provides signiﬁcant savings. The normalized energy consumption of the dual-radio and
sensor models is shown in Figure 6.14. For the sensor model, both the ideal energy consumption
(labeled Sensor-ideal) and the energy consumed in the presence of overhearing (labeled Sensor-
header) are plotted. For the dual-radio model, we only show the case with the overhearing costs.
When the burst size is 500, the normalized energy is 4-5 times better than the sensor model. More
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importantly, the dual-radio model approaches the ideal energy consumption of the sensor model.
As expected from our analysis, these energy savings are possible only when enough data is buﬀered
and sent in bulk. When the burst size is 10 (i.e., 320 B), and hence less than 1 KB, the dual-radio
model does not save energy.
The main side eﬀect of the bulk communication protocol lies in introducing some additional
delay in communication, since data is accumulated up to the α-break-even point before it is trans-
mitted. In Figure 6.15, normalized energy vs. delay for diﬀerent number of senders are plotted.
Each point on a line corresponds to a burst size value. For instance, “0.2Kbps-5” refers to the case
of 5 senders, and the ﬁrst point on the line corresponds to the burst size of 10 packets. Figure 6.15
shows that the burst size of 500 provides the best energy-delay trade-oﬀ. Increasing the burst size
further increases delay but does not improve energy savings.
In applications where no real-time requirements exist, the additional delay introduced by our
scheme is acceptable. Since the delay depends on the time it takes to accumulate data up to the
break-even point, diﬀerent applications will experience diﬀerent delays based on their data collection
rates. As one example, many environmental monitoring applications measure natural phenomena
over long periods of time. Our approach allows the applications to determine an energy-eﬃcient
time at which to upload data. In these applications, a collection delay of even several days is not
detrimental, especially if the delay in obtaining the data signiﬁcantly increases system lifetime.
Recent, more data intensive applications, such as EnviroMic [75], where audio is being transmitted
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traﬃc rate of 2 Kbps.
through the network, accumulate data much faster and so suﬀer much lower data accumulation
delays making performance almost real-time despite data buﬀering.
6.3.2 Multi-Hop Case
In this section, we study the performance when the IEEE 802.11 radio is able to send to the sink in
one hop, while the sensor radio requires multiple hops to reach the sink. Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17
show the goodput for 0.2 Kbps and 2 Kbps, respectively. When the sender traﬃc rate is 0.2 Kbps,
the dual-radio model is able to maintain high goodput for all burst sizes except 2500 due to the
buﬀering eﬀect. However, although the same eﬀect is also present when the rate is 2 Kbps, the
dual-radio model outperforms the sensor model even when the burst size is 2500. For the 2 Kbps
traﬃc rate in the sensor model, the goodput degrades very fast as the number of senders increases.
Most importantly, the dual radio model is able to perform close to or even better than the ideal
energy consumption of the sensor model. When the traﬃc rate is 0.2 Kbps, except for the burst size
of 10, the dual-radio model saves signiﬁcant energy (see Figure 6.16). This is only slightly higher
than what is expected from the analysis (3.2 KB vs. 1KB) due to the overhearing and idling costs
incurred by the IEEE 802.11 radios. However, when the rate increases to 2 Kbps, the normalized
energy performance of DualRadio-10 improves, mainly due to being able to send in one hop to the
sink (see Figure 6.17). The lowest energy consumption is achieved when the burst size is 500-1000
(i.e, 16-32 KB). Increasing the burst size, and hence the α-breakeven point, further increases delays,
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but does not necessarily save energy (see Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21).
6.4 Summary
In this work, we study the feasibility of dual-radio communication in multi-hop wireless networks.
Our analytical study shows that only a few KBs of data needs to be buﬀered and sent in bulk
to save energy by using the high-power radios for data transmissions. This study also shows the
feasibility of adding current IEEE 802.11 radios to a sensor node, since dual-radio sensor platforms
are becoming a reality for sensor networks. Additionally, we present a bulk communication protocol
(BCP) that handles the buﬀering of data, the wake-up handshake through low-power radios and the
bulk transmissions through the high-power radios. Simulation results show that signiﬁcant energy
savings can be obtained with BCP.
In BCP, data messages are always sent by the high-power radio. Based on delay constraints,
the low-power radio can also be allowed to send data. However, in this case, we are faced with the
question: is it best to send immediately with the low-power radio or is it best to buﬀer the data
and send it with the high-power radio? Obviously, we need to know the data arrival patterns and
the break-even point to make an energy-eﬃcient decision. Therefore, we leave using the low-power
radio for data communication as future work.
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Chapter 7
Maintaining Energy-Eﬃciency in
Multi-hop Wireless Networks
Communication-centric energy conservation ﬁnds good routes for each ﬂow arriving at the network,
so that energy savings are possible without degrading communication performance. However, in
wireless networks, link failures can be frequent and, typically, switching to a new route incurs high
costs in terms of control overhead. For instance, for on-demand routing, a route discovery requires a
network-wide broadcast. Due to the redundancy in broadcast communication, such control packet
dissemination results in high energy usage. In [61], protocol designers were cautioned to think
“whether extra control traﬃc is worth interference price”, especially when, in reality, the cost can
go signiﬁcantly beyond what is observed in simulations. Therefore, for eﬀective energy conservation,
it is extremely important to maintain energy eﬃciency as the network changes with time. To this
end, it is essential to recover from failures locally, and broadcast as eﬃciently as possible. In the
remainder of this chapter, we ﬁrst extend our local route recovery protocol [107] to operate in power-
saving networks. Our results show the importance of connectivity management (i.e., how much a
node needs to be aware of its environment) for eﬀective recovery. To maintain energy-eﬃciency
in the presence of broadcasts, we present an energy-friendly broadcast dissemination protocol.
The proposed protocol eﬀectively provides energy, latency and reliability trade-oﬀs utilizing the
redundancy inherent in broadcast communication. The remainder of this chapter presents our
approaches to maintaining energy eﬃciency in further detail.
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7.1 Salvaging Failures with Local Recovery
In multi-hop wireless networks, traﬃc must be re-routed quickly in the presence of failures to
reduce interruptions perceived by the users. Furthermore, recovery should disrupt as few nodes
as possible for energy eﬃciency, especially when nodes follow a sleep schedule to conserve energy.
To this end, in this section, we investigate the challenges to energy-friendly route recovery, which
requires operating with limited information and low overhead to limit interference with network
energy conservation.
While the MAC layer can compensate for some wireless losses through retransmissions [117],
our main focus is on failures that require a route change. To eﬀectively address route failures,
we consider recovery as a mechanism that operates independently of routing. Essentially, relying
purely on the routing protocol might degrade performance in the presence of frequent failures. For
instance, when routes are maintained proactively via periodic or triggered updates [87], the time
granularity of the updates signiﬁcantly impacts energy consumption. Hence, energy eﬃciency can
be greatly improved if failures are handled by a recovery mechanism, and changes are propagated
once a more sustainable route is found. On-demand routing is also not energy-eﬃcient since a
route discovery typically ﬂoods the network and wakes up nodes even though they may not be
able to help with recovery. Although approaches to contain ﬂooding [88, 119, 68, 96] exist, these
approaches have several shortcomings in comparison to local recovery [107], which repairs routes
based on local knowledge about network connectivity. In the remainder of this section, we present
current local recovery approaches and their performance in energy-saving networks.
7.1.1 Performance of Current Local Recovery Approaches
Acquiring connectivity information is inherently complex, since networks exhibit the following
challenges [118]: (1) Network topology can change over time. Links are created and lost frequently.
(2) The state of each node can vary over time (e.g., nodes switch to sleeping). (3) Communication
patterns can vary from node to node. (4) Various of these complications interact adversely with
each other. For instance, changes in topology aﬀect node and link states. Since connectivity
information plays an important role in deﬁning the success of local recovery, it is necessary to
meet these challenges and keep up-to-date connectivity information. However, such connectivity
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maintenance should not degrade energy conservation by generating excessive control overhead or by
requiring nodes to stay awake to monitor their neighborhoods. In the remainder of this section, we
categorize current local recovery approaches based on how they maintain connectivity and discuss
their impact on energy conservation.
• Route caching: Route caching avoids ﬂooding since alternate routes can be found in the
cache. However, the main challenge is to determine the optimal time-to-live value for each
cache entry. The beneﬁt of route caching diminishes with longer routes regardless of whether
only the next hop or the entire route is cached [73].
• Neighbor-Aided Recovery: A very intuitive solution to local recovery is to request the help
of neighbors when failures occur. In AODV-BR [67], a packet is broadcast as “a candidate
for alternate routing” when its primary route fails. This seems to translate into using the
neighbors’ route caches for recovery. However, since each node falls back to broadcasting the
packet to its neighbors, the packet might eventually ﬁnd its way to its destination. Therefore,
we diﬀerentiate route caching and neighbor-aided recovery. The overhead of neighbor-aided
recovery is high: (1) the packet can be delivered multiple times and (2) route discovery is still
carried out. In a more opportunistic protocol, WAR [13], neighbors that overhear a failure
try to deliver the packet to the next-hop. Hence, nodes rely on the existence of neighbors that
can listen to ongoing traﬃc, which is not desirable from an energy conservation perspective.
• Periodic Link-State Collection: In this approach, nodes use two-hop neighborhood infor-
mation to ﬁx the failing routes, sometimes, without notifying the source of such errors [116].
Two-hop connectivity information is collected via periodically broadcast hello messages an-
nouncing node presence and the list of neighbors. To reduce recovery overhead, this informa-
tion can be piggybacked on RREQs. However, periodic hello messages are still sent when the
network is silent, which, consequently, reduces sleeping potential. The extent of the damage
depends on the frequency of hello messages and the average node degree.
• On-Demand Link-State Collection: Bypass recovery [107] uses on-demand queries to
bypass a failure. A node that receives a query message replies if it has connectivity to any
neighbors listed in the query. The query size depends on how much of the current path the
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failing node is aware of. In bypass recovery, connectivity is maintained via passive monitoring.
If a refresh interval, RI, passes and no communication is heard from a neighbor, the neighbor
is marked as no-communication. After a delete interval, DI, if there is still no sign from the
neighbor, the neighbor’s state is deleted. Since a node cannot diﬀerentiate if a node is silent,
or has lost connectivity, the neighbors in no-communication state are not reported in query
replies. The querying node uses the replies to repair routes and marks one packet of each ﬂow
that has switched to a new route. On receiving the marked packet, the destination sends an
enhanced route error message to the source informing about the broken link and the ﬁx. If a
querying node does not receive a reply or an enhanced route error message before a timeout
occurs, a route error is sent to the source. The cost of bypass recovery is determined by the
cost of sending the query and the enhanced route error messages.
To understand which approaches are suitable for energy-saving networks, we compare current
local recovery approaches in terms of their recovery success and energy-eﬃciency. To measure the
recovery success, we use delivery ratio, which is deﬁned as the ratio of the number of received data
packets to the number of sent data packets. Energy performance is evaluated by energy goodput,
which is the ratio of total application bits delivered to the total energy consumed. We also evaluate
protocols based on the number of failures they have experienced, the number of control packets
dropped, the number of data packets dropped due to buﬀer overﬂow and due to having no route
to the destination, and the salvaging success (i.e., the ratio of received salvaged packets).
In our evaluation, we compare bypass recovery to NSR [116] and AODV-BR [67], which are
implemented as close as possible to their published descriptions. We evaluate two versions of NSR
with and without preemptive recovery (NSR (P) and NSR (NP), respectively). For NSR, the hello
message interval is set to 59 s based on [116]. For bypass recovery, a link is not used in recovery if
it has not been refreshed in the last 0.5 s.
In our study, nodes schedule sleep times based on ODPM [136]. 100 nodes are placed, uniformly
at random, in a 1500 × 500 m2 static network. There are 20 CBR ﬂows. The start time for each
ﬂow is determined randomly between 20 s and 25 s. Each simulation runs for 900 s. We use the
extended random waypoint mobility model [134] with node speed uniformly distributed between
1-19 m/s. The pause times are uniformly distributed between 0-120 s. Each run is 900 s, which
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results in steady-state average speeds of 3.68 m/s. Each graph represents an average of ﬁve runs
and 95% conﬁdence ratio.
Our results show that bypass recovery is the only approach that can deliver more than pure
DSR (see Figure 7.1). While NSR (P) and NSR (NP) perform close to DSR, AODV-BR performs
the worst. We observe similar trends for energy goodput (see Figure 7.2).Essentially, AODV-
BR performance matches the results in [67], which reports that as the traﬃc load increases, no
improvements over the pure routing protocol can be gained due to high contention and collisions.
AODV-BR faces more failures since it sends each packet through multiple routes, which might
potentially be stale. This eﬀect can also be seen in Figure 7.4, where the number of dropped
control packets, and dropped data packets due to buﬀer overﬂow (IFQ) and no route availability
(NRTE) are plotted. AODV-BR has the highest losses due to buﬀer overﬂow. AODV-BR also
stresses the network the most since it still initiates route discovery. While avoiding potential
failures improves the delivery ratio for NSR, it still performs poorly due to using stale information
(see Figure 7.3). Hence, the majority of packets are dropped due to no route availability (note
that y-axis of Figure 7.4 is log-scale). Although reducing the hello interval guarantees more up-to-
date connectivity information, it also increases overhead. Bypass recovery outperforms NSR and
AODV-BR signiﬁcantly with the lowest number of dropped packets. Hence, bypass recovery is able
to maintain high recovery success; the ratio of received salvaged packets is signiﬁcantly higher than
the rest (see Figure 7.5). Furthermore, this success is achieved on average with one salvage attempt,
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while the average number of times a packet is salvaged with NSR is ≈ 2 and with AODV-BR is ≈
3.
Despite the encouraging results with bypass recovery, its success, not surprisingly, relies on
the quality of connectivity information, which is determined by the two connectivity management
parameters: the refresh interval, RI and the delete interval, DI. Essentially, as RI decreases, the
neighborhood information might be invalidated too frequently aﬀecting both recovery success and
energy savings. We expect that the performance would be eﬀected less with varying DI, since
nodes fall back to local recovery if a route is marked as stale.
To see the eﬀect of RI and DI more clearly, we experimented with three diﬀerent settings,
denoted as Bypass (RI, DI): Bypass (0.05,3.0), Bypass (0.5, 3.0) and Bypass (5.0, 10.0). From
Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7, we see that when RI = 0.05, both the delivery ratio and energy goodput
degrade below pure DSR since the salvage success degrades with the low RI (see Figure 7.10). This
is mainly because the connectivity information is updated too frequently, and eliminates potential
candidates that are currently sleeping, hence, silent. As RI goes beyond BI, improvements over
pure DSR are immediately achieved. The problem of invalidating information too early is also
evident in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9, where the number of failures and number of dropped packets
due to no route availability are signiﬁcantly higher for RI = 0.05. However, with higher RI and
DI, the performance slightly degrades (see Bypass (5.0, 10.0) in Figure 7.9 and 7.10).
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Table 7.1: Neighbor Table Example
ID State tlast ts(AM)/ts(PSM) numfail numxmit
Node 1 AM 55.6 s 0.02/0.25 s 0 5
Node 2 PSM 55.3 s 0.01/0.3 s 1 6
Node 3 Stale 20.1 s 5.0/0.3 2 1
In energy-saving networks, connectivity maintenance is challenging due to the reduced ability
of sleeping nodes to monitor neighbors. To this end, we propose adaptive connectivity management
in Section 7.1.2. Our approach allows nodes to observe diﬀerent events in their neighborhood (e.g.,
overhearing transmissions, failures, silence) and use these observations to adjust their connectivity
to their neighbors. Our results show that adaptive connectivity management has potential to
improve energy-eﬃciency and recovery success.
7.1.2 Adaptive Connectivity Management
Our approach as outlined in this section is a self-learning and adaptive scheme that renders route
recovery robust to challenges in connectivity management. Learning is advantageous because it al-
lows the nodes to quickly react to changes in network conditions. Adaptive distributed algorithms
are particularly important in ad hoc networks since there is no centralized control and network
conditions are by deﬁnition expected to change frequently. Through adaptive connectivity man-
agement, nodes (1) collect information and (2) process this information to adjust the validity of
their neighborhood information. In the remainder of this section, we ﬁrst discuss what information
needs to be collected and which factors aﬀect the quality of such information. Finally, we present
how nodes reﬂect their observations on their neighborhood tables.
Passive Monitoring
To decide more intelligently about their connectivity to their neighbors, in our approach, nodes
monitor power-management states, transmissions and transmission failures, and keep track of silent
periods. Essentially, via such passive monitoring, nodes can keep track of the changes in the network
without overwhelming the network, for instance, due to frequently probing neighbors [39].
In an energy-saving network, each node can be in two modes: (1) active mode (AM) and (2)
power-save mode (PSM). In AM, a node is awake, and idles, transmits or receives. In PSM, a
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node can be either awake or asleep (see an example in Figure 2.8). Nodes can typically learn
the power-management mode of a neighbor by checking a ﬁeld in MAC header of an overheard
packet [51]. Table 7.1 shows an example neighbor table maintained by a node in such an energy-
saving network. The table records the last time a node heard from each of its neighbors (denoted
as tlast in Table 7.1). The number of transmissions and failures observed are recorded as numxmit
and numfail. In the neighbor table, the average silent time is recorded separately at each mode,
m = {AM,PSM}. Hence, ts(AM) represents the average silent time when the node is in AM, and
ts(PM) represents the average silent time when the node is in PSM. This avoids high deviations
due to a single average value as a node switches back and forth between PSM and AM.
The standard practice in estimating any time-varying parameter is to use either a ﬁxed-size
window or exponential forgetting [44]. In this thesis, we use the second. Hence, upon hearing a
packet transmission at time t, a node updates the average silent time for the originator j that is in
mode m, ts(j,m), as follows:
t+s (j,m) = α · (t− tlast(j)) + (1− α) · ts(j,m), (7.1)
where t+s (j,m) is the new EWMA. The observed silent time is t− tlast and α is the decay factor.
Updating Neighborhood Information
To update its connectivity information adaptively, a node needs to answer the following question:
If node i was a neighbor at time t, based on the observations between t∗ and t, how true is the
hypothesis that “Node i is a neighbor at time t∗”? Essentially, this ﬁts the Bayesian view of
probability, which is deﬁned as “a measure of plausibility of a proposition” when supported by
speciﬁc information [74]. Next, we present our connectivity management approach based on this
view.
To decide the current state of neigbors, nodes use past observations. The observation space E
is shown in Figure 7.11, where E={heard AM packet, heard PSM packet, silence, failures}. While
events such as hearing a PSM or AM packet determine the state of a node, in the presence of silence
or failures, there are multiple transition possibilities at each state. For instance, if a neighbor is
in PSM, silence might be due to sleeping or the neighbor might have moved away (and hence, its
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Figure 7.11: The state of each neighbor changes with diﬀerent events.
new state is Stale). If a packet to a neighbor in AM fails, then this might be because the neighbor
switched to PSM and is sleeping or again, the neighbor might have moved away. Therefore, we
next discuss how to decide about a neighbor’s state when events do not determine completely the
next state.
Using Bayesian inference, we can evaluate the post probabilities for each node i in states AM
and PSM, P (AM |E) and P (PSM |E), respectively. Dropping the index i for clarity:
P (AM |E) = P (E|AM) · P (AM)
P (E)
(7.2)
P (PSM |E) = P (E|PSM) · P (PSM)
P (E)
(7.3)
where P (E) = P (E|AM) + P (E|PSM) + P (E|Stale). P (E|State) denotes the probability of an
event E in a given State. Given these probabilities, the probability that a node is a neighbor can
be calculated as:
P (neighbor) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
P (AM |E) + (1− P (AM |E)) · P (PSM |E) if AM,
P (PSM |E) + (1− P (PSM |E)) · P (AM |E) if PSM.
(7.4)
Obviously, P (Stale|E) = 1 − P (neighbor). To decide connectivity to a neighbor, a threshold
neighbor probability, Pth, needs to be maintained. If Pneighbor > Pth, the neighbor is considered
to be still connected. Pth for each neighbor is updated based on their corresponding numfail and
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numxmit, as follows:
Pth =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1−∑ki=1 11+ek if heard k transmissions,
min(0.99, Pth + 1e−k ) On k
th failure.
(7.5)
Based on Equation 7.5, each overheard transmission lowers the threshold. Hence, nodes that are
heard more often are considered neighbors with higher probability. Similarly, at each failure, Pth
increases making it more diﬃcult to pass the connectivity test. When adjusting Pth, concave
functions are used so that the increase in number of overheard transmissions and failures have
a diminishing eﬀect on Pth. This serves as a barrier against reacting too harshly to consecutive
transient failures or being too optimistic due to consecutive successful transmissions.
Next, we describe how we update P (AM |E) and P (PSM |E) in the presence of diﬀerent events.
If an AM packet is heard, P (AM |E) = 0.99 and P (PSM |E) = 0.01. Similarly, if a PSM packet
is heard, P (PSM |E) = 0.99 and P (AM |E) = 0.01. To evaluate connectivity to a neighbor, which
has been silent, we use tAM (i) and tPSM(i). Denoting tc(i) = t− tlast(i):
P (silence|AM)(i) = 1
1 + e(tc(i)−t+s (i,AM))
(7.6)
P (silence|PSM)(i) = 1
1 + e(tc(i)−t+s (i,PSM))
(7.7)
Obviously, P (silence|Stale) = 1. Using Equations (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4) nodes adjust their belief
in their connectivity information when responding to queries.
Using this adaptive connectivity mechanism, nodes update their neighborhood information
whenever they are awake and able to monitor ongoing communications. Since connectivity man-
agement is not tied to ﬁxed parameters, we expect nodes will be able to create their own view of
their neighborhood with respect to their own and their neighbors’ sleep schedules, traﬃc patterns
and mobility.
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traﬃc demands.
7.1.3 Evaluation of Adaptive Connectivity Management
There are many factors that impact connectivity information: the environment, the network topol-
ogy, the traﬃc patterns, the sleep-scheduling activity. In the following sections, we evaluate
adaptive connectivity management in comparison to bypass routing with static parameters (i.e.,
Bypass(RI,DI)) and pure DSR. We study the performance of all protocols in terms of recovery
success (represented by delivery ratio) and energy conservation (represented by energy goodput
(bit/J)). In each simulation, connectivity changes mainly by one factor (i.e., due to changing traﬃc
demands, changing sleep schedules or mobility), while some control is exerted over the remaining
factors. We explain each simulation setting in more detail at its section. However, the study is sim-
ilar to Section 7.1 and the network has 100 nodes placed, uniformly at random, in a 1500×500 m2.
Adapting to Changes in Traﬃc Demands
To study the impact of changes in traﬃc demands, we evaluate communication patterns composed of
consecutive CBR connections to random destinations for random durations. We study 20 diﬀerent
scenarios, where 10 nodes each set-up 5-6 CBR connections during the simulation time of 600 s.
The rate of each connection is 2 Kb/s. There is no mobility. Nodes schedule sleep times based on
ODPM [136]. For PSM, the beacon interval is 0.3 s and the ATIM window is 0.02 s. For ODPM,
the keep-alive timers are set to 10 s for RREPs and 5 s for data messages.
Our results show that adaptive connectivity management is able to perform exactly like pure
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Figure 7.15: Energy goodput under changing
sleep schedules.
DSR, which is at an advantage compared to bypass routing since it never expires nodes in the
neighbor table. Expiring silent nodes pessimistically results in unnecessary route recovery and
impairs energy performance. Hence, with adaptive connectivity management the decisions about
connectivity (e.g., connectivity to the next hop or a queried node) lead to less failures, aﬀecting
energy consumption. For instance, Bypass-Adaptive, Bypass (0.5, 3.0) and Bypass (0.05, 3.0) ex-
perience on average 1.15, 145.8 and 1524.7 failures, respectively. The number of failures aﬀect
both delivery ratio and energy goodput, which are depicted in Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13 respec-
tively. Figure 7.12 shows that while the type of connectivity management has some impact on the
delivery ratio, energy goodput performance is signiﬁcantly aﬀected. With adaptive connectivity
management energy goodput is 60%-77% better than Bypass (0.5, 3.0) and 110%-154% better than
Bypass (0.05, 3.0) (see Figure 7.13).
Adapting to Changes in Sleep Schedule
To study the impact of changes in sleep schedules, we evaluate the performance when nodes double
their beacon and ATIM intervals at 100 s and 200 s, then go back to the original beacon interval
of 0.3 s and ATIM window of 0.02 s. We study 20 diﬀerent topologies, where 20 nodes set-up CBR
connections to random destinations. The rate of each connection is 2 Kb/s. Each run is 600 s.
There is no mobility.
In these simulations, again, Bypass-Adaptive is able to match pure DSR energy performance.
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Figure 7.17: Energy goodput under mobility.
Essentially, in bypass routing, route failures might be observed due to expiring nodes unnecessarily.
We observe that the delivery ratio of Bypass (0.05, 3.0) is signiﬁcantly lower compared to the
previous section. Essentially, as the beacon and ATIM intervals grow, the impact of updating
connectivity information too frequently is more severe. Bypass-Adaptive avoids this problem by its
adaptive connectivity management. In terms of delivery ratio, Bypass-Adaptive and Bypass (0.5,
3.0) perform similarly. However, Bypass-Adaptive improves energy goodput (30-51% over Bypass
(0.5, 3.0), see Figure 7.15).
Adapting to Mobility
Finally, we evaluate all protocols in the presence of mobility. We use the extended random waypoint
mobility model [134] with node speed uniformly distributed between 1-19 m/s. The pause times
are uniformly distributed between 0-120 s. Each run is 900 s, which results in steady-state average
speeds of 3.68 m/s. There are 20 CBR ﬂows. Nodes schedule sleep times based on ODPM [136].
Bypass-Adaptive is able to match the performance of Bypass (0.5, 3.0) in terms of both delivery
ratio and energy goodput until 3.5 Kb/s. Therefore, Bypass-Adaptive is able to converge to good
parameter settings for bypass recovery (based on experiments with diﬀerent parameter settings,
Bypass (0.5, 3.0) performs the best for bypass recovery). However, the performance degrades when
the traﬃc rate increases further (see Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.17). However, this performance
degradation is not due to too many incorrect decisions about connectivity. Figure 7.18 and Fig-
ure 7.19 plot number of false positives and false negatives at rate 5 Kb/s at diﬀerent nodes. False
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positives and false negatives report the number of times a node has made an incorrect decision
about a neighbor’s status. While false positives may lead to more failures, false negatives lead
to loss recovery opportunities. Hence, recovery success and energy-eﬃciency is adversely aﬀected
when the number of false positives and false negatives increases.. Essentially, Bypass-Adaptive
experiences similar number of false positives in comparison to Bypass (0.5, 3.0) and signiﬁcantly
lower number of false negatives (both ﬁgures are plotted log-scale). The reason behind lower per-
formance of Bypass-Adaptive is due to the packet aging process of the underlying IEEE 802.11
PSM. Bypass-adaptive makes more correct decisions about a neighbor’s status and buﬀers more
packets in an attempt to deliver it to the neighbor. However, as traﬃc rates increase, the num-
ber of packets that need to be sent also increase. The packets that cannot be sent in two ATIM
intervals are dropped and this is reported as a route failure to the routing protocol. Therefore,
Bypass-Adaptive experiences more failures and more packet drops due to this aging process. We
observed that increasing the number of ATIM intervals a packet can be buﬀered or increasing the
length of BI and ATIM interval improve the delivery ratio.
The energy savings from adaptive connectivity management are obtained due to both failure
avoidance and fast recovery once the failures occur. Essentially, the ability to adapt to diﬀerent
networking environments (changing mobility, sleep schedules and traﬃc patterns) and avoiding
failures, allows nodes to diﬀerentiate those changes from actual failures. However, when local re-
covery is not possible, nodes need to discover routes from scratch. Since broadcast is a fundamental
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primitive for such route discovery, we next present an energy-eﬃcient broadcast protocol.
7.2 Energy-Eﬃcient Broadcast
Joint work with Matt Miller and Dr. Indranil Gupta 1
In this section, we focus on the broadcast problem since it is a fundamental communication
paradigm for disseminating data and control information. Broadcast communication in energy-
saving networks create interesting energy, latency and reliability trade-oﬀs. For instance, due to
inherent redundancy in broadcast communication, reliability can be traded oﬀ to improve energy
consumption. On the other hand, insisting on high reliability requires ensuring that all neighbors
are awake during broadcast transmissions, which aﬀects both energy and latency due to the time
and energy cost of waking up neighbors. Our goal is to design a broadcast protocol that allows
a range of operating points in this latency-energy-reliability spectrum. To this end, we study a
probabilistic approach, Probability-Based Broadcast Forwarding (PBBF), to exploring the resource-
performance trade-oﬀ for broadcast communication. In the remainder of this section, we describe
PBBF in more detail.
7.2.1 Broadcasting in the Presence of Sleeping Nodes
The motivation for PBBF protocol comes from our observations of broadcast dissemination and the
necessity to improve its performance in power-saving networks. An immediate observation is that,
in a power-saving network, it is necessary to wake-up sleeping nodes for broadcast transmissions.
This increases the latency of broadcasts. A second observation is that since each node broadcasts
once, nodes might receive the same broadcast message multiple times from several neighbors. This
broadcast redundancy increases energy consumption.
Figure 7.20 shows a broadcast example for IEEE 802.11 PSM. In the example, node 1 announces
a broadcast ATIM for which all one-hop nodes (e.g., node 2 and node 3) should stay awake to
receive the message after the ATIM window. To rebroadcast the message, a node must wait
1Initial idea of PBBF belongs to Matt Miller, who suggested using a probabilistic approach to trade-oﬀ latency and
energy. The analysis of PBBF protocol using percolation theory and Monte-Carlo simulations have been performed
by Cigdem Sengul.
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for the next ATIM window to guarantee that each node in its neighborhood receives the ATIM
advertising the broadcast, which increases the latency. Furthermore, when node 2 retransmits
the broadcast message, node 1 and node 3 receive redundant packets. Other sleep scheduling
mechanisms would display similar disadvantages. For instance, while S-MAC [133] would exhibit
similar latency performance, the energy consumption of broadcast is somewhat diﬀerent. In S-MAC,
nodes stay awake ﬁxed intervals, called the listen interval, and traﬃc is sent in this interval without
advertisements. Hence, broadcast traﬃc does not increase the energy spent in idling; however,
energy consumption still increases due to redundancy. Additionally, nodes that follow more than
one schedule add to redundancy since these nodes typically transmit a broadcast message multiple
times to guarantee that neighbors with diﬀerent schedules receive the message. Global schedule
algorithm [72] addresses this problem by allowing all nodes eventually to converge to the same
schedule. However the broadcast redundancy problem remains since all nodes send the message
once.
While the same observations can be made for T-MAC [122], B-MAC [89] is more similar to
IEEE 802.11 PSM. In B-MAC nodes wake up every check interval to listen for activity. For each
broadcast packet, nodes need to send and receive a long preamble (at least as long as the check
interval). Hence, the energy spent for listening increases with redundant packets. Consider the
example in Figure 7.21. In the example, node 1 is the sender and transmits a long preamble before
it sends the broadcast message. The neighbors node 2 and node 3 wake up asynchronously and
remain awake as they hear the preamble. Two factors incur high energy consumption in B-MAC:
(1) depending on when they wake up, nodes need to remain on until they hear the actual packet,
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and (2) each packet is preceded by a long preamble. Additionally, the length of the preamble aﬀects
latency. While recently SCP [132] proposed to reduce the costs associated with preamble listening,
redundancy inherent in broadcast communication still aﬀects energy consumption. Motivated by
these observations, we propose Probability-Based Broadcast Forwarding (PBBF), which exploits
such trade-oﬀs for latency, energy consumption, and reliability.
7.2.2 Probability-Based Broadcast Forwarding (PBBF)
PBBF is a simple protocol that can be integrated into any sleep-scheduling algorithm. This inte-
gration is achieved via introducing two new parameters: (1) p, which is the probability that a node
rebroadcasts a packet immediately without ensuring that any of the neighbors are active and (2) q,
which is the probability that for a given node and a given time instant a node stays awake when it
is supposed to be asleep in the expectation that it might be a receiver of an immediate broadcast. If
a node chooses to rebroadcast immediately, only the subset of neighbors that are currently awake
can receive the packet, but with no sleep-induced delay. However, there may be no nodes to receive
the packet. The q parameter is used to avoid this problem as much as possible by allowing nodes
to stay awake regardless of their active-sleep schedules.
Figure 7.22 shows a simple example of PBBF integrated into IEEE 802.11 PSM. In the example,
node 1 has a broadcast message to send after AW1. Using the p parameter, node 1 decides to send
the message immediately instead of waiting for AW2 to announce it. Therefore, only node 3, which
tossed a coin and decided to stay awake after AW1 based on the q parameter, receives the message.
On reception of the message, node 3 decides to rebroadcast via a normal broadcast and, therefore,
waits for AW2 to guarantee that each node in its neighborhood receives the broadcast. Hence,
node 2 is able to receive the message this time and decides to rebroadcast it immediately.
Next, we discuss how PBBF changes the operation of B-MAC in the same network (see Fig-
ure 7.23). In this example, node 1 decides to send an immediate broadcast, and therefore, sends the
message without a long preamble. node 3, which tossed a coin and decided to stay awake, receives
the message. Next, node 3 decides to rebroadcast via a normal broadcast and, hence transmits a
long preamble preceding the message. Hence, again, node 2 is able to detect channel activity and
receive the message this time.
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7.2.3 Analysis of PBBF: Reliability-Energy-Latency Tradeoﬀs
The PBBF protocol aﬀects reliability, energy and latency of broadcast through two parameters: p
and q. To understand how these parameters should be set to achieve the desired energy-latency-
reliability performance, we analyze these trade-oﬀs using a combination of theory and simulations.
Reliability
The reliability of PBBF can be analyzed using percolation theory. Percolation theory states that a
gossip initiated by a source, n0 dies out if there is a set of nodes, D, that disconnects n0 from the rest
of the graph. In PBBF, D is the set of nodes that send an immediate broadcast which is not received
by any of its neighbors. Percolation theory mainly studies two percolation models: bond percolation
and site percolation [41]. Let G(V,E) be an inﬁnite connected graph, where V is the set of nodes
and E is the set of edges. In the bond percolation model on G, there is collection of (Xe : e ∈ E)
of independent Bernoulli random variables, each with the same mean, pedge, corresponding to the
set E of edges (or “bonds”). If Xe = 1, then the edge is open; otherwise it is closed. Given any
two nodes, x and y, x can reach y (i.e, x ↔ y), if there exists a path of open edges between x and
y. The set of nodes, which can be reached by a speciﬁc node n0 (e.g., the source of the broadcast)
is denoted by C0, where:
C0 = {x ∈ V : n0 ↔ x}. (7.8)
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Percolation theory calculates conditions under which C0 is inﬁnite, in other words, the values of
pedge for which the probability θbond(pedge) of the component C0 being of inﬁnite size, is close to 1.
The bond critical probability, pbondc (G), is deﬁned as:
pbondc (G) = sup{pedge : θbond(pedge) = 0}, (7.9)
so that θbond(pedge) = 0 if pedge < pbondc (G).
The site percolation model diﬀers because, instead of cutting given edges (bonds) in the graph
with some probability, each node (site) in the graph is subjected to removal with some probability.
This corresponds to the analysis of the Haas-Gossip [46] where each node decides probabilistically
whether to broadcast to either all its neighbors or none of them.
PBBF’s reliability is characterized by a bond percolation model. First, if a node A receives the
broadcast message, the probability that a given neighbor, B, of A receives a copy of the message
via the link A → B is p · q + (1 − p). The ﬁrst term arises from the likelihood of A broadcasting
the message immediately after reception and that B being awake at the time. The second term is
simply the likelihood of a rebroadcast when B is awake (i.e., the beginning of next active time).
Then, each (directed) edge in the network is open with this probability. It must be noted that
even though we assume symmetric links, a broadcast traverses a link only once, since nodes drop
a broadcast packet if they receive a duplicate. Hence, by associating each (directed) edge in the
network with a probability pedge = 1− p · (1− q) of being present, we can say the following [41]:
Remark 1 (p and q for high reliability). If pedge = 1 − p · (1 − q) ≥ pbondc (G), the broadcast is
received at inﬁnitely many nodes.
We use a fast Monte Carlo algorithm from [81] to investigate the critical bond ratio for diﬀerent
reliability measures in grid networks (see Figure 7.24). For a higher level of reliability, as expected,
a larger number of bonds is required to be present. The fraction of occupied bonds shows only
slight variations as the network size increases. These variations increase for higher reliability due
to boundary eﬀects. The p and q values necessary to achieve various levels of reliability in 30× 30
grid network are shown in Figure 7.25. Each point in the ﬁgure represents p and q values to achieve
the pbondc for a 30× 30 grid network. Essentially, these results show the direct relationship between
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Figure 7.24: pbondc for various grid sizes.
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network.
p and q for a given level of reliability. For instance, the line for 100% reliability crosses x-axis at
p = 0.1. Therefore, while below p = 0.1, q = 0 satisﬁes 100% reliability, above p = 0.1, q should
be chosen from the region above 100%-line. For a lower reliability level, q can stay 0 for higher p
values. For instance, for 90% reliability, q = 0 as long as p ≤ 0.4.
Energy
The PBBF protocol allows nodes to stay active, regardless of their active-sleep schedules, based
on the q parameter. Denoting active time as Tactive and sleep time as Tsleep, relative energy
consumption of a sleep scheduling protocol compared to a protocol with no energy-saving, Eoriginal,
can be written as:
Eoriginal =
Tactive
Tactive + Tsleep
. (7.10)
On the other hand, the new active time in PBBF, Tactive:PBBF is:
Tactive:PBBF = Tactive + q · Tsleep − (1− pedge) · Trx − (1− (1− p)(1− q)) · Tidle, (7.11)
where Trx and T idle are the time spent in reception and idling originally. The equation represents
the increase in energy consumption due to the staying active longer based on the q parameter and
the decrease in energy consumption due to avoiding redundant broadcast messages, and hence,
reducing the time spent in reception and idling. Denoting Tactive + Tsleep = Tframe, the relative
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energy consumption of PBBF, EPBBF , is:
EPBBF =
Tactive:PBBF
Tframe
(7.12)
The energy consumption of PBBF compared to original sleep scheduling protocol is:
EPBBF
Eoriginal
= 1 + q · Tsleep
Tactive
− (1− pedge) · Trx
Tactive
− (1− (1− p)(1− q)) · Tidle
Tactive
(7.13)
≈ 1 + q · Tsleep
Tactive
(7.14)
Although PBBF reduces Trx and Tidle, since TrxTactive ≤ 1,
Tidle
Tactive
≤ 1 and TsleepTactive  1, Equation 7.14
holds. Although Tactive and Tsleep are assumed to be ﬁxed in Equation 7.14, these parameters can
also be variables of a probabilistic distribution.
Latency
For a given node, A, and a neighbor of A, B, we calculate the expected time, L, between A
sending the broadcast and B receiving it from A (assuming a successful transmission from A to
B). The probability that the broadcast is sent and received immediately is p · q, the product of the
probability of an immediate broadcast (p) and that node B stays awake (q). The probability of the
broadcast being sent with the assurance that all nodes wake up is simply (1− p). Thus, if the time
to immediately transmit the data packet is denoted as L1 and the time to wake up all neighbors
for the broadcast is L2, then L can be calculated as:
L =
L1 · p · q + (L1 + L2) · (1− p)
p · q + (1− p)
= L1 + L2 · 1− p1− p+ p · q
(7.15)
It must be noted while L1 is determined by the MAC protocol (i.e., the channel access time), L2
depends on how the sleep scheduling mechanism handles broadcast communication. Essentially, L2
is determined by when a node A receives the broadcast and how long it takes to ensure all neighbors
receive the broadcast packet. L1 and L2 can be either constants or variables of a probabilistic
distribution.
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When calculating the overall latency, we need to account for the fact that a broadcast can
potentially traverse through multiple diﬀerent paths from the source node S to a given node B. In
other words, the actual latency from S to B is a function of L and the average hop count, hop(S,B),
from S to B:
LS,B = L · hop(S,B) (7.16)
hop(S,B) may be greater than the hop count of shortest path from S to B since links exist on
the graph based on pedge. In a grid network, when the source broadcasts a packet, the packet
starts propagating in four directions. Since nodes that receive a duplicate do not rebroadcast, each
broadcast message builds a uniform spanning tree. It has been shown that on such a spanning
tree, the expected number of vertices on the arc from the source that lie within a distance d is
d5/4+o(1) [45, 91]. From this, we can upper bound the average latency of a broadcast to reach a
node B at a distance d from S as follows:
LS,B ≤ L · d5/4+o(1) (7.17)
where d is the distance between S and B.
Energy-Latency Trade-oﬀ
From Equations 7.14 and 7.15, we can derive the direct relation between energy, EPBBF , and
latency, L, as:
EPBBF = (1− L2 + L1 − L
L− L1 ·
1− p
p
· Tsleep
Tactive
) ·Eoriginal (7.18)
Equation 7.14 shows that the energy consumed at a node increases linearly with q. Equation 7.15
shows that the latency is inversely related to q (and also p). Thus, the energy and latency are
inversely related to each other in PBBF. In summary, the threshold behavior of PBBF allows to
ﬁrst set p and q so that they are just across the reliability threshold boundary and into the high
reliability region. Secondly, these values can be further tuned (staying close to the boundary) until
the desired energy-latency trade-oﬀ is achieved.
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7.2.4 Adaptive PBBF
The main novelty of PBBF is that it provides trade-oﬀ knobs, p and q, to achieve the desired
operation points in terms of energy, latency, and reliability. In the previous section, assuming ﬁxed
values for p and q, the relationship between these knobs and energy, latency, and reliability (i.e.,
level of QoS) is analyzed. While this study explains how to set the p and q parameters, it is also
desirable to tune p and q in an adaptive manner. To this end, we propose adaptive PBBF, which
adjusts p and q dynamically in response to feedback collected about the level of QoS achieved in the
network. Adaptive PBBF is a heuristic-based protocol, which is composed of three components: (1)
QoS speciﬁcation, (2) feedback collection, and (3) dynamic adaptation to build situation-awareness
into PBBF. Through these components, adaptive PBBF gains the ability to perceive the network
environment and modify its behavior to converge to the desired operation point. In the remainder
of this section, we present these three components in more detail.
QoS Speciﬁcation
To build QoS into any system involves a speciﬁcation that captures application’s requirements.
The QoS parameters in adaptive PBBF are: (1) Energy used per broadcast (J), (2) latency per hop
(s) and (3) reliability in terms of average percentage of nodes to receive the broadcasts. Two of
these parameters need to be speciﬁed, leaving the third free. For instance, constraints for latency
and reliability may be deﬁned, while letting PBBF minimize the energy consumption within these
constraints. In the case when the QoS speciﬁcation cannot be mapped into feasible p and q values,
adaptive PBBF requires a priority order for the constraints such that the constraint with the
higher priority is satisﬁed, while the second constraint is approximated as best as possible. If the
requirements cannot be satisﬁed by any means, adaptive PBBF operates as a best-eﬀort scheme.
Feedback Collection
To ensure the contracted QoS is sustained, it is essential to monitor QoS parameters and adjust
accordingly in response to deviations. To this end, adaptive PBBF employs a feedback collection
mechanism. Initially, the source announces the p = pinit and q = qinit with the ﬁrst broadcast.
(pinit and qinit can also be hard-coded.) From this point on, the source node monitors the network
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performance by collecting feedback. However, to avoid feedback implosion, only a set of nodes,
S, reports back to the source. The feedback includes the average observed energy, latency, and
reliability levels since the last time p and q changed. Speciﬁcally, a node i ∈ S provides the following
between two p and q updates: (1) the number of broadcasts received, Bi, (2) the energy used per
broadcast, Ei/Bi, where Ei is the total energy consumption between two p and q updates and (3)
average per-hop latency, Li. To keep track of latency, each broadcast packet is timestamped with
tsend by the source, and carries a hop count ﬁeld, which is incremented at each hop. If a sensor
i, is n hops away from the source, upon receiving jth broadcast at time trecv, node i can calculate
per-hop latency for broadcast j as Li(j) = (trecv − tsend)/n. Node i reports Li as
∑
j Li(j)/Bi.
Based on node feedback, the source calculates reliability, energy, and latency achieved by the
current p and q as Rfeedback, Efeedback, and Lfeedback as follows:
Rfeedback =
∑
i
Bi
Btotal
|S| , Efeedback =
∑
i
Ei
Bi
|S| and Lfeedback =
∑
i
Li
|S| (7.19)
where Btotal is the number of broadcasts sent since the last time p and q changed and |S| is the
size of S.
To decide if it is necessary to update p and q, the source maintains an exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA) of the average energy, latency and reliability reported during each feed-
back collection period. A feedback collection period continues for at least k broadcasts. Hence,
if the QoS performance of the network during the last k broadcasts deviates from previous obser-
vations, p and q are updated to reﬂect this change. To determine which nodes should be in S,
upon a broadcast reception all nodes periodically toss a coin to decide if they should report back
to the source based on some probability. Assuming that each node receives at least one broadcast,
such feedback collection can track reliability. In our performance evaluation, we evaluate sampling
uncertainty and energy overhead of our feedback collection mechanism by comparing it to an oracle
that provides information about all nodes in the network without any overhead.
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Table 7.2: Notation used in the algorithms.
Parameter Explanation
dq Step size for q
dp Step size for p
α Deviation from Etarget
β Deviation from Ltarget
γ Deviation from Rtarget
h Hysteresis constant
Dynamic Adaptation
To assure agreed-upon QoS, adaptive PBBF adjusts p and q based on the current state of the
network. The new p and q parameters, pnew and qnew, respectively, are announced with the next
broadcast after feedback collection for at least k broadcasts. We use three algorithms depending
on which is left as the free parameter.
• Fixed-Energy-And-Latency (EL): Reliability is the free parameter and p and q are determined
based on Efeedback and Lfeedback.
• Fixed-Energy-And-Reliability (ER): Latency is the free parameter and p and q are determined
based on Efeedback and Rfeedback.
• Fixed-Latency-And-Reliability (LR): Energy is the free parameter and p and q are determined
based on Lfeedback and Rfeedback.
Adaptive PBBF makes necessary adjustments based on the degree of QoS achieved as compared
to QoS speciﬁcation (i.e., Etarget, Ltarget and Rtarget). This can be quantiﬁed as follows:
Etarget = (1 + α) · Efeedback (7.20)
Ltarget = (1 + β) · Lfeedback (7.21)
Rtarget = (1 + γ) ·Rfeedback (7.22)
If any adjustments are necessary, based on the free parameter, adaptive PBBF uses either EL, ER
or LR to determine pnew and qnew. Next, we present these algorithms in detail. The notation used
in the algorithms is summarized in Table 7.2.
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EL(α, β)
1 Update(q, α)
2 Update(p, β)
ER(α, γ)
1 Update(q, α)
2 Update(p, γ)
LR(β, γ)
1 Update(p, β)
2 c = p·q1−p
3 Update(p, γ)
4 q = c · (1−p)p
update(parameter, x)
1 h > 0
2 if |x| > h
3 then if x > 0
4 then
5 if parameter == q
6 then dq = dq · (x− 1)
7 Increase q
8 else dp = dp · (x− 1)
9 Decrease p
10 else
11 if parameter == q
12 then dq = dq · (x− 1)
13 Decrease q
14 else dp = dp · (x− 1)
15 Increase p
Figure 7.26: Algorithms Fixed-Energy-And-Latency (EL), Fixed-Energy-And-Reliability (ER) and
Fixed-Latency-And-Reliability (LR).
Algorithm Fixed-Energy-And-Latency (EL): The goal of EL is to determine pnew and qnew
to operate close to Etarget and Ltarget. Setting pnew and qnew also determines the exact reliability
level that can be provided by adaptive PBBF. The pseudocode of EL is shown in Figure 7.26.
Intuitively, if both α and β are approximately 0 (using a hysteresis constant h), we can assume
PBBF is able to provide the desired QoS. However, if Efeedback is greater than Etarget, PBBF needs
to decrease q to decrease energy consumption. On the other hand, if Efeedback is less than Etarget,
PBBF increases q to increase reliability, which is the free parameter. Given q, qnew is calculated
as:
qnew = q + g · dq, (7.23)
where dq is the step size for q, and g is the direction of the update (i.e., g = 1 for increase and
g = −1 for decrease). The step size dq is initially set to 0.1. The step size continues to be updated
based on the magnitude of diﬀerence between feedback and target parameters (see Figure 7.26).
PBBF adjusts p independently of q in a similar way. If Lfeedback is greater than Ltarget, PBBF
needs to increase p to decrease latency. On the other hand, if Lfeedback is smaller than Ltarget,
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PBBF decreases p to increase reliability. Given p, pnew is determined as follows:
pnew = p+ g · dp, (7.24)
where dp is the step size for p. The step size dp is initially set to 0.1, but is updated based on
β (see Figure 7.26). It must be noted that although qnew impacts both energy and latency (see
Equations 7.14 and 7.15), this impact is ignored. Essentially, counting for such an impact requires
estimating L1 (i.e., the channel access time) and L2 (i.e., the time it takes to wake up neighbors
upon reception of a broadcast) in Equation 7.15, which poses a signiﬁcant challenge. However, once
the algorithm converges to the desired energy consumption, Etarget, it also converges to Ltarget.
Algorithm Fixed-Energy-And-Reliability (ER): The goal of ER is to determine pnew and
qnew to operate close to Etarget and Rtarget, which also determines the exact latency level. The
pseudocode of ER is shown in Figure 7.26. If both α and γ are approximately 0 (using a hysteresis
constant h), we can assume PBBF is able to provide the desired QoS. Otherwise, the value of qnew
to achieve the desired Etarget is calculated in the same way as EL, and therefore, is not repeated
here. PBBF adjusts p based on Rfeedback and Rtarget. If Rfeedback is less than Rtarget, PBBF needs
to decrease p to increase the reliability level. On the other hand, if Rfeedback is greater than Rtarget,
PBBF increases p to decrease latency. We calculate pnew to achieve the desired Rtarget the same
way as in EL.
As in EL, reliability, similar to latency, is also aﬀected by qnew. However, accounting for this
eﬀect requires knowledge of critical bond probability (see Remark 1). However, to the best of our
knowledge, no published results exist for critical bond probability in random networks in percolation
theory. Therefore, ignoring this eﬀect, ER independently sets pnew and qnew.
Algorithm Fixed-Latency-And-Reliability (LR): The goal of LR is to determine pnew and
qnew to operate close to Ltarget and Rtarget. The pseudocode of LR is shown in Figure 7.26. If
both β and γ are approximately 0 (using a hysteresis constant h), we can assume PBBF is able to
provide the desired QoS. If Lfeedback is greater than Ltarget, PBBF needs to increase p to decrease
latency. However, if Lfeedback is less than Ltarget, PBBF decreases p, which would increase the
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reliability level. We calculate pnew to achieve Ltarget in the same way as in EL. However, after
setting p = pnew to reﬂect the desired latency, LR continues tuning p and q parameters until Rtarget
is achieved. Essentially, if Rfeedback is less than Rtarget, PBBF needs to decrease p and increase q
while keeping p·q1−p constant to increase the reliability level without aﬀecting latency. We derive the
relationship between p and q to keep latency constant based on Equation 7.15:
L = L1 + L2 · 1− p1− p+ p · q = L1 + L2 ·
1
1 + p·q1−p
(7.25)
Furthermore, ifRfeedback is greater thanRtarget, PBBF increases p and decreases q while keeping
p·q
1−p
constant to improve energy consumption. The calculation of pnew and qnew for the corresponding
reliability level is similar to ER and therefore, is not repeated here.
7.2.5 Evaluation of Adaptive PBBF
The goal of our evaluation is to show that adaptive PBBF can dynamically adjust p and q to sustain
the QoS speciﬁcation. To this end, we study the performance of adaptive PBBF/IEEE 802.11 PSM
via simulations. Additionally, we compare the performance of feedback collection against results
using an oracle. The parameters speciﬁc to adaptive PBBF are as follows. To adapt p and q,
the source collects feedback until at least 20 reports are received. Each node sends a report with
probability 0.2. After a feedback collection period, the source announces the pnew and qnew with
the next broadcast. Since the feedback obtained after each feedback collection period might have
high variance, the source maintains an EWMA of energy, latency, and reliability. The initial p and
q, pinit and qinit respectively, are set to 0.5. QoS speciﬁcation is given as Etarget = 2 J, Ltarget = 5
s and Rtarget = 0.85. Each simulation runs for 15, 000 s. We have veriﬁed that the algorithms
converge for diﬀerent network topologies and we summarize our results in the next sections.
Performance of Fixed-Energy-And-Latency (EL)
The goal of EL is to adapt p and q to operate as close to Etarget = 2 J and Ltarget = 5 s as possible.
Figure 7.27 illustrates the average latency and EWMA latency observed in the network after each
feedback collection period. We observe that in the presence of sampling uncertainty, the network is
still able to sustain Ltarget. On the other hand, using perfect information from the oracle, adaptive
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Figure 7.27: Fixed-Energy-And-Latency
(EL) - Lateny with feedback collection.
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Figure 7.28: Fixed-Energy-And-Latency
(EL) - Lateny with oracle.
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Figure 7.29: Fixed-Energy-And-Latency
(EL) - Energy consumption with feedback
collection.
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Figure 7.30: Fixed-Energy-And-Latency
(EL) - Energy consumption with oracle.
PBBF reacts more drastically to changes in the network, whereas feedback collection seems to have
a smoothing eﬀect on adaptivity behavior. However, using an oracle allows higher convergence
speeds compared to feedback collection case (see Avg and β in Figure 7.28).
EL is more successful in maintaining Etarget (see Figure 7.29) compared to the latency per-
formance. This can be also observed from the convergence of p and q for the no oracle case (see
Figure 7.31). While q = 0.5 seems to be the right value to achieve Etarget, EL eventually de-
creases p to increase reliability while maintaining latency close to Ltarget. This can be clearly seen
in Figure 7.28 at around 1000 s and 7000 s. At both instances p is reduced to improve latency.
Furthermore, the energy consumption due to feedback collection is negligible compared to oracle
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Figure 7.31: Fixed-Energy-And-Latency
(EL) - The convergence of p and q with feed-
back collection.
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Figure 7.32: Fixed-Energy-And-Latency
(EL) - Reliability with feedback collection.
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Figure 7.33: Fixed-Energy-And-Reliability
(ER) - Energy consumption.
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Figure 7.34: Fixed-Energy-And-Reliability
(ER) - Reliability.
simulations. The average energy consumption per broadcast is successfully maintained at 2 J in
both cases (i.e., feedback collection and oracle, see Figure 7.29 and Figure 7.30).
In addition to satisfying QoS constraints, EL achieves 100% reliability most of the time with
feedback collection (see Figure 7.32). The oracle simulations show similar behavior in terms of reli-
ability, and therefore, are omitted. Since we observe similar performance trends in the comparison
of feedback collection vs. oracle for both ER and LR, we do not present any oracle results in the
rest of this section.
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Figure 7.35: Fixed-Energy-And-Reliability
(ER) - The convergence of p and q.
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Figure 7.36: Fixed-Energy-And-Latency
(EL) - Latency.
Performance of Fixed-Energy-And-Reliability (ER)
The goal of ER is to adapt p and q to operate as close to Etarget = 2 J and Rtarget = 0.85 as
possible. ER is able to achieve Etarget and Rtarget with pinit = 0.5 and qinit = 0.5 (see Figure 7.33
and Figure 7.34). Hence, q value is not updated throughout the simulation runs. However, adaptive
PBBF chooses to increase p to improve latency as long as the reliability is maintained higher than
Rtarget (see Figure 7.35 and Figure 7.36). Essentially, since the network achieves a higher reliability
than Rtarget (γ ≈ −0.2 until 4000 s, see Figure 7.34), this provides substantial room for improving
latency.
Performance of Fixed-Latency-And-Reliability (LR)
The goal of LR is to adapt p and q to operate as close to Ltarget = 5 s and Rtarget = 0.85 as
possible. LR is diﬀerent than EL and ER in the sense that p and q are not independent from each
other. Essentially, q is set based on the p value that keeps p·q1−p constant. This is necessary since
any change made in p and q aﬀects both latency and reliability, while q additionally determines
energy consumption.
Simulation results show that p eventually stays the same while q constantly decreases until both
parameters converge around 8000 s (see Figure 7.39). Essentially, adaptive PBBF ﬁnds a chance
to improve energy consumption while keeping latency and reliability close to the target values (i.e.,
β > 0 and γ < 0 to sustain the desired QoS) (see Figure 7.37, Figure 7.38 and Figure 7.40).
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7.3 Summary
Maintaining energy-eﬃciency in a multi-hop wireless network requires limiting energy consumption
due to control overhead under changing network conditions for instance, due to mobility, changes
in sleep schedules or traﬃc patterns. If the network does not react to these changes appropriately,
energy is wasted. For instance, a new route discovery might be initiated to recovery from a situation
incorrectly determined as a route failure. To avoid these problems, in this chapter, we propose using
local recovery with adaptive connectivity management. Our results show that adaptive connectivity
management allows nodes to interpret diﬀerent changing conditions correctly and provides the
performance of best option at all times.
However, if a local route recovery is not possible, a new route should be discovered from scratch.
Since the high overhead of route recovery of on-demand routing is due to broadcasting the entire
network in search of a new route, we next turn our attention to broadcast communication. In
terms of energy-eﬃcient broadcast, we make the following key contributions: (1) a new probabilistic
protocol, PBBF, for broadcasting, (2) a precise analysis of the energy-latency trade-oﬀ allowed by
PBBF for diﬀerent levels of reliability, and (3) adaptive PBBF, which adjusts trade-oﬀ knobs based
on QoS speciﬁcation, and (4) simulation results of adaptive PBBF illustrating convergence under
diﬀerent conditions (e.g., diﬀerent network topologies and QoS requirements).
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Chapter 8
Network Lifetime
Designing protocols that achieve energy-eﬃciency and extend network lifetime is a major necessity
for multi-hop wireless networks. In previous chapters, we have mainly focused on achieving energy
eﬃciency through reducing instantaneous energy consumption in wireless networks. However, such
energy conservation may not necessarily ensure a long network lifetime due to the distributed
nature of energy resources. On the other hand, minimizing network lifetime is a not well-deﬁned
problem since there is no agreement on a standard deﬁnition of network lifetime in wireless networks.
Essentially, network lifetime is a complex function of communication patterns, network topology,
available energy resources and radio energy characteristics and can take diﬀerent meanings based
on the type of network and application scenario.
A typical deﬁnition of network lifetime is the time when the ﬁrst node failure occurs [15,
21]. However, this metric is appropriate for only an emergency network in which every node is
critical [137], or is only suitable for a broadcast application, where every node is required to get
a message. For other applications, in the case where the network is densely deployed, death of
a few nodes may not endanger the whole network. Therefore, other well-known network lifetime
deﬁnitions include the time (1) the fraction of nodes drops below a threshold [130], (2) the aggregate
delivery rate drops below a threshold [24], (3) the ﬁrst ﬂow dies [104]. Obviously, tying the network
lifetime to the lifetime of a single node or a fraction of nodes does not represent the time the
network remains operational. Therefore, deﬁnitions (2) and (3) are more expressive since they
represent lifetime more in terms of communication quality. Additionally, the type of the network
and the application scenario might require less typical deﬁnitions for network lifetime. For instance,
sensing area coverage [17] or detection latency (e.g., in a target tracking network [66]) have emerged
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as important factors to be taken into account in the lifetime analysis of sensor networks. On the
other hand, in an ad hoc network, mobility needs to be taken into account when deﬁning lifetime,
since a disconnected network can become connected at a later time based on the movement patterns
of nodes.
While diﬀerent lifetime deﬁnitions suggest diﬀerent solutions to extending network lifetime,
the common approach is to employ collaborative strategies that avoid uneven energy depletion.
Therefore, in this chapter, we ﬁrst present current approaches to balancing energy consumption
in wireless networks and discuss their deﬁciencies. Next, to understand the impact of the lack of
load balancing on diﬀerent network lifetime deﬁnitions, we evaluate TITAN under limited energy
resources. Finally, we present a load-balancing extension to TITAN to distribute energy use in the
network and compare its performance with pure TITAN.
8.1 Load Balancing to Extend Network Lifetime
Although network lifetime is a complex function, it is collectively determined by the lifetime of the
nodes in the network. In wireless networks, uneven energy consumption occurs due to the following
reasons. First, the nodes that are chosen to participate in network communication continue serving
the network until they die. Second, in a typical scenario in sensor networks, the nodes that are
closest to the base station become overburdened with heavy traﬃc load (i.e., hot-spot problems) [83,
114]. Since the solutions to hot-spot problems can be alleviated by adding more nodes around the
base station, or varying transmission power levels so that diﬀerent set of nodes around the base
station can be reached, in this chapter, we focus on the ﬁrst problem.
If we assume a high node density, and hence, the death of an individual node is not important,
then the best strategy is to let nodes die as they are being used for communication and let the
other nodes take over supporting communication in the network. PEAS [131] follows this strategy
by allowing redundant nodes to choose a randomized sleeping time and, upon their wake-up, probe
their neighborhood to check for the presence of a working node. If a working node is detected, the
node continues with randomized sleeping, or otherwise, becomes a working node. However, it is
obvious from the algorithm that PEAS is targeted for applications that need to maintain a set a
working nodes, for instance, to preserve connectivity. However, unless the goal of the application
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is continuous environment monitoring, it is not necessary to maintain network connectivity at all
times. Essentially, this is the main idea behind TITAN. TITAN selects a backbone nodes based on
current communication in the network and hence, does not maintain total network connectivity at
all times. As the nodes on the backbone get depleted, a new route discovery is initiated for the
ﬂows on the failing paths and new nodes are selected for the backbone.
However, in the presence critical nodes in the network, which can partition the network, timely
distribution of a overburdened nodes’ responsibilities to other nodes in the network might improve
node, and consequently, network lifetime. The main challenge to such load balancing is the al-
gorithmic complexity of the problem. To maximize network lifetime, it is necessary to discover k
disjoint dominating sets and activate these topologies sequentially for a pre-determined duration
for each topology. The lifetime is determined by the sum of the topology durations. Although
distributed and randomized algorithms exist that approximate the optimal solution within a factor
of O(logn), which is the best known approximation ratio [79], the proposed algorithms require
2-hop neighborhood information in addition to the knowledge of the total number of nodes in the
network, which may not be always available. Furthermore, dominating sets found by these algo-
rithms are not necessarily connected. Essentially, approximating the Maximum Lifetime Connected
Dominating Set is an open problem.
The second challenge is that it is hard to predict the outcome of heuristic approaches that
use local information. For instance, in TITAN, backbone nodes may deplete their batteries and
die early. A naive solution to this problem may be to let nodes with low remaining energy delay
RREQs longer to reduce the probability of joining the backbone. In the extreme case, a node with
limited energy can resign from routing [48]. However, this solution would eventually require a more
than necessary number of nodes stay active, which is counterproductive, since these underloaded
nodes consume energy mostly idling and drain their batteries fast. Additionally, although using
common techniques such as periodic active node rotation (i.e., a node resigns from active mode to
give other nodes a chance to become active) [24, 130] might allow nodes take turns in participating
in communication, some nodes may need to always be active to preserve connectivity. Figure 8.1
illustrates a simple case where active node rotation may not avoid overusing nodes. Node 1 has
two routes to node 6: r1: 1 − 2 − 6 and r2: 1 − 3 − 6. Node 2 is an active node and forwarding
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Figure 8.1: Example case for active node rotation.
for ﬂow 4 → 5, while node 3 is in power-save mode. However, node 2 has only 50% battery, while
the battery of node 3 is full. Nevertheless, active node rotation does not allow node 2 to switch
to power-save mode if node 3 cannot take over ﬂow 4 → 5. Even if node 3 can take over this
ﬂow, switching node 2 to power-save mode would cause routing disruptions and expensive route
discovery for on-demand routing protocols. Therefore, simply rotating active nodes leads to poor
energy eﬃciency when the current communication in the network is not considered.
An additional challenge is to limit the overhead generated to adapt to current energy levels in
the network. For instance, to determine the cost to send from i to j, residual battery energy can
be incorporated into a routing metric, wij(t), as follows [21]:
wij(t) = Ptijλ · Bi(0)μ ·Bi(t)−β, (8.1)
where Bi(0) is the initial energy of node i, and Bi(t) denotes the battery energy of node i at
time t. With this metric, routes with nodes that have lower residual energy have higher costs.
Using this metric randomizes route discovery and provides load balancing, however, at the cost
of high route discovery overhead (e.g., more RREQs need to be forwarded in the case of on-
demand routing). Other protocols utilize battery capacity information by using an energy-aware
(e.g., MTPR [111, 120]) routing protocol until all routes contain nodes with battery capacity
below a threshold, in which case the routing algorithm emphasizes routes with maximum battery
capacity [120] or minimum drain rate [58]. However, it is not clear how to choose a threshold that
achieves the load balancing goal with minimum overhead. Alternatively, more resourceful routes
can be discovered if the transmission energy consumption is allowed to be a constant times higher
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than the minimum [71]. However, again the selection of this constant parameter is not obvious.
Finally, load balancing mechanisms need to respect the energy conservation protocols in the
network. Hence, the main obstacle to using some of the currently proposed solutions is the re-
quirement of having accurate remaining energy level information for all nodes in the network or in
a given geographical zone of the network [71]. Similarly, in [42], neighbors continuously monitor
the remaining energy of the nodes on routes, and try to take over if they determine that the gap
in energy levels grew. While network energy consumption can be eﬀectively balanced this way,
it cannot be supported in energy-saving networks, where nodes not involved in communication
remain in power-save mode and do not always have the ability to monitor other nodes. Given these
challenges to load balancing, in the next section, we present the lifetime performance of TITAN in
the absence of load balancing in an attempt to identify the extent of the need for load balancing
in wireless networks.
8.2 Lifetime Performance in the Absence of Load Balancing
The goal of our study is to understand the impact of overusing nodes and load balancing on the
network based on diﬀerent deﬁnitions of lifetime. For instance, to reduce idling energy consumption,
TITAN builds a backbone of nodes that satisﬁes the existing communication requirements of the
network. Over time, the energy reserves of the backbone nodes are expected to get depleted
resulting in failures. We compare TITAN, which does not use load balancing, to Span [24], which
uses active node rotation for load balancing. As two baselines, we evaluate the performance when
all nodes use ODPM [136] and when all nodes are active (Active). While the simulations with Span
and Active use geographical routing (GR), ODPM and TITAN use DSR. Additionally, we evaluate
all protocols (except Active) when Span options are on and oﬀ. Turning these options on in Span
compensates for the increase in idling costs due to broadcast messages for backbone maintenance.
To understand lifetime performance of the protocols, we use three lifetime metrics: (1) the
fraction of nodes with non-zero energy as a function of time [130], (2) the time to the ﬁrst ﬂow
death [104] and (3) the time it takes the aggregate delivery rate to drop below a threshold [24].
We are able to measure the second and third metric since we simulate CBR traﬃc. Hence, by
evaluating per-ﬂow and aggregate delivery ratio for a ﬁxed time frame (50 s in our study), we
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Figure 8.3: Number of alive nodes vs. time.
calculate network lifetime when the delivery ratio drops to zero for each case.
The simulation setting is the same as in Section 4.3.1, where the network has the Span topology.
The source and destination nodes start with 2000 J of energy, while the remaining 100 nodes start
with 300 J of energy. We use a linear battery discharge model. Hence, the energy level of node i
at time t, Bi(t), satisﬁes:
Bi(t) = Bi(0)− {Eactive(i) + Epassive(i)}|t (8.2)
Each simulation runs for 1000 s.
We ﬁrst evaluate the time to ﬁrst ﬂow death as traﬃc load increases (see Figure 8.2). While
TITAN-Opt achieves better performance, TITAN shows more stability. For TITAN-Opt, the ﬁrst
ﬂow dies 389 s later than Active, 266 s later than Span, 131 s later than ODPM and 56 s later
than TITAN, on average. Essentially, using Span options impacts the routes found and destabilizes
TITAN-opt in terms of the number of backbone nodes, and hence, the lifetime expectancy, while
with TITAN the number of backbone nodes increases with traﬃc rate, which results in a consistent
lifetime behavior. Second, we evaluate the number of alive nodes per unit time when the per
ﬂow CBR rate is 4 Kbps (see Figure 8.3). Although Span maintains the highest number of alive
nodes, between 350-500 s, Span’s performance degrades fast. The reason for the fast decrease in
the number of alive nodes is due to the active node rotation for energy balancing. For TITAN-Opt
and TITAN, the number of alive nodes is more like a staircase function due to focusing traﬃc to
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Figure 8.6: Energy goodput vs. traﬃc load
with Span options.
active nodes and switching to other active nodes as former active nodes die. Therefore, the number
of alive nodes approaches zero more slowly than Span. Finally, we evaluate the aggregate delivery
ratio over time when the per ﬂow CBR rate is 4 Kbps (see Figure 8.4). TITAN-Opt shows the best
performance by maintaining an 88% delivery ratio until 750 s, while the delivery ratio falls down
to 34% with ODPM-Opt around 650 s and with Span-Opt around 600 s. For TITAN, the delivery
ratio around 600-650 s is 86%.
Furthermore, when coping with node deaths, TITAN is still able to maintain high energy
eﬃciency compared to the rest of the protocols. While the energy goodput of TITAN-Opt is 12-
68% and 16-30% higher compared to Span-Opt and ODPM-Opt, respectively, TITAN achieves
52-130% and 10-30% higher energy goodput compared to Span and ODPM (see Figure 8.5 and
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Figure 8.6). Additionally, TITAN provides 18-51% higher energy goodput compared to Span-Opt
for CBR rates less than 4.5 Kb/s, which shows that the energy spent for coordination in Span
is signiﬁcant even when the options are on. Therefore, even though TITAN-opt achieves higher
energy goodput than TITAN, TITAN’s performance is not dependent on such options.
These results show that although TITAN does not provide explicit energy balancing, it does
not have a detrimental impact on lifetime. However, as observed from Figure 8.2, when using
TITAN, nodes on the backbone die in batches. As long as these nodes can be replaced by other
nodes, high lifetime performance can be maintained. For instance, in Figure 8.4, the delivery ratio
exhibits dips as a set of nodes die. However, the network recovers from these node failures and the
delivery ratio improves as new nodes join the backbone. Hence, as long as the network density is
high, TITAN is able to maintain a long network lifetime. On the other hand, depending on the
application scenario, a more uniform node depletion might be desirable (as in the case of Span
in Figure 8.2). Therefore, in the next section, we present a local algorithm that allows such load
balancing based on the remaining energy of the nodes on the backbone.
8.3 A New Approach to Load Balancing
When the energy resources in the network are limited, it is possible to take the following diﬀerent
actions: (1) Let nodes die and let route discovery to determine the next set of nodes to join the
backbone as in TITAN, (2) periodically rotate nodes that are on the backbone as in Span, (3)
trigger load balancing reactively based on the remaining energy of backbone nodes and current
traﬃc in the network.
For a load balancing algorithm, making a globally energy-eﬃcient decision using only local
information is a challenging task. As we have shown, although the second approach, periodic active
node rotation, achieves uniform node depletion, nodes die fast resulting in poor performance under
various lifetime metrics. The main problem of simple node rotation is that nodes leave the backbone
regardless of their impact on current network traﬃc. Essentially, the underlying routing protocol
is expected to handle the failures and ﬁnd a new route that goes over the changing backbone. As
the frequency of node rotation increases, signiﬁcant route discovery overhead is incurred. To avoid
such overhead, we take the more communication-centric third approach to load balancing, which
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we call local ﬂow distribution (LFD).
Using Local Flow Distribution, each node on the backbone periodically makes a localized de-
cision about leaving the backbone. Instead of immediately retiring and letting the network react
to routing disruptions, nodes preemptively trigger a route recovery based on a slightly-modiﬁed
bypass route recovery approach described in Chapter 7. Speciﬁcally, an active node tries to dis-
tribute its routing responsibilities to its neighbors. If the node is able to assign at least one ﬂow to
one of its neighbors, it retires from the backbone by switching back to PSM. However, this might
cause packet failures for the packets that were on the ﬂy before the node retired. These failures are
usually salvaged by the neighbor discovery mechanisms of TITAN, which gives a second chance to
a packet suspecting that the node might have switched to PSM and be sleeping. If the node were
able to distribute all its ﬂows, the node would be able to eventually continuously stay in PSM, as
new routes through neighbors start being used. If the node were not able to distribute all of its
ﬂows, it would switch back to AM and stay in the backbone. However, the duration of its stay in
the backbone is now determined by its unassigned ﬂows.
The key components of local ﬂow distribution are: (1) a backbone retirement decision mecha-
nism and (2) a neighbor query mechanism for ﬂow distribution. Next, we discuss these mechanisms
in further detail.
8.3.1 Backbone Retirement Decisions
To provide local operation, local ﬂow distribution lets each node on the backbone independently
decide if it should retire based on its remaining energy and the number of ﬂows it is handling. Since
querying for neighbors consumes energy, nodes trigger ﬂow distribution with probability, pretire:
pretire = 1− (Bi(t)
Bi(0)
)
f
, (8.3)
where f is the number of ﬂows that is going over backbone node i. We assume all nodes start with
equal initial energy. However, if this is not the case, using this metric is not appropriate. Consider
the case, where Bi(0) = 100, Bj(0) = 10, Bi(t) = 10, Bj(t) = 1. For both i and j,
Bi(0)
Bi(t)
= 1/10.
Hence, equal retiring probability is assigned to both nodes i and j even though node j should have
a higher probability. If the maximum initial battery level, Bmax(0), is known, this problem can be
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avoided using:
pretire = 1− ( Bi(t)
2
Bi(0) · Bmax(0))
f/2
, (8.4)
In this case, Bi(0)Bi(t) = 1/10 and
Bj(0)
Bj(t)
= 1/100. Hence, pretire = 0.9 for node i, and pretire = 0.99 for
node j.
We use two diﬀerent approaches to limit the number of retirement attempts. In the ﬁrst
approach, LFD-1, nodes set a self-timer and do not initiate another retirement attempt until the
timer expires. In the second approach, LFD-2, the nodes try to retire more aggressively, and may
initiate multiple retirement attempts within close intervals if they have not been able to oﬄoad all
their ﬂows to their neighbors.
8.3.2 Querying Neighbors for Flow Distribution
To localize the impact of retirement decisions, backbone nodes try to oﬄoad their traﬃc load only
to their neighbors. Hence, once a node decides to retire, it sends a one-hop query message to its
neighbors. The query message contains the previous hop i, the next hop node j and destination
d information for each of the active routes handled by node i. On receiving a query message, a
node evaluates its eligibility to take over each ﬂow advertised in the query message. If the node
can connect the previous hop i and the next hop j or the previous hop i and the destination
d of any of the ﬂows, the node creates a reply message. However, the node delays sending this
query reply message based on its current power management status and remaining energy. When
selecting nodes to redistribute the ﬂows, the goal is to reduce the number of redundant nodes on
the backbone, if there are any, by giving priority to under-utilized backbone nodes. Otherwise new
node(s) might be selected for the backbone. Hence, similar to TITAN, if the node density is high
or the number of active neighbors is high, the query reply is delayed longer. Additionally, the lower
the remaining energy, the higher is the query reply delay.
On receiving a query reply message, a node checks if it can delegate any of the ﬂows it is currently
handling to the sender of the reply message. If this is the case, an enhanced error message is sent
to the source of the ﬂow, indicating the new route the source needs to use for future packets. Using
this local algorithm, node that are in the regions where there is network traﬃc are expected to be
able to share this traﬃc load among their neighbors. In the next section, we present a simulation
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Figure 8.7: Simple load balancing scenario.
study of the local ﬂow distribution algorithm to evaluate its lifetime performance.
8.4 Evaluation of Flow Distribution
The goal of the local ﬂow distribution algorithm is to allow all nodes to remain up and running
together as long as possible. In contrast to TITAN, all nodes in the network are considered to be
equally important and nodes that handle network traﬃc take turns to share this traﬃc load with
their neighbors. In this section, we evaluate how these strategies (i.e., load balancing that treats
node equally, or exhausting the energy of each node in turn while other nodes save energy) impact
network lifetime under the same lifetime metrics in Section 8.2.
The simulation study in this section is conducted in two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, we study
LFD-1, LFD-2 and TITAN in a simple topology, with controlled node redundancy. Next, we repeat
the experiments in Section 8.2 to understand the general impact of load balancing. While the ﬁrst
study allows exhibiting the diﬀerences between protocols more clearly, the second study shows the
lifetime expectancy under diﬀerent metrics when node redundancy is not uniform over the network.
8.4.1 Simple Topology
To understand the eﬀects of our local ﬂow distribution algorithm on network lifetime, we ﬁrst
simulate the simple topology shown in Figure 8.7. In this topology, node 1 is the source and node
5 is the destination, and nodes 2, 3 and 4 serve as relays. The results shown in the graphs are
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Table 8.1: Time to First Node and Flow Death of LFD-1, LFD-2 and TITAN in a Small Network
Protocol Time to First Node Death (s) Time to Flow Death (s)
LFD-1 239.64 ± 12.2 425 ± 7.07
LFD-2 278.9 ± 30.02 415 ± 5.27
TITAN 190.4 ± 0.15 440 ± 0
averages of 10 runs.
The eﬀect of load balancing via ﬂow distribution is clearly observed in Figure 8.8, which plots
the number of alive nodes vs. simulation time. TITAN exhibits a staircase behavior, and uses up
the available relay nodes one by one. Hence, the ﬁrst node dies earlier than both variants of local
ﬂow distribution, LFD-1 and LFD-2. While the ﬁrst node dies at around 190.4 s in TITAN, the
ﬁrst node death is observed at around 239.64 s with LFD-1 and at around 278.9 s with LFD-2 (see
Table 8.1). LFD-2 performs better in terms of ﬁrst node death since ﬂow distribution is carried
out more aggressively compared to LFD-1 (ﬂow distribution is performed on average ≈ 47 times in
LFD-2, and ≈ 30 times in LFD-1). On the other hand, this aggressive behavior might lead to the
faster depletion of nodes. At 400 s, both TITAN and LFD-1 still have one node that can serve the
ﬂow. However, with LFD-2, all nodes typically die before 415 s. Essentially, the eﬀect of this fast
node depletion is also observed in terms of the time to ﬂow death. With TITAN, the network is
able to sustain the ﬂow longer in comparison to LFD-1 and LFD-2, while LFD-2 does better than
LFD-1. However, the degradation is not signiﬁcant. Using TITAN, the ﬂow dies 35 s later than
LFD-2 and 25 s later than LFD-1. Furthermore, as seen in Figure 8.9, all the protocols are able to
maintain similar aggregate delivery ratio vs. time.
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The simulations in this simple setting reveal the diﬀerent trade-oﬀs with each protocol. While
load balancing can improve lifetime under the ﬁrst node death metric, energy consumed for load
balancing eventually results in fast depletion of nodes and time to ﬁrst ﬂow death occurs slightly
earlier than TITAN, which does not use any load balancing.
8.4.2 Span Topology
To understand the performance in a larger network, we use the same simulation setting as in
Section 8.2. In this section, we also illustrate the performance of Span and Span-Opt under diﬀerent
lifetime metrics.
In terms of the number of alive nodes over time, as expected, load balancing allows nodes to
stay alive longer. Figure 8.10 and Figure 8.11 show the number of alive nodes over time at 2 Kb/s
and 4 Kb/s traﬃc rates. For the clarity of the graphs, the line for LFD-1 is omitted since it
performs similar but slightly worse than LFD-2. Span’s load balancing is signiﬁcantly worse in
comparison to the other protocols without the Span options that alleviate the overhead from hello
messages. When the Span options are on, Span allows more nodes to stay alive longer, however its
performance degrades quickly over time. LFD-2 performs inbetween TITAN and Span-Opt. Before
500 s, more nodes stay alive longer compared to TITAN and after 550 s more nodes stay alive
longer compared to Span-Opt (see Figure 8.10). Figure 8.11 shows that the number of alive nodes
in Span or Span-opt is not aﬀected by increasing rates, since Span sends a ﬁxed number of hello
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Table 8.2: Sample Standard Deviation of Remaining Energy
Protocol 150 s 350 s 400 s
LFD-1 29.1 69 69.25
LFD-2 26.38 69.49 69.01
TITAN 32.26 88.65 79.22
messages for load balancing and nodes withdraw from the backbone periodically. However, LFD-2
ties load balancing decisions to the rate of traﬃc. The faster the nodes deplete their energy, the
more aggressively the nodes try to perform load balancing. Therefore, as the rate increases, the
extent of the improvement over Span decreases.
To understand which nodes die in the network, we plotted the ﬁve diﬀerent topologies and
marked the nodes that died ﬁrst for LFD-1, LFD-2 and TITAN (see Figure 8.12, Figure 8.13,
Figure 8.14, Figure 8.15 and Figure 8.16, where LFD-1 is marked with circles, LDF-2 is marked
with squares and TITAN is marked with triangles). Both LFD-1 and LFD-2 are able to use diﬀerent
nodes around the critical regions (i.e., the regions that contains nodes that can potentially partition
the network). Hence, LFD-1 and LFD-2 are able to distribute the load better than TITAN. This
can also be seen from Table 8.3, which shows the population standard deviation of the remaining
energy of the relay nodes at 150 s, 350 s and 400 s. The population standard deviation is calculated
as:
s =
√√√√ 1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2, (8.5)
N is the number of relays (100 in this study), xi is the remaining energy of node i and x¯ is average
remaining energy over all nodes. The energy consumption is distributed more evenly in LFD-1 and
LFD-2 compared to TITAN, since the deviation in terms of remaining energy is 10-20% lower.
As seen in Figure 8.12, Figure 8.13, Figure 8.14, Figure 8.15 and Figure 8.16, the networks used
in this study have critical regions, which presents a challenge to improving the lifetime compared
to the small network studied in Section 8.4.1. Therefore, the time to ﬁrst node death is similar
for all protocols (see Figure 8.17, which shows the time to ﬁrst node death at 2 Kb/s and 4 Kb/s
traﬃc rates). On the other hand, diﬀerent protocols have signiﬁcantly diﬀerent performance in
terms of time to ﬁrst ﬂow death, which is plotted in Figure 8.18. TITAN, which uses nodes one
by one, creates less disturbance to the network and hence, the ﬁrst ﬂow death occurs at 814 s for
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Figure 8.12: Topology 1.
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Figure 8.13: Topology 2.
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Figure 8.14: Topology 3.
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Figure 8.15: Topology 4.
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Figure 8.16: Topology 5.
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Figure 8.17: Time to ﬁrst node death at
2 Kbps and 4 Kbps.
Figure 8.18: Time to ﬁrst ﬂow death at
2 Kbps and 4 Kbps.
2 Kb/s and 720 s for 4 Kb/s. LFD-1 performs similarly but slightly better than LFD-2, since it
tries to distribute ﬂows less aggressively compared to LFD-2. On the other hand, Span, regardless
of whether the Span options are used or not, performs signiﬁcantly worse than LFD-1, LFD-2 and
TITAN. While Span options help, the ﬁrst ﬂow death with Span-Opt occurs, for instance, ≈ 203 s
earlier than LFD-1.
Furthermore, using the Span options does not provide any advantage over LFD algorithms or
TITAN in terms of either energy goodput or the aggregate delivery ratio with time. For instance,
the energy goodput performance of Span is 83% worse than LFD-1, and the energy goodput per-
formance of Span-Opt is 20% worse than LFD-1 at 2 Kb/s. Essentially, LFD algorithms perform
similarly to TITAN, even though they incur additional load balancing cost (their performance de-
viates within 0.02-0.08%). In terms of aggregate delivery ratio, LFD-1 is able to maintain higher
delivery ratio compared to the rest of the protocols until 650 s (see Figure 8.19). For instance, LFD-
1 delivers 15% more than TITAN at 600 s at both 2 Kb/s and 4 Kb/s traﬃc rates. Essentially,
through load balancing, LFD-1 is able to avoid the dips in delivery ratio that TITAN experiences
around 350 s and 600 s. Therefore, LFD-1 is able to deliver more stable performance. However,
the performance degrades after 700 s. Essentially, TITAN is able to salvage a dip in its delivery
ratio around 700 s, whereas the other protocols are not able to recover from node failures.
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Table 8.3: Energy Goodput with Load Balancing
Protocol LFD-1 LFD-2 TITAN Span Span-Opt
2 Kb/s 847.99 806.19 850.19 463.29 708.42
4 Kb/s 1460.86 1398.11 1490.71 856.43 1354
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Figure 8.19: Aggregate delivery ratio at
2 Kb/s.
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Figure 8.20: Aggregate delivery ratio at
4 Kb/s.
In summary, the results of this study shows that while Span, by periodically rotating nodes,
allows more uniform depletion of nodes, it does not necessarily guarantee better performance in
terms of other lifetime metrics or energy goodput. The ﬂow distribution algorithms, LFD-1 and
LFD-2, improve the performance of TITAN in terms of the number of nodes alive over time.
Furthermore, except the time to ﬁrst ﬂow death, performance is not impaired due to triggering
load balancing. Essentially, by tying load balancing decisions to the remaining energy and network
traﬃc, the LFD algorithms are able to perform with more stable delivery ratio performance (i.e.,
resulting in less dips in delivery ratio which is characteristic of TITAN).
8.5 Summary
The lifetime of a network can have very diﬀerent deﬁnitions based on the type of network and
the application scenario. However, a viable approach to improve network lifetime is to improve
node lifetime. To this end, in this chapter, we propose a local ﬂow distribution algorithm to
balance traﬃc load among nodes in regions with active traﬃc. We evaluated the eﬀect of such load
balancing on node and network lifetime, which provide valuable guidelines for using load balancing
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to extend network lifetime. For instance, our results show that while simple node rotation provides
more uniform node depletion, this does not necessarily improve lifetime in terms of the time to ﬁrst
ﬂow death or the time the aggregate delivery ratio drops below a threshold. Therefore, such load
balancing should only be used if all nodes are expected to deplete evenly. On the other hand, our
local distribution algorithm provides almost linear node depletion and nodes exhaust their batteries
more slowly as time passes. Furthermore, local ﬂow distribution is also able to maintain better
performance under lifetime metrics that are tied to communication quality (e.g. the time to ﬁrst
ﬂow death). However, as the traﬃc rate increases and nodes drain their batteries faster, local ﬂow
distribution algorithms try load balancing more aggressively. While given enough node redundancy,
this deﬁnitely improves node lifetime, as the node density drops, such eﬀorts would be futile since
there might not be enough nodes to distribute traﬃc. Therefore, load balancing should be avoided
in the case of low node density.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
Energy-eﬃcient operation of wireless networks is not only desirable, but is an important requirement
for the deployment of wireless networks [14]. In this thesis, we showed that eﬀective energy conser-
vation requires careful network design that considers the interactions between diﬀerent approaches
to save energy in communication and idle times. We identiﬁed key challenges and presented a
communication-centric approach to energy conservation in multi-hop wireless networks. In this
ﬁnal chapter, we summarize our contributions and discuss directions for future work.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
The key contribution of our work is a toolbox of solutions that enable communication-centric energy
conservation. Speciﬁcally, this thesis presented energy-conservation solutions that target diﬀerent
sources of energy consumption respecting the inter-dependencies among these approaches. By tying
energy conservation decisions to current traﬃc requirements in the network, our solutions provide
high energy savings without degrading communication performance.
We categorized issues within communication-centric energy conservation as (1) minimizing in-
stantaneous energy consumption and (2) maximizing network lifetime. In the context of minimizing
instantaneous energy consumption, we demonstrated that the main source of energy consumption
is the energy consumed during idle-time. We have shown that eﬀective idle-time energy conser-
vation can be achieved by reducing the number of nodes participating in network communication.
Adapting to current conditions with low maintenance overhead can be enabled by building an
on-demand backbone based only on communication requirements in the network. Essentially, this
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low maintenance overhead is the key to energy conservation in multi-hop wireless networks, as we
demonstrated in Chapter 5. We incorporate communication-time energy conservation into idle-
time energy conservation using three diﬀerent heuristics: (1) minimizing communication energy
use as a primary goal, (2) jointly optimizing for both communication and idling energy use and
(3) minimizing idling energy use as a primary goal. As our results show, the third approach is
the only feasible approach that achieves high energy savings since (1) it prioritizes the correct cost
compared to the ﬁrst approach (i.e., idle-time costs over communication-time costs) and (2) it has
signiﬁcantly lower overhead compared to the second approach.
We further demonstrated the importance of reducing idle-time energy by allowing nodes to
have an additional low-power radio. Using this low-power/low-rate radio for network maintenance
and sending data in bursts through high-power/high-rate radio achieves signiﬁcant energy savings
compared to single-radio systems. To reduce the control overhead further, we proposed protocols
that react to the changes in the network adaptively. For instance, a local route recovery protocol
that uses information from our adaptive connectivity maintenance mechanism allows sustaining
the energy-eﬃciency of the network in the presence of route breaks. Additionally, the energy from
control overhead can be signiﬁcantly reduced by limiting the overhead of broadcast communication,
which is a fundamental primitive for control message dissemination. Our results showed that using a
probabilistic forwarding approach allows exploiting redundancy inherent in broadcast and achieves
communication and energy consumption trade-oﬀs.
In the context of network lifetime, we showed that our solutions eﬀectively reduce instantaneous
energy consumption without hurting network lifetime. Since there is no general deﬁnition for
network lifetime, we evaluated the performance under various lifetime metrics. Our results show
that while periodic active node rotation, which is the typical method to balance energy consumption
in the network, allows more nodes to stay awake initially, its performance degrades quickly due to its
control overhead. On the other hand, tying load balancing decisions to current network traﬃc and
available energy in the network allows improving lifetime performance under more communication-
oriented lifetime metrics (e.g., time to aggregate delivery ratio to drop below a threshold).
In conclusion, this research has addressed the challenges to communication-centric energy con-
servation. Our results demonstrate: (1) the need to prioritize idle-time energy conservation over
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communication-time energy conservation, (2) the eﬀect control overhead on the feasibility of so-
lutions and maintaining energy-eﬃciency of the network, (3) the opportunities for performance
improvements from adapting to current network conditions and (4) the need for network topology
and traﬃc information for eﬀective load balancing to improve network lifetime.
9.2 Future Work
There are several interesting future directions based on the work described in this thesis. While
some of these are extensions to our work, some others are motivated by the new advances in energy
resources for multi-hop wireless networks.
While we propose general solutions for multi-hop wireless networks in this thesis, sensor net-
works introduce new communication performance metrics such as data quality, which can be in-
cluded in our communication-centric energy conservation design. For instance, the use of a for-
warding backbone has shown promise for reducing idle-time energy consumption. It would be
interesting to explore the eﬀects of using our on-demand topology management protocol on data
aggregation in sensor networks. In this case, the backbone nodes should be chosen based both on
energy conservation and data quality requirements.
Our results show the importance of adaptive operation, which enables high energy savings with-
out degrading communication. In the context of our bulk communication protocol, open problems
include adapting to changes in quality of communication, traﬃc load and network topology. For
instance, the burst size can be adapted to the channel quality and current congestion. Addition-
ally, low-power radios can also be used for data communication besides network maintenance, if
the observed channel quality is better than the high-power radio. Such adjustments might also be
necessary to provide the desired level of quality of service to an application. For instance, the burst
size can be adjusted based on the maximum delay the application is willing to tolerate. Addition-
ally, the results in Chapter 8 show that it is challenging to design one load balancing solution that
performs well under diﬀerent lifetime metrics. Therefore, enabling adaptivity can also play a key
role in deciding which approach to load balancing best ﬁts current conditions in the network (e.g.,
network density, traﬃc rate, lifetime metric based on the application scenario).
Our communication-centric energy conservation solutions have been designed for networks where
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energy resources are limited. However, new and exciting developments in the area of energy har-
vesting provide potential for perpetual computing. For instance, sensors produced by Siemens are
designed to acquire energy through ambient light from the environment [40]. It would be interest-
ing to explore the eﬀect of our solutions in such energy harvesting networks. In these networks,
diﬃculties exist in terms of collecting usable energy from the environment (e.g., the need to choose
the type of solar cell such that the spectral response of the solar cell matches the lighting conditions
in the environment). Hence, in energy-harvesting networks, the main limitation is available energy
rather than total energy in the network. However, in unpredictable environments where traﬃc
load signiﬁcantly varies, we expect communication-centric energy conservation to be still critical to
operate the network with the available energy reserve.
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